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INTRODUCTION 

1-1    SCOPE 

This study is a preliminary investigation into the concepts and 

requirements of a protracted war which could continue after a counter- 

military nuclear exchange between the United States and the Soviet Union. 

The exchange envisioned for this study represents a near "worst case" for a 

military only attack, but stops short of escalating into direct industrial 

and population attacks. As such, it represents only one of a spectrum of 

"limited" nuclear attacks which could lead to protracted warfare. However, 

it 1s a scenario we believe of particular value to emphasize because it seeks 

to gain insights into the many different ways that military forces can be 

stressed and the post-attack environments with which they must cope. 

Given the conditions emanating from such an attack, the study next 

seeks to define, in broad terms, the protracted war missions for which U.S. 

military forces will be needed. 

Finally, it proposes some solutions to enhance U.S. capabilities to 

overcome some of the specific deficiencies noted during the course of the 

study. This latter effort, while quite substantial, does not attempt to 

address a comprehensive approach to a structured plan for preparing for the 

requirements of protracted warfare. 

Since the concept of protracted nuclear warfare 1s markedly differ- 

ent from U.S. strategic concepts of the past several decades, a brief review 

of strategic policies and global perceptions of the two superpowers during 

this time will be useful in understanding the developing concept which this 

study addresses. 

1-2 SOVIET INTENTIONS ANO U.S. PERSPECTIVE 

In the 1960's both the Soviet Union and the United States accepted 

"peaceful coexistence" as the replacement for the "cold war" of the 1950's. 

However, "peaceful coexistence" has had significantly different meanings to 

11 



the two nations. To the Soviet Union, it has meant a relationship in which 

each superpower would refrain from directly confronting the other. But at 

the same time the Soviets also have seen it as an opportunity to exploit an 

inherently unstable international system in order to advance Soviet power 

and influence. U.S. policymakers and opinion leaders have held that, not 

only would each superpower refrain from directly threatening the other but, 

of even greater importance, they both had a common interest in maintaining 

the stability of the international system. Thus, in the U.S. view, neither 

would seek to undermine the stability of the international system by trying 

to change the balance of world power and influence between the two competing 

superpowers. 

The Soviets see peaceful coexistence as "a special form of the class 

struggle in the international area"* ' rather than "the end of the struggle 

between the two world systems."^ ' Even more explicit is the Soviet view 

that "the strategic purpose of peaceful coexistence is to insure favorable 

conditions for the world-wide victory of socialism"*3', and a "complete and 

final victory of Communism on a world scale."* ' Brezhnev gave the Soviet 

rational for such a view 1n December 1972: "because the world outlook and 

class alms of socialism and capitalism are opposed and irreconcilable."^ 

The Soviets Interpret peaceful coexistence to mean the actions of Western 

capitalist countries are circumscribed while the Interests of world commu- 

nism are advanced. 

1-3 SOVIET VIEWS OF THE "CORRELATION OF FORCES" 

It is apparent from their statements that the Soviet leadership has 

convinced Itself that the U.S. does not now have the power to do other than 

seek peaceful relations with the Soviet Union on whatever conditions it can 

get. Soviet writings make it clear that they believe that the U.S. has lost 

or can no longer deal with the USSR on the basis of "Its notorious 'from-a- 

position-of-strength' policy and...the policy of Ignoring the realities of 

the modern world."' ' As a result Soviet spokesmen have reiterated the theme 

that the U.S. was forced to negotiate from a position of weakness. 

•Numbers in parentheses refer to list of references. 
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"The strategic course of U.S. policy is now changing before our very 
eyes from 'pax Americana'.. .to a definite form of necessity for 
peaceful coexistence. But we must clearly understand that this 
change is a forced one and that it is precisely the power-the 
social, economic and, ultimately, military power-of the Soviet 
Union and the socialist countries that is compelling American rul- 
ing circles to engage in an agonizing reappraisal of values."(7) 

This has been the espoused position of the Soviet Union ever since 

President Nixon signed the SALT I agreement. The "correlation of world 

forces" has shifted, according to Moscow, in favor of the Soviet Union. This 

shift, Moscow contends, has been brought about by ever-increasing Soviet 

power and the decline of the United States. 

"Recent international events have...shown that the change in the 
balance of forces is not some kind of an abstract formula but a 
tangible reality that is making the imperialist powers adapt to the 
new situation and is making it possible to bring about major changes 
in the international arena."(8) 

In June 1974 8rezhnev stated: "Having evaluated the overall balance of 

forces in the world, we arrived at the conclusion a few years ago that there 

was a real possibility for bringing about a fundamental change in the inter- 

national situation."(9) 

1-4 U.S. DECLARATORY POLICIES 

U.S. declaratory policy as it relates to the deterrence of nuclear 

warfare has received increased scrutiny as the Soviet Union approached and 

then achieved parity with the United States in strategic offense capability. 

In the view of many, the Soviet capability has gone well beyond parity into a 

Soviet superiority. 

Lately, there have been numerous articles written and much discus- 

sion on whether or not our declaratory policy matched our targeting doctrine, 

or whether our strategic nuclear resources were sufficient to implement our 

strategic doctrine. On the other hand, there has been equal, if not more, 

discussion as to whether our strategic capabilities were In excess of that to 

implement our declaratory policy. In many of these discussions, it is not 

clear what declaratory r/olicy is being referenced. We have had a number of 



declaratory policies over the last twenty years with more policy statements 

being made in recent years. 

The following strategic doctrines and their operative time periods 

have been annunciated over the last twenty five years: 

. Massive Retaliation 1950's 

. Assured Destruction/Damage Limiting (AD/DL) 1960's 

. Mutual Assured Destruction (MAD) Late I960's 

. Strategic Sufficiency (SlIFF) Early 1970's 

. Essential Equivalence (EE) Mid 1970's 

. Rough Equivalence (RE) Mid 1970's 

. Countervailing Strategy Late 1970's 

A review of these principal policy statements and a comparison with 

our strategic Implementation capability that existed at the time the policy 

was announced may give some insight Into why there were so many policy 

changes over the last two decades. Figure 1-1 shows the relative capabili- 

ties (expressed 1n deployed throw weight) of the two powers' strategic forces 

to date with an extrapolation for the next six years. It is apparent that 

restatement of U.S. strategic policy has coincided with the growing Imbal- 

ance in U.S./U.S.S.R. strategic capabilities rather than as a result of U.S. 

force developments. 

Mutual Assured Destruction (MAD) 

A sizeable group of Americans believe that deterrence of nuclear 

war is the basic concept underlying the Mutual Assured Destruction (MAD) 

doctrine-i.e., make the potential consequences of a nuclear exchange so 

Intolerable neither side would dare start a war. This view holds that U.S. 

and Soviet nuclear weapons would be targeted on each other's population 

centers and major industries. The United States would always retain suffi- 

cient nuclear military strength to deal the Soviet Union a catastrophic blow 

even after taking a Soviet first strike. Each side would know that to 

Initiate a nuclear exchange would result in devastating retaliation. With 

assured annihilation as table stakes» it would be suicidal for either side to 

strike first. (Not usually discussed In this philosophy is the fact that the 

retaliator is also committing suicide.) 
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To be practicable MAD has some provisos: first, neither side would 

build first strike weapons capable of destroying the other side's retalia- 

tory weapons, and second neither would protect its cities with effective 

active and passive defenses, thereby limiting unacceptable damage. Not to 

adhere to both provisos would tend to make nuclear war an acceptable option. 

(The tolerance of Soviet air defenses by those espousing this doctrine is 

usually explained on the assumption these defenses are useless against bal- 

listic missiles and are therefore futile.) 

1-5 SOVIET WAR-FIGHTING, WAR-WINNING DOCTRINE 

The Soviet military leaders, as revealed in their writings, have 

never accepted the necessity for mutual vulnerability. They do not use the 

concept of deterrence, not in a military sense. Most likely the Soviets are 

sincere when claiming they want to avoid nuclear war, but just as sincerely 

they make it clear that if a superpower nuclear war should occur, they intend 

to fight and ultimately win. Thus, Soviet military writings stress a "war- 

fighting, war-winning" doctrine that has been adapted to Clausewltz's dictum 

that was 1s an extension of politics. From affirming Moscow's support of 

"liberation" wars, to rejecting the Ideas that superpower nuclear war 1s 

unthinkable or that such a war can have no winner, Soviet military doctrine 

consistently supports the correlation between war and policy. A key point 1n 

this doctrine is that despite revolutionary Increases in the destructive 

power of weapons, Moscow continues to view war as an Instrument of policy: 

"The premise of Marxism-Leninism on war as a continuation of policy 

by military means remains true in an atmosphere of fundamental 

changes In military matters. The attempt of certain bourgeois 

Ideologists to prove that nuclear war moves beyond the control of 

policy, ceases to be an Instrument of policy, and does not consti- 

tute Its continuation 1s theoretically Incorrect and politically 

reactionary....The description of the correlation between war and 

policy Is fully valid for the use of weapons of mass destruction. 

Far from leading to a lessening of the role of policy in waging war, 

the tremendous might of the means of destruction leads to the rais- 

ing of that role. After all. Immeasurably more effective means of 

struggle are now at the direct disposal of state power."(10) 



This view is in direct contradiction to the view held by some 

Western theorists that the catastrophic destructiveness of nuclear weapons 

makes such weapons less effective as an instrument of policy. Furthermore, 

Soviet war doctrine calls for victory not deterrence, preemption not retali- 

ation, and superiority in weapons not "rough equivalence," thus acknowledg- 

ing the "extraordinarily important role" military might plays in assuring 

world peace (on Soviet terms). This doctrine has five related elements: 

preemption, quantitative superiority, counterforce and C targeting, com- 

bined arms operations to supplement nuclear strikes, and defense.(11) 

Soviet strategic doctrine stresses the value of surprise in war and 

the decisiveness of a nuclear first strike capability. The Soviets have 

concluded that in any future war, nuclear weapons will be the deciding 

factor. From this they have deduced that the side that strikes first with 

nuclear weapons will have a significant advantage and, in fact, will win the 

war. 

1-6 STRATEGIC ARMS LIMITATION NEGOTIATIONS 

For most of two decades the U.S. has been negotiating with the 

U.S.S.R. in an attempt to establish the MAO doctrine as the basis for nuclear 

arms limitations. The hope has been to stabilize nuclear weapons development 

at a point where neither country possesses a disarming first strike capabil- 

ity. Once parity has been reached, no new nuclear weapons would need to be 

developed by either side. At least that has been the guiding theory behind 

SALT. 

While the Soviets have been talking one thing, they have been doing 

another. Over the last decade Soviet strategic forces have surpassed those 

of the U.S. in quantity, accuracy and effectiveness. Some peope believe the 

U.S. has allowed this Imbalance in nuclear forces to grow to such an extent 

as to invalidate the Doctrine of deterrence, the cornerstone of U.S. stra- 

tegic policy. 

It 1s evident the Soviets are striving not for nuclear weapons 

parity but for superiority. Parity in nuclear weapons is unacceptable to the 

Soviets because it runs counter to their Marxist-Leninist view that no 
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lasting stability is possible until the downfall of capitalism and the final 

world-wide victory of Soviet-led socialism. If nuclear war should occur, the 

Soviets contend it will mean the destruction of capitalism and the establish- 

ment of global socialism patterned after the Soviet system. The Soviets 

refuse to accept parity for the sake of mutual vulnerability because to do so 

would be to conform to a western strategic concept they interpret as another 

tactic to perpetuate the world capitalist system. 

"Peaceful coexistence" may be a favorite expression, seemingly com- 

patible with the concepts behind nuclear weapons parity, but it is just a 

Soviet expedient meant to weaken western resolve and hasten the overthrow of 

capitalism. There is no status quo the Soviets will be satisfied with short 

of all-out victory. 

1-7 INCREASING SOVIET ADVENTURISM 

The Brezhnev doctrine, as enunciated in 1968 to justify the Soviet 

invasion of Czechoslovakia, proclaims the right of the U.S.S.R. to Intervene 

militarily in any socialist country where so-called "socialist gains" are 

threatened. The Soviet Invasion of Afghanistan in December 1979 reminded the 

rest of the world that Moscow still considers the Brezhnev doctrine valid and 

1n force. Interestingly, justification In Soviet journals for the Interven- 

tion in Afghanistan significantly broadened the scope of Soviet Interven- 

tionist policy. 

"In addition to the Soviet Union's obligations to render aid under 

international law there existed other, equally weighty obligations. 

In rendering military assistance to friendly revolutionary 

Afghanistan, the Soviet Union proceeded from the fact that to leave 

the Afghan revolution In the lurch, prey to the counterrevolution, 

would be to Ignore our Internationalist duty as Communists. The 

Soviet Union was prompted in Its action by the dictates of Its 

revolutionary conscience, It proceeded from the behests of Lenin, 

who wrote back In 1915: the socialist state would If need be help 

the oppressed classes of other countries 'using even armed force 

against the exploiting classes and their states.'"(12) 



Now it appears that this doctrine might well be used against Poland. 

The Poles have demanded and to a limited extent been given "freedoms" that 

»re significantly greater than those available to the Russians and other 

cartive nations...therefore Dosing a threat to the tight Soviet control no* 

in being. 

This far-reaching interpretation takes on added significance whs' 

consioerea in light of recent Soviet "reinterpretations" of the takeover by 

force by the Soviet Union in 1940 of the three Baltic countries of Latvia, 

Lithuania, and Estonia. The new version of Soviet history now portrays these 

actions by the Red Army as laudable examples of "peaceful revolution," 

thereby legitimizing an increasingly "external role" for Soviet military 

forces.(13) 

1-8 EMERGING THREAT 

Soviet doctrine is not empty rhetoric; it is being matched by Soviet 

capabilities. The Soviets have slowly and methodically developed a capabil- 

ity to attack the U.S. strategic nuclear forces while still holding most of 

our society as hostages to keep the U.S. from making good its threat of 

launching a retaliatory city strike. In human terms the potential consequen- 

ces are staggering. A properly designed Soviet attack against U.S. forces 

would result in holding 144 million Americans hostage to Influence the 

actions of U.S. leaders. An imprudent response could trigger the slaughter 

of these Americans in a Soviet third strike against U.S. cities. 

The Soviet's force posture, their push for weapons superiority 

rather than weapons equivalence, Indicates clearly that the U.S.S.R. 1s pre- 

paring for the possibility of nuclear war. Should Moscow perceive that a 

crisis situation could evolve Into a nuclear war, the Soviets may very possi- 

bly strike preemptively. 

While the Soviets claim they would never launch an Initial nuclear 

attack, and while It Is possible the Soviet build-up of nuclear weapons is 

Intended solely to exert influence on Western Europe, It Is prudent to con- 

sider a preemptive strike against the U.S. to be one of the prime Soviet 

military options. No matter how a war could start, the Soviet Union might 



be confident its nuclear and conventional forces combined with its civil 

defense efforts would allow it to fight longer and more effectively and 

therefore r.üme out victorious. 

In the face of the huge and menacing unused forces that the Soviets 

would hold after an attack on U.S. forces, the emerging requirement is one of 

being able to control (or even better to dominate) escalation and hold a 

useable reserve force adequate to deter follow-on attacks against American 

cities. A requirement of escalation control 1s enduring survivability, a 

capability not yet designed Into U.S. strategic systems and their associated 

Command and Control. This does not imply, however, that U.S. strategic 

forces used in a responsive strike against the Soviet military could not or 

would not be able to Inflict widespread and significant damage. Such an 

exchange could lead to a condition where neither side had achieved a clear 

military victory nor had been defeated so thoroughly that 1t could not or 

would not continue to fight for a protracted period of time. 

1-9 IMPLICATIONS 
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Thus, at a time when Soviet geo-political successes and shifting 

perspective of the "correlation of forces" are encouraging Moscow into 

increasing adventurism, 

possibility of confrontation (graphically depicted in 

Figure 1-2} which could lead to nuclear war has never been greater. This 

possibility, coupled with Soviet strategy to use their weapons to destroy 

American weapons and defeat U.S. military forces, makes the study of pro- 

tracted war, its environment, missions and military needs, of utmost import- 

ance to U.S. force planners and designers. 



■■■■■ 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Background 

Substantial Improvements In Soviet strategic weapons capabilities 
over the last decade have given Soviet forces a significant and Improving 
first strike capability. This capability coupled with the Soviet war- 
fight 1ng/war-w1nn1ng philosophy has prompted this study of the likely con- 
sequences of a protracted nuclear war. This study envisions such a war as 
one which starts with a massive countermlHtary nuclear weapon exchange 
between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. In which neither side achieves a decisive 
outcome. An examination of the post-attack period is made to conceptualize 
the environment that would characterize this period and to describe how such 
a war probably would evolve into a protracted war. From this analysis the 
principal military missions U.S. forces would be required to undertake are 
explored In general terms. Concluding this study are recommendations for 
Improvements In selected systems that would enhance the adequacy of present 
or planned U.S. forces to execute missions to continue to achieve favorable 
conflict resolution during a protracted war. 

The circumstances that could lead to protracted war could arise 
from the divergent perceptions of the balance of world power that have long 
marked U.S.-U.S.S.R. relations. "Detente" to U.S. leaders has meant mutual 
restraint In affairs affecting global stability. To Soviet leaders "peace- 
ful coexistence" and the lessening of superpower tensions has newt an oppor- 
tunity to exploit an Inherently unstable International system In order to 
advance Soviet power end Influence. Moscow believes that the U.S. no longer 
has the «111 or power to deal with the Soviet Union In eny other way but on 
Soviet terms. Soviet doctrine stresses the Idee thet'military superiority 
can be used coerclvely. The threat feeing the U.S. 1s that U.S.S.R. Initia- 

tives attempting to exploit this perceived advantage will lead to conflicts 
which could generate circumstances that convince Soviet loaders a first 
strike against the U.S. Is In the best Interests of the U.S.S.R. Reinforcing 
this danger Is the Soviet belief that a nuclear war can be fought end won. 



Given the many uncertainties Inherent 1n an examination of such a 

complex subject as protracted war, this study can only hope to be a gross 

approximation. However, because the threat to the United States is so real, 

analysis along these lines provides valuable and needed Insights. 

War Initiation and Soviet Objectives 

Rather than postulating a geopolitical scenario for war Initiation, 

two concepts of how a central nuclear war begins are considered. The first 

is a central nuclear exchange which grows out of a theater conflict. The 

second 1s a war initiated simultaneously worldwide by a Soviet first strike 

against U.S. military capabilities. A 1984 Initiation date was used for the 

damage calculations in this study. In both cases 1t 1s assumed that whenever 

feasible the Soviets will employ surprise and deception to maximize the 

effect of these strikes. 

It 1s postulated that the two primary Soviet objectives would be to 

destroy U.S. military capabilities to wage war and limit damage to the Soviet 

Union. Coercion plays a dominant role 1n the second objective. It 1s 

unrealistic for the Soviets to assume they could destroy all of the U.S. 

strategic weapons In a first strike. Therefore, 1t 1s postulated the Soviets 

will attempt to hold U.S. cities hostage, under threat of an annihilating 

dty attack, as a means to deter the U.S. from launching a retaliatory attack 

on Soviet population centers. For reasons of national self Interest, each 

side limits Its strikes to military targets. In such a war, the retention of 

large reserves of strategic weapons would be a paramount concern of both 

sides. The attack analyzed in this study was structured to destroy U.S. 

military forces while leaving the Soviets a large reserve with which to 

attempt to dominate escalation. 

Post Attack Environment 

The protracted war environment after a major nuclear exchange will 

depend on the Soviet attack objectives and the structure of the attack. For 

purposes of this study, the post-attack conditions that were considered most 

influential were: 
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(1) the effectiveness of the Soviet military attack measured in 

fatalities and damage, 

(2) the effects of nuclear fallout, 

(3) the loss of Command, Control, Communications and Intelligence 

information that both sides will Incur, 

(4) the need for an enduring deterrent force to prevent city 

attacks plus other reasons why national leaders will tend to 

reduce the post-exchange rate of nuclear weapons expenditures, 

and 

(5) societal considerations (acknowledged but not examined in this 

study), such as national will and population support. 

Attack Effectiveness 

Damage from a Soviet attack on U.S. forces and facilities as they 

are currently postured Is shown to be overwhelming. Among active duty mili- 

tary personnel, rough estimates Indicate there would be as many as 1.2 

million fatalities worldwide. Destruction of principal military facilities 

and fixed bases t-ould be on the order of 66* to 88% overall, with losses of 

bases having major forces or functions being almost total. This effectively 

removes the U.S. capability to project forces. While not examined in detail 

In this study, damage to the Soviet military from a U.S. countermlHtary 

response strike will also be extensive. 

Fallout Environment 

Radioactive fallout, resulting primarily from surface burst weapons 

used In attacks on hard targets, will Influence the conduct of a protracted 

war significantly, particularly during the first two weeks. A high percent- 

age of the U.S. population, in order to survive or avoid ser'ous Illness, 

will have to seek out and remain In the best available radiation shelters for 

one to two weeks. Effective measures to protect against fallout are fairly 



easy to implement but are not generally known. The extent to which the 

requirement to use protective shelters will initially immobilize large areas 

of both nations is a significant factor of the protracted war environment. 

Loss of C I and Space Assets 

Follow-on Use of Strategic Weapons 

National leaders' perceptions (or mlsperceptlons) of enemy strength 

and fears of overconmlttlng scarce or Irreplaceable nuclear weapons assets 

will tend to reduce the rate of nuclear weapon expenditure during the pro- 

tracted war period. These perceptions, plus the overriding need (for reasons 

of national self Interest) to maintain a deterrent against' escalation to 

urban-Industrial attacks, will Inhibit weapon expenditure. Only when an 

opponent sees an opportunity for a favorable exchange rate against his oppo- 

nent's reserve nuclear forces are large salvo-style attacks likely to occur. 

Instead, the wa>> probably will become one of continuing attrition against the 

opponent's military forces. 



Protracted War Military Missions 

Fundamentally, U.S. military missions would remain unchanged in a 

protracted war. Only in effort, emphasis, timing, and perhaps operational 

techniques would there be differences. Resolving the conflict in favor of 

the U.S. would be the overriding objective. First priority are the basic 

military missions essential to national survival. These are the maintenance 

of forces for strategic strike capability and for protection of the homeland. 

Next is the need to reconstitute the CONUS logistical base, probably the most 

demanding task Identified. This is followed closely by the restoration of 

C3I capabilities. Last, the ability to reinforce the theater forces and to 

project force to critical areas are essential. The ability to achieve early 

successes in these efforts, both for the U.S. and Its allies, appears esper 

cially critical. 

Personnel 

The loss of experienced U.S. military personnel in the early phases 

of a nuclear war would seriously jeopardize the successful completion of 

post-attack missions. A large cadre of trained military personnel around 

which the recovery and reconstitution efforts could be organized 1s essen- 

tial. Unfortunately, a critically high percentage of active duty military 

personnel are now vulnerable to the effects of a nuclear attack, even with 

early warning. Priority programs aimed at Increasing the survival rates of 

U.S. military personnel should be Implemented as soon as possible. 

Heavy attrition of active duty military forces 1n the Initial 

phases of a nuclear war will place extreme demands on reserve units. 

National Guard and Individual Ready Reserves should be prepared to function 

effectively 1n a protracted war environment. The existing dlsperjion of 

their armories and encampments enhances their survival. A major program 

aimed at preparing Ready Reserves for the advent of protracted nuclear war is 

needed. 



Enduring Weapon Systems 

To be able to fight a protracted nuclear war requires not only the 

(albeit rudimentary) weapon systems but the ability to protect those weapons 

and other critical assets from nuclear attacks. Essential to the decision by 

U.S. leaders to conduct a protracted war is their knowledge of enduring 

availability of strategic forces. Two major components were considered in 

this study. The manned bomber is a versatile instrument both for strategic 

strikes and reconnaissance. ICBM's are an effective means for delivery of 

incisive attacks on targets developing during the protracted war in the 

opponent's homeland or other critical regions. 

This study considers several concepts for retainable ICBM basing: 

(1) deep basing, (2) multiple protective structures, and (3) combinations of 

hardening and dispersal with mobility. From various investigations it can be 

concluded that deep-based facilities can provide, on a cost effective basis, 

the survivabillty and endurance required for retainable ICBM forces. 

Concepts for enduring bombers must recognize that extensive damage 

to normal bomber bases will occur. The concepts must anticipate the need for 

great flexibility 1n terms of availability of runways, weapons, parts, fuel 

and crews. Short field capable bomber concepts and their anticipated contri- 

bution to the enhancement of U.S. capability 1n protracted war are described 

1n this report. 

Enduring Space Capability 

In a protracted war replenlshable satellites, that are autonomous 

spacecraft with little or no dependence on ground control, can be used for a 

variety of functions. One suggested concept for Initial attack missions Is 

to have satellites that can be launched at the onset of a central exchange so 

they will be able to observe missile launches, detect NUDET and perform 

transattack communications. As a result, the basing for launchers for these 

missions need not be survlvable. The "launch on strategic indicators" - 

"launch on warning" approach requires launchers to be on alert and to have 

quick reaction time. 



Survivable basing is required, however, for the more general and 

enduring missions such as reconnaissance and replacement of failed 

satellites. 

The additional missile stages needed to achieve higher satellite 

velocities require either longer boosters than those presently accommodated 

in submarines and MX shelters or small satellites. A deep underground basing 

system such as MESA could accommodate these space boosters. To determine the 

best approach (in terms of cost/performance) for MESA based space boosters 

and/or rudimentary satellite designs, further study 1s needed. 

Modifications of Operations and Facilities 

The U.S. military's protracted war-fighting capability would be 

enhanced if the following conceptual approaches were developed into systems; 

short field bombers, deep-based strategic reserve forces, and replaceable, 

autonomous satellites. Such operational concepts as dispersed shelters for 

military personnel and for base reconstUutlon units should also be Imple- 

mented. 

War-fighting concepts will have to be developed which respond to 

the conditions expected to prevail during a protracted war. There are some 

modifications to current U.S. military operations and facilities which can 

be Implemented with minimal costs that will provide Increased capabilities 

to fight protracted war. Other changes such as those needed for strategic 

C I and logistic systems In order to sustain operations for a protracted war 

after a nuclear exchange will be both lengthy and costly. 

Insights Sained 

Despite the complexity and magnitude of the subject of protracted 

war and the numerous uncertainties Inherent In the assumptions and estimates 

on which this study 1s based, a number of Insights become apparent. These 

Insights are highlighted below: 



o   There will be a tremendous need for trained, in-place military 

personnel. 

It is clear 

"provision for survival of military personnel is as important as equip- 

ment survival. Improving the survivabi1ity of U.S. military personnel 

probably has the highest cost-effective potential of any of the measures 

studied. 

o   U.S. mobilization and force-projection capabilities are highly 

dependent upon an existing training base and logistical capabilities. 

o Both the United States and the Soviet Union have placed heavy 

dependence on the use of space for Command, Control, Communications and 

Intelligence collection and dissemination. This dependence is Increasing. 

Because of the unique military value of space, should war occur, space will 

certainly not remain a sanctuary. If conflict occurs in space, its nature 

would change markedly during protracted warfare. 

with the onset of central nuclear exchanges, the nature of space 
warfare will shift from attacks in space to attacks on ground-based support 
equipment. 

With the almost immediate destruction of ground-based space 
facilities in the first phase of a central nuclear exchange, reconstituted 
space satellites will be relatively tree from attack for an extended period 
afttr this central exchange, 
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To be useable after a central nuclear exchange, new spaced-based 

systems must have requirements and characteristics significantly different 

from those now in use. 

o Many   factors   will   impact   both   sides   — the   loss   of  C I  and   the 

attendant capability to assess the effectiveness of the attack} the immobi- 

lizing fall-out environment for the first week or two after the central 

exchange; the need for a deterrent force coupled with the inclination for 

national leaders to hoard their remaining nuclear assets; and a number of 

societal and other considerations. All of these factors will tend to slow 

the pace and prolong the period of conflict. 

o Systems which can perform missions autonomously, particularly with 

respect to reconnaissance, appear better suited for protracted warfare. 

Hence, bomber Systems» If designed for survivability and endurance (includ- 

ing their supporting systems and weapons), appear particularly suited to 

protracted warfare. This will require aircraft characteristics, basing Sys- 

tems and methods of operation which are substantially different than those 

now in use. 

Further Studies 

From this study of protracted nuclear war, a number of areas are 

identified as worthy of future study. In strategic weapons systems, concep- 

tual designs need to be developed for short-runway, or even off-runway, 

strategic bombers. Ballistic missile basing concepts should be developed to 

assure the survivability of such weapons. For conventional forces 

approaches to survival need to be examined that Include dispersed storage of 

critical assets and the sheltering of military personnel. Concepts for the 

survival or ^constitution from civilian sources of the logistics system 

should bt developed. Concepts for C3I capabilities, including space-based 

systems, need to be developed and evaluated for reestablishment of communi- 

cation nodes, command posts, and sensor systems. Replenishedt and autono- 

mous space systems should be developed. There are many other new systems 

which could be developed for effectiveness in a protracted war. 
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The subject of protracted nuclear war is so broad and interwoven 

that it would be useful to undertake an effort which makes a first attempt at 

structuring an integrated approach to the postural changes needed. Such an 

effort should consider all aspects of the problem: personnel, weapon sys- 

tems, supporting systems, logistic base and C I. It should also define the 

extent, feasibility, priority, cost and timing that are envisioned for these 

changes. No quick, easy or inexpensive solution will be found. But if a 

steady and integrated approach is followed over the next decade, the result- 

ant posture will undoubtedly be one which can create sufficient uncertainty 

in attack outcome that Soviet leaders will be deterred not only from under- 

taking such an attack but also from threatening to do so. 
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SECTION 2 

APPROACH 

The purpose of this study is to examine concepts for the conduct of 

protracted warfare. It addresses itself to developing better insights into 

three fundamental questions: 

1. After a major nuclear exchange, what would the environment for 

protracted warfare be Hke? 

2. What missions would be required of U.S. forces? 

3. What candidate weapon systems and supporting systems or 

changes to existing systems would better enable the U.S. to 

carry out these missions? 

In attempting to gain insights which can provide answers to these 

questions, we recognize the uncertainties and Inaccuracies Inherent In any 

approach. There 1s no historical precedent for a war of the magnitude being 

considered. Environmental conditions which will exist can only be estimated 

with rough and multiple extrapolations from single weapon tests which 1n 

themselves have large uncertainties. Uncertainties pervade all facets of 

this effort (e.g. how will future wars be fought?). Yet the threat of such a 

war 1s a real one, and Insights are needed despite the numerous uncertain- 

ties. 

In addition to the uncertainties, the magnitude of the elements and 

forces which must be considered Is also staggering. The compilation of 

highly accurate data bases for this study could, in Itself, consume greater 

resources than those allocated to this study. With these considerations In 

mind, we have undertaken this analysis using fairly accurate but gross data 

bases and reasonable approximations and extrapolations of weapons and force 

Interactions. While existing data would enable more accurate estimates to be 

made of parts of the analysis, such aggregated results would still contain 

most of the uncertainties just discussed. Accordingly, the effort to develop 

detailed and highly refined data bases for those portions of the analysis 

where it was feasible were considered to be unwarranted. 



Our efforts were focused on making a realistic (but gross) approxi- 

mation of what we think the world would look like (from a military forces 

point of view) after the first major nuclear exchange has occurred. We then 

postulated the broad missions that the U.S. military forces would be required 

to perform and a general sense of priority of these missions. From this we 

have postulated general systems that would be needed to support these mis- 

sions. This list of general systems then provided the basis for selection of 

several specific systems where our previous and ongoing work has provided 

expertise to develop in some depth of conceptual detail. 

The magnitude and complexity of the task is such that a single study 

can only get a glimmer of the strategies, forces, and systems needed to cope 

with such a catastrophe. At the same time, many postural and system defi- 

ciencies are so glaring that even with all the uncertainties and approxima- 

tions inherent in this analysis it is possible to describe the types of 

changes, improvements and new systems needed to correct or alleviate these 

deficiencies. 



SECTION 3 

CONCEPTS FOR PROTRACTED WAR 

3-1    ■ ■ INTRODUCTION 

Since this study is an initial effort toward the development of 

concepts of protracted wars, certain assumptions must be made which are con- 

sistent with existence of such a conflict. This investigation begins by 

asserting that a central nuclear war probably will not be decisive, but that a 

prolonged period will follow during which conflict resolution will be pur- 

sued. The estimated conditions which could be created by massive Initial 

nuclear strikes were developed. From these conditions, concepts for conduct 

of the ensuing war were developed. 

3-2   I ft SCOPE 

There are as many possible scenarios for how a nuclear war might 

begin as there are people and time to reflect on the subject. If pursuance of 

this study had to await the development of a consensus for a war Initiation 

scenario, the study would probably never proceed beyond that point. To limit 

and focus this Investigation, two generalized concepts of war Initiation were 

assumed. 

In the first concept, nuclear Intercontinental war between the U.S. 

and U.S.S.R. Is assumed to develop out of the escalation of war in one or more 

overseas theaters. These initiating theater conflicts are assumed to have led 

to extensive deployment of U.S. power projection forces and to the gradual 

escalation to a central nuclear war. 

In the second concept, nuclear intercontinental war between the 

U.S. and the U.S.S.R. 1s assumed to start as a result of a surprise Soviet 

first strike against United States and Allied (If appropriate to the scenario) 

military forces and facilities worldwide. It 1s recognized that this concept 

Is not a plausible scenario to many people; however, 1t dots provide a "worst 

case" from which to measure Incentive for surprise, survlvability and 

endurabiHty. 



For both concepts it is assumed that the initial central nuclear 

exchange will be a countermilitary exchange with both sides exhibiting reluc- 

tance (for reasons of self-interest and survival) to attack urban-industrial 

and population targets. It is further assumed that this massive exchange of 

nuclear weapons will not resolve the conflict, i.e., neither party concedes 

defeat. Thus, it is possible that "combat operations will continue for the 

purpose of the final defeat of the enemy in his own territory."'1' This will 

probably involve some form of theater war and an attempt to invade ths oppo- 

nent's terrttory. 

3-3    A ASSUMPTIONS OF WAR INITIATION AND CONOUCT 

The general assumptions used for the two concepts of war initiation 

and the conduct of the war after the 'nitial nuclear exchange are described 

here. 

CONCEPT I 

Figure 3-1 Illustrates the major elements of activities expected to 

occur 1n an Intercontinental nuclear war which escalates out of conflicts In 

one or more overseas theaters. It shows the Persian Gulf and Western Europe 

theaters as representative areas with the potential for conflict Initiation. 

However, equally valid war Initiation scenarios could be developed from the 

Asian theater, War at Sea or, as a more recent development, War in Space. The 

general assumption made Is that nuclear weapons ara first used In the theater 

after which th» war escalates to Intercontinental use of nuclear weapons 

against only the opponent's military forces. The term selected for this'step 

Is "failure of Phase I deterrence," which Is useo to Indicate that the nuclear 

threshold has bee.n breached, but that for reasons of self-Interest neither 

side wants to escalate to urban-industrial or population attacks. The step at 

which urban-Industrial and population attacks are undertaken has heen defined 

as "failure of Phase II deterrence." 

* Numbers In parentheses refer to 11st of references. 
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Figure 3-1. Concept I, escalation from theater war. 

We did not attempt In this Investigation to evaluate protracted 

warfare after Phase II deterrence has failed. There are several reasons for 

this. First, to be even remotely valid, the study would have to consider 

post-attack survival, reorganization and recovery-an effort far beyond the 

resources available. Second, In the absence of reasonably effective and 

Implementable civil defenses It 1s ^ry doubtful that after a counter-city 
attack the United States would have any residual capability to prosecute a 

protected war. Whether or not the Soviet Union would have a capability to 
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continue the war depends on assumptions regarding its civil defense 

effectiveness and post-attack recovery preparations. Post-attack recovery 

following an urban-industrial nuclear exchange is a separate area of research 

which was not examined in this study. 

With a non-decisive outcome of the counterforce exchange, the war 

could develop into a war of attrition against the opponent's military forces 

and his associated C I but particularly against unused (reserve) strategic 

nuclear forces. It should be noted that under such conditions forces con- 

sidered as "strategic nuclear forces" would undoubtedly be much broader than 

those defined in Strategic Arms Limitations agreements. Indeed, forces 

originally thought of as limited to local theaters might be found to have 

significant leverage in the "strategic" outcome of such a conflict. It is 

this phase of conflict that occurs after an initial large counter-military 

nuclear exchange and prior to escalation (if any) to urban-indust ial and 

population attacks on which this study is focused. 

CONCEPT II 

Figure 3-2 Illustrates the major elements of activities anticipated 

to occur in a counter-military central nuclear war which 1s Initiated world- 

wide simultaneously, but more importantly begins with a surprise attack. Here 

surprise 1s not Intended to mean only a "bolt out of the blue" attack but also 

includes scenarios where surprise 1s achieved in crisis situations through 

the use of deception. Indeed, scenarios which couple deception to a 

"de-escalating" crisis can provide as much military effectiveness from sur- 

prise as can a "bolt out of the blue" attack. While the reasons (e.g., 

diplomatic conflict or confrontation) which might prompt Soviet leaders to 

decide that a preemptive strike against the U.S. is In their best Interests 

may be difficult to envision, the circumstances that led to initiation of WWI 

remind us this possibility should not be ignored. In any event, use of a 

surprise scenario provides an excellent yardstick from which to measure the 

relative stability, survlvabllity and endurance of military forces and their 

various weapon systems. 
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Figure 3-2. Concept II, Initiation of world wide surprise attack. 

For both of these war Initiation concepts we have assumed that the 
U.S. responds with an attack on all major U.S.S.R. military Installations as 
well as those of the Warsaw Pact. Since our purpose Is to examine the 

environment U.S. forces would face* the missions required of them and ways In 
which their capabilities for protracted war could be enhanced, a detailed 
study of the effectiveness of the U.S. attack on the Soviet Union was not 
performed. There are numerous studies available which show the effectiveness 
of potential U.S. attack responses on the Soviet Union. No purpose would be 
served by duplicating those here. It 1s sufficient to assume that neither 
side Is totally successful In destroying each other's capability to continue 
some military combat. 
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3-4    || PROTRACTED WAR ENVIRONMENT 

3-4.1   I I Central Nuclear Exchange - Attack Effectiveness 

The discussion thus far has developed a basis for a nuclear exchange 

limited to military targets only. In this section we will amplify that basis 

to support the specific Soviet attack we analyzed, and will describe the 

effectiveness of that attack on the U.S. target system. 

The protracted war environment will be dominated by the impact of 

the nuclear exchange (strategic and theater) on the surviving combat capa- 

bilities on both nations, the jarring impact on the populace of follow-on 

nuclear strikes against residual forces In both homelands, the fear of escala- 

tion to assaults on the urban areas, and the difficulties of sustaining 

support to the theater of operations. The assault against the military 

structure would leave both nations sorely wounded, but capable of continuing 

the war until one force 1s utterly defeated In the field or a truce Is 

accepted politically. The fighting would be Intensive but probably at levels 

far below the pre-exchange capability. In this section we will examine the 

effectiveness of the Soviet attack and discuss what military strength will 

survive to fight. 

3-4.1.1 II Soviet Attack Objectives 

The circumstances or provocation which convince Soviet leaders that 

a surprise or preemptive nuclear attack on the United States Is 1n their best 

interests will also Influence the structure of the attack. The magnitude of 

their attack theoretically could vary from a quite small attack, one designed 

to achieve • narrow military objective but much larger political objectives 

ft to a massive     on all Important    urban- 

industrlaTanonäilltarytargets. 

While this spectrum of attacks Is possible, many attacks within It 

would be Inconsistent with Soviet doctrine, objectives and capabilities. A 

massive attack on U.S. urban-Industrial targets would certainly provoke a 

similar response from the United States. Considering the war Initiation 



scenarios just discussed, as well as Soviet doctrine and strategy, we judge 

the most probable attack to be one with the following Soviet objectives: 

(1) To destroy U.S. capability to wage war; 

(2) To limit damage to the Soviet Union, 

(a) By destroying U.S. will and capability to respond, 

(b) By holding a largely surviving U.S. population hostage in 

order to inhibit U.S. escalation/2' 

In order to emphasize and intensify U.S. leaders' perceptions of a 

Soviet preemptive attack meant to hold U.S. population hostage, the postu- 

lated Soviet attack was limited to strikes within the U.S. at military and C3I 

targets only. We judged that, except for hard targets (e.g., ICBM's, hardened 

command posts), the Soviets would use air bursts to accomplish their attack 

objectives while at the same time minimizing population fatalities. We also 

judged the Soviets would use any means possible to Inform us of the scope of 

their attack (as soon as they decided we could not Improve our posture based 

on this information). Such a Soviet strike, however, could not avoid all 

cities and still accomplish Its military objectives. 

'Although the military value of the greater 

Washington, D.C. metropolitan area also 1s crucial, the political value of Its 

total survival Is even more Important. We assumed 1t would not be attacked 1n 

this strictly military option. 

The Soviet attack also was structured to avoid industries with the 

exception of nuclear warhead manufacturing. Should the Soviet strategy be 

successful, it would be to their advantage to keep U.S. Industries intact. 

Should It fall, there Is little to be lost by delaying a strike against U.S. 

Industries for several days or even weeks. (This would not be valid If the 

U.S. had previously made preparations for Industrial Protection.) (3) 

One of the Soviet's principal goals In structuring the attack was to 

leave themselves with a large reserve of strategic weapons which they could 

use to control and dominate escalation. Such a reserve would also give them 

ample weapons for continuing strikes against military targets which 
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Figure 3-3. Norfolk military complex. 

As part of this effort to maintain a large and dominant strategic 

reserve, the Soviets would replenish their forces with reloads, «1th newly 

manufactured weapons and with bomber weapons which had survived In their 
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hardened storages. These latter weapons (i.e., surviving bombers and their 

reload weapons) are predicted to play an extremely important role ir. 

protracted warfare. This is discussed in more detail in Section 5-2. 

We presume that a nuclear attack on an opponent's homeland creates 

the potential for escalation into uncontrolled urban-industrial attacks ans, 
therefore, reason that the Soviets would not undertake this risk with anything 

less than an all-out attack on the United States military establishment worla- 

wide. Accordingly, the baseline attack postulated is a heavy Soviet attack c* 

United States^ Btargets in CONUS and overseas, tempered by 

restraints to avoid populated areas unless the military value requires 

attack. We believe that an analysis of this type of attack will provide so^e 

new insights into what the post-attack world will look like. 

3-4.1.2 Soviet Attack Structure 

For purposes of analysis we have subdivided the Soviet attack into 

four component parts: 

o  An early arriving SLUM attack on SAC bases to destroy aircraft 

o  High altitude EMP attacks 

o  ICBM attacks on U.S. hard tar jets 

IC8N silos and ICF's; SLUM basts; nuclear storage sites, 

herdtntd command posts 

o  "Tailored" attacks on othenj        ptargets worldwide 

(Tailored In the sense that ground bursts and collateral 

damage arc avoided when this Is consistent with attack 

objectives.) 



SLBM Attack on SAC Bases 

In structuring the Soviet attack on U.S. SAC bases we chose not to 

use a barrage attack of the airspace around the bases, but rather to limit the 

attack to the bases themselves. This is a yery controversial subject and has 
been analyzed in many ways. Our reasons for this selection follow: 

a. An effective barrage attack requires a fairly large number of 

Soviet submarines to be prepositioned close to the U.S. 

coasts. The lead time to accomplish this is significant. 

Furthermore, we judge that this could not be done without 

alerting the U.S. of the buildup and the value of surprise (or 

deception 1n a crisis) would be lost. Further, the available 

postural countermoves the U.S. could make upon warning would 

detract significantly from the value of such an attack. 

b. Ballistic missile submarines can be reloaded with missiles 

carried by deployable tenders. Having the maximum number of 

SLBM's in the reserve force undoubtedly will rank high among 

the Soviet's priorities. But a build-up of deployed SLBM's 

off the coasts of the United States could easily result 1n the 

U.S. moving attack submarines and other ASW forces to 

positions from which to destroy the bulk of these ballistic 

missile subs should an attack on the U.S. begin. 

c. Even though barrage attacks usually are characterized as air 

bursts at altitudes of 30,000 feet, the potential for 

extensive ground collateral damage Is still quite high, and 

»any would be over major U.S. cities. This could mask the 

purpose of the attack and might be perceived by U.S. leaders as 

an escalation to dty attacks. Since a principal reason for 

the limited nature of Soviet ; :tack Is to try to control 

escalation, and thereby limit damage to the Soviet Union, this 

would be Inconsistent with their attack objectives. This con- 

sideration might well override the advantage of destroying 

additional SAC aircraft during flyout from their bases. 



d. An additional factor in their choice of tactics is the 
strength of Soviet Air Defenses against aircraft. While the 
Soviets would prefer to destroy SAC aircraft in the U.S., in 
the context of this attack they might choose to risk some 
increased military losses through penetration of their air 
defenses, rather than risk a wrong interpretation :n the true 
nature of their attack. 

High Altitude EMP Attack 

Our attack planning provided^ pSoviet ICBM weapons to be burst at 
high altitudes 1n order to cover all of the United States with an EMP pulse. 
For lack of information on Soviet high altitude fusing capabilities, we used 
ICBM weapons. Should the Soviets place a high altitude fuse capability in 
their SLBM weapons, they could reduce the time of arrival of these high 
altitude bursts] 
% Hefurtherestimatetha^his 
attack I        BirouId be repeated ■ ■ during the 
twenty-four hours of war to sustain the time over which our strategic communi- 
cations would be disrupted. 



ICBM Attack on Hard Targets 

An effective Soviet counterforce attack must strive to destroy a 

major portion of U.S. ICBM's. There have been many studies conducted on the 

effectiveness of ground bursts versus the effectiveness of near-surface 

bursts for silo attacks. While these studies are not conclusive, a general 

consensus exists among attack planners that there is a higher confidence of 

kill using ground bursts. Accordingly, we planned ground bursts against 

silos, Launch Control Facilities and hardened/burled Command Posts and 

Nuclear Storage Sites. Other moderately hard targets (e.g., SSBN's i'n port, 

field nuclear storage sites) could be adequately targeted with air bursts, 

hence they were used. 

The decision to use ground bursts against hard targets turns out to 

be the single largest factor 1n producing collateral civilian fatalities 

among an unprotected (or unprotectable) population (see Section 3-4.1). How- 

ever, even if near surface bursts were used instead of ground bursts, the 

burst heights needed for the overpressures required for target kill would 

still result 1n significant fallout. Fatalities would be reduced but would 

still be extensive unless fallout protection 1s used. 

"Tailored" Attack on Other Targets 

The remainder of military targets, 

were programmed for attack by the smallest yield available in the Soviet 

strategic arsenal which could accomplish the attack objectivesV 

M All of these weapons were assumed to be air bursts. A number of 

these targets ire overseas. We assume that they were attacked with theater 

nuclear weapons. The Inventory and range of yields of Soviet theater weapons 

Is so large that these targets are more than adequately covered with theater 

weapons. 

In addition, it was assumed that a large-scale 

ittack would be made on military forces In NATO (e.g., nuclear storage 

sites, alrbases, air defense sites, POMCUS* sites, casernes, logistic and 

iH1on\ 

POMCUS: Preposltlonlng of materleJL configured to unit set. 



facilities, and field deployed forces) as well as strikes at naval forces at 

sea. A structured analysis of these types of attacks was not made, other than 

to ensure that all major U.S. bases and logistic facilities were included in 

our target lists. Numerous studies of theater nuclear attacks on NATO have 

been made. These studies show the Soviets have sufficient theater nuclear 

weapons delivery systems capable of carrying out these strikes without use of 

strategic systems. This is not intended to imply they would not choose to use 

strategic weapons (e.g., SS-ll's) for theater missions. In fact, in the 

scenarios discussed, where the Soviets anticipate a return strike against 

their silos, it would be in their interests to use excess SS-ll's in theater 

roles while preserving their mobile SS-20's and aircraft for follow-on 

strikes. (However, Figure 3-4, which shows the strategic force strength in 

terms of equivalent weapons remaining to each side after the exchange, corre- 

sponds to use of only theater weapons in theater role strikes. The definition 

of Equivalent Weapons is provided in Appendix 6.) 

3-4.1.3 ■ I Strategic Exchange and Weapon Allocation 

A significant element of our ability to conduct a protracted war 

after a nuclear exchange with the Soviets is the capability of our Strategic 

Forces to execute meaningful follow-on operations 1f called upon. Therefore, 

before examining the military target system attacked by the Soviets, we will 

briefly examine the exchange Itself and the aftermath in terms of surviving 

forces on both sides. 

Using FOREM (see Appendix A) model results the outcomes of strate- 

gic counterforce exchanges 1980 to 1990 are displayed on Figure 3-4 In terms 

of strategic force strength remaining on each side measured In Equivalent 

Weapons. The dashed U.S. curve Is U.S. remaining strength during the first 

few hours postexchange, including that bomber strength which must be used or 

lost. This is non-ALCM bomber capability which Is unsulted for attacks on 

ICBM silos and which, presuming the U.S. Is unwilling to escalate to urban- 

Industrial attacks, must either be used against other military targets (OMT) 

or lost because they are not adequately retalnable. Whether or not these 

bomber forces are used, the U.S. strategic strength a short time after the 

exchange Is that shown by the solid curve. 
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Flgurt 3-4. Strategic balance after counterforce exchange. 

A 1984 date was selected for the exchange and damage 
calculations used In this study. The 1984 Interchange results are summarized 
In Tables 3-1 and 3-2a&b. These numbers are, for the Soviets, as low as we can 
expect and, for the U.S.,- as high as we can expect. Less optimized targeting 
could reduce Soviet losses and the surviving U.S. Strategic Reserve force. 
Note that while there are weapon system changes over the next decade, the 
numbers of surviving forces remain about the same. Host of the surviving U.S. 
weapons are SIBM's. 1 

That could make our nuclear threat after the 
exchange considerably less credible! 
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Table 3-1     Soviet weapon allocation:   1984. 

Deleted 

It Is significant to consider how few weapons 1t takes to 
destroy our major bases and Important military facilities. After ensuring 
that our strategic nuclear forces are heavily attacked, only« ■additional 

weapons are needed to attack the structure of other forces needed to fight a 
protracted war, provide Interior security, or defend against invasion. Most 
of the weapons targeted against the strategic nuclear forces were needed to 
destroy our missile sites. (There 1s a further discussion about the 
concentration of functions Into a handful of installations.) The small number 
of weapons needed to destroy our military bases and the effectiveness of the 
strikes against our strategic nuclear forces explain the enormous reserve 
force available to the Soviets. 



Table 3-2a.    U.S. weapons surviving first strike:    19S4 
(generated alert). 

1984 Generated Alert 

U.S. Warheads 

U.E. Survivors 

Allocated Against 
> 

ftanainina 
Soviet Soviet 

SLBM 
Soviet 

U.S. 
ICBM 2094 328 189 0 0 139 
U.S. 
SLSM 5256 3995 0 0 513 3484 

U.S. 
Bombtr 3100 2934 912 

(ALCM) 
0 0 2022 

After Sovitt First Strikt 
After U.S. Rttallatlon 

Tablt 3-2b.   U.S. weapons surviving first strike:   1984 
(surprise). 

1984 Surprtst Attack 

U.S. Warheads 

U.E. Survivors 

Allocated Against 

Rtm1n1ne 1 

Sovitt 
ICBM 

Sovitt Sovitt 
Boabtr 

U.S. 
IC8M 2094 328 260 0 0 68 
U.S. 
SLBM S2S6 2944 0 0 513 2431 

U.S. 
3100 1064 480 

(ALCM) 
0 0 S84 

fe Afttr Sovitt First Strikt 
|^ After U.S. Rttallatlon 

SO 



3-4.1.4 Target Systems Analysis 

For the purpose of analyzing the impact of the postulated Soviet 

strike, we initially subdivided the target set into (1) U.S. active military 

bases including Hawaii and Alaska, (2) logistical support bases in the United 

States, and (3) overseas U.S. bases. Table 3-3 provides a further subdivision 

of the active military bases and a general summary of the target numbers. 

Some of these bases are colocated and could be destroyed effectively by a 

single nuclear weapon. Others are sufficiently large to require two or more 

nuclear weapons to achieve a high probability of damage to their military 

facilities. These variances have been considered in arriving at the total 

weapon requirement; however, a detailed analysis of individual facilities was 

not performed. 

Table 3-3. Summary of U.S. military and 
support installations. 

ICBM Silos/LCF's 1172 

Strategic Offense Bases (SAC, SSBN) ■ 
C I (not collocated with other targets) ■ 
Air Bases 105 

Naval Bases 60 

Army Bases 56 

Logistic Facilities HI 
Nuclear Material Production, Fabrication and 

Storage (other than at military bases) ■ 
U.S. Bases Overseas 100 

|      ■ 1710+ 

In addition to the ICBM silos and launch control facilities, the 

U.S. based target list consists of aboutj [facilities or functions at over 

[different Installations. Most of the targets In this set of(J(65X) are 

located so they can be attacked fully with an a1r-burst weapon of any existing 

Soviet yield without causing significant collateral damage to a large dty 

(population 100.000). About B% of them could be struck while holding collat- 

eral civilian damage and casualties to relatively low levels by using low 

yield weapons and/or careful ground-zero selection. Attack of the remaining 

27% of these targets creates levels of collateral urban damage that could 
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cause the U.S. to misconstrue the true limits of the attack. Hence, their 

individual military worth versus their potential for triggering uncontrolled 

escalation would have to be carefully weighed by the Soviet leadership. 

Amc.g thefgtargets there is a wide range of size and impact on 

our war-fighting capability. The U.S. has tended to concentrate many func- 

tions or large amounts of materiel at a relatively small number of major 

installations. For example, 84% of U.S. Army ammunition resupply in the CONUS 

is located at three locations 

(Table 3-4). As a result of such concentration about 55% of these 

installations are too important to be withheld from a determined military 

attack. About 20% of this target set is composed of targets which have some 

collective capacity or potential to support power projection but are not 

Individually significant. The remaining 25% fall 1n between and would require 

a case-by-case judgment on the military worth cf attacking them versus their 

potential for masking the nature and objective of the attack by collateral 

damage. For example, the headquarters of the Army's Tank and Automotive 

Command is embedded in the metropolitan area of Detroit and was not Included 

in the attack even though 1t has significant Importance and could be a focal 

point for logistical reorganization and control. We deemed the Impact of 

severely damaging a large segment of Detroit would jeopardize the political 

goals of the Soviet attack. 

Table 3-4. Army ammunition resupply origins. 



Considering the existing (lack of) preparations to withstand a 

nuclear attack and assuming no significant changes in the near-term, the 

impact of a Soviet attack on our military seems to be disastrous. Closer 

examination of the attack aftermath together with the way we normally function 

offers a few possibilities for recouping some strength and waging a protracted 

war. 

The casualties estimated for the Soviet attack are shown in Table 

3-5. The civilian figures are high even though the postulated attack is 

limited to military targets. Most of the civilian casualties result from 

fallout coming from the surface-burst strikes on the missile silos. The fall- 

out patterns from those strikes are shown 1n Figure 3-5. The implications of 

fallout are discussed 1n paragraph 3-4.2. The military casualties listed in 

Table 3-5 may seem to be on the low side. The reason will be explained as we 

develop this section. An Important aspect of the relatively remote location 

of our missile sites 1s that over 70% of the nonstrategic installations on the 

target 11st (Appendix C) are not affected by lethal fallout levels. Although 

people at installations within the fatal level contours (13* of the 11st) must 

use shelters to avoid serious Illness or long-term effects, radiation 1s not a 

long-term hazard that Interferes with efforts to restore/salvage those bases 

for more than two or three weeks after the attack. 

Table 3-5. Fatalities in millions. 

. IN U.S. 

. CIVILIANS 29A 

- 21 FALLOUT 

— 8 PROMPT 

. MILITARY 0.9B 

. OVERSEAS 

. MILITARY 0.3B 

A. Includes 000 cl villans and dependents at bases 

B. Excludes forces field deployed, airborne, or at sea 
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3-4.1.5 Residual Forces 

The possibilities for recouping strength do not include much chance 

that cantonment areas of major bases for operational forces will be more than 

marginally useable. Figure 3-6 to 3-S indicate the damage/fatality factors 

for the cantonment areas to typical Army, Air Force, Navy and Marine bases. 

It was noted in the preceding discussion that, except for bases in Norfolk, 

San Diego, and Charleston, all major bases for forces can be attacked without 

extensive damage to large populated areas, and they are the ones the Soviets 

are likely to target with multiple weapons to assure their destruction. In a 

limited way, the Soviets could take a further hedge against the chance that a 

major base would escape attack. They could have missiles on standby to be 

targeted to replace any missiles that were known to have aborted during the 

launch of their preemptive strikes, provided they can obtain the intelligence 

data. 

No matter what the planners do, some targets in the attack plan will 

escape. If we assume that the Soviets scrupulously avoid attacking targets in 

populated areas, and that operational factors cause 10X of the planned attack 

to go awry, at least 2/3 of the base structure will be destroyed anyway. We 

assume that the number of major bases among the surviving set 1s no more than 

one or two and that the many others in the 1/3 or less surviving Installations 

are of lesser Individual Importance. Even 1f the fraction of bases destroyed 

1s as low as 2/3, the loss 1s a disaster of major proportions! 

Significant portions of the existing, active bases will be 

destroyed 1n the postulated attack, Including large numbers of trained mili- 

tary and civilian personnel. There 1s, however, the reality that at any time 

a portion of the normal base population will be away from the main base on 

operational or training missions, temporary duty assignments or routine 

leave. The military casualty figures we project assume that 1/3 of the forces 

are out of the Immediate target area. This survivor portion can be further 

Increased If base commanders disperse their forces thus minimizing 

concentration. * 
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Figure 3-8. Damage at ground forces Installations. 

In addition to the full complements of personnel 1n some units being 

away from the ground zero zones of the areas attacked, It Is certain that some 

number of top leaders and middle management at these Installations will be 

away. Some will be with the dispersed forces, some will be 1n a travel 

status, some will be on leave, etc. We assumed that 20* of the leaders In 

troop units and 10X 1n administrative or logistical Installations would be 

away. The percentages for military staff personnel that are away were less 

(10% and 8% respectively). One might disagree with the specific numbers we 

assumed, but the pattern of typical military activity Indicates that some 

numbers must be used to account for those vtry real and, In terms of our 

ability to conduct a protracted war, vtry vital survivors. 

Unfortunately, 1t Is not likely that Intelligence, communications, 

and logistical personnel (outside of the dispersed units) will survive In 

great numbers. Blast, fires, tree blowdown, etc, will wreak havoc-even In 



the areas some distance away from the ground zeros. However, military 

materiel is tough. That which is away from the immediate ground zero area(s) 

is likely to be damaged too, but reparably. Much of it could be salvaged with 

reasonable effort. Many of the bases could be used as austere operational 

facilities with selective clean-up. For example, runways could be cleared and 

used for landing/takeoff; ranges could be used for training by activating 

reserve units. 

There is a large body of active duty personnel available to recon- 

stitute and fight from places not subject to attack. Thanks to the demands of 

the volunteer armed force, the services have filled the recruiting commands 

with top drawer officers and NCO's. They are scattered through the nation. 

The same kind of find talent is used to fill the ROTC faculties and advisors 

to the Reserve Components. The fact that the services must put their better 

people in these kinds of positions is highly beneficial in the context of this 

study. National Guard and Reserve units provide a vital, largely undamaged 

resource. They, too, are scattered throughout the nation. While many units 

may be undermanned, need training and are not fully equipped, they are avail- 

able resources. Most Importantly, they have dedicated, talented leadership. 

If supplied, trained, and transported to the theater, they will prove to be 

satisfactory reinforcements. Their weapons and equipment, which 1s somewhat 

different from (and older than) that of the active forces, will cause logis- 

tical problems. But, the reserve components are the only thing we have to 

bolster the surviving, active forces, and will be received happily by the 

theater commander. 

In the event that the nuclear attack rises from a theater war, the 

installations attacked would be the same. It 1s the character of the materiel 

damage and casualties that change. Active forces either will be fighting or 

in movement to the theater. Their place at the home base will be filled by 

activating Reserve Component units. The DEFCON level Is likely to be higher 

than in the surprise case. SAC would be on full alert and dispersed. Account 

was taken in our exchange analysis of the Increase 1n surviving U.S. weapons 

full alert brings. We chose not to modify the other force losses because even 

though warned, we believe the 1/3 figure represents the most we could expect 

to survive unless we do something to provide protection for personnel. 



materiel, and equipment. Stocks of materiel from logistical facilities will 

be in movement to the theater providing a pipeline which may escape the 

attack. Even though a little less materiel will be destroyed, and the level 

of training of the forces killed will be less, the impact of the attack will 

be essentially the same. The sameness of the devastation is especially true 

of intelligence, C , and logistical facilities, organizations, and processing 

capabilities. 

Thus far this discussion has covered the armed forces as a single entity 

because there is a considerable similarity in what will happen to them, and 

what they can do. In this section we discuss some aspects of the attack 

effectiveness as they pertain uniquely to particular kinds of service instal- 

lations. 

Air Bases (Navy. Air Force, Marine) 

Alrbases, regardless of armed service, are essentially the same. They 

are small, their essential facilities are concentrated beside the runways, 

and they are soft. Aircraft on the ground are especially vulnerable. The 

attack will leave the base largely destroyed. However, the runways/tax1ways 

could be cleared and used; 1t 1s probable that some POL stocks could be 

salvaged; and some materiel might be reclalmable. However, communications 

and flight control gear, operators, supply, and maintenance personnel will be 

lost with their facilities. 

The destruction at bases 1s essentially total, but the structure that 

remains 1s significant: 

A1r units tend to be in the air unde normal conditions, 

so many of them will survive the surprise attack. In the escalation 

scenario, aircraft would be widely dispersed to airfields unlikely to be 

attacked, (efforts should be made to stay away from major civilian ter- 

minals in order not to draw a military attack there). Therefore, the 

aircraft survival rate should be somewhat higher. 



Reserve Componen jnits are a significant asset. They are 

scattered throughout the nai ;n (frequently in few numbers at small 

airfields). They are reasonably self-sufficient logistically, and 

should function better than the dispersed Active Component force in that 

respect. We can disperse our tactical aircraft much more readily than 

the necessary support structure. 

Civilian airfields will provide a haven for airborne 

aircraft whose bases have been destroyed. Military Airlift Command 

(which uses many commercial aircraft) may find ready maintenance at 

those havens, but the tactical aircraft will receive only the minimum 

support, e.g. POL. 

Ground Forces Bases (Army and Marine) 

The ground force bases occupy vast acreages. Typically there is a 

cantonment area that is much larger than the typical Navy or Air Base (because 

it supports so many more people). Typically it would require a fairly large 

yield weapon to destroy the cantonment area because of this large size (even 

though most structures are rather soft). 

Personnel losses in the cantonment area will be extensive. 

Losses will cut across tvtry discipline, e.g. leaders, staff workers, 

communicators, troops. But those things such as training or field 

exercises that would remove large segments of those disciplines from the 

attack area do not tend to protect key technical people such as supply, 

maintenance and base support personnel. Their loss will be particularly 

critical. 

Damage to military equipment will vary considerably. 

Armored vehicles will not suffer much structural damage from the blast, 

but critical seals and unions In hydraulic systems could burst and rubber 

track rollers, tires, etc., could burn or be rendered useless by the 

blast. However, many would be repairable. 



The outlying areas from the central cantonment would suffer 

from tree blowdown, fires, and range disruption, but could be restored to 

utility with reasonable, selective effort. 

Naval Bases 

The Navy bases attacked have some components which are harder to 

destroy than the average found at Air or Ground Force bases. A*> o, they are 

normally part of respectably large cities, hence the necessary attacks on San 

Diego, the San Francisco Bay area, Norfolk, and Charleston. Some aspects of 

the hardness can be compensated for by the choice of weapon yield: 

Ships are difficult to sink. The damage to ships in port 

from the attack will be extensive, especially to the superstructures. 

Some will suffer hull damage from collisions with piers or other ships. 

But few will have sunk. Within months, with Intensive effort at ship- 

yards, a significant number of ships might be restored to combat. 

Piers and shore facilities will be damaged to varying 

degrees. Cranes will be collapsed and warehouses knocked down. Much of 

the equipment and materiel 1s massive, and should be useable once the 

rubble 1s cleared away. Due to the mass and concentration of things at 

Naval bases, a surprising quantity of useable parts, supplies, and tools 

are expected to survive. 

Just as the aircraft at A1r bases tend to be up on a flight, 

many ships from Navy bases will be out of the port for operations, 

training, or shakedown. They too can use the civilian facilities in 

ports and shipyards when they must put Into shore. The routine 

necessities can undoubtedly be handled there, but any supply or mainte- 

nance demands for uniquely military equipment probably will not be 

satisfied. 



Reserve Component ships normally are stationed at major naval bases 

where the reservists can come to train on them. They are not unique. If left 

there, they will suffer the same damage as other ships. They are mentioned 

here to place the damage to thee, in focus so we can consider peacetime 

stationing in less attractive targeting areas to avoid losing them unneces- 

sarily. 

3-4.1.6 B Attack Summary 

At best, assessing our capabilities after a determined nuclear 

attack of the military structure in the United States is a nebulous process. 

We have combined some hard calculations with some practical presumptions to 

discuss where we are after such an attack. From our work so far we can 

conclude this: 

At least 2/3 of our more important military installations 

would be destroyed. If as many as 1/3 survive, the surviving installa- 

tions are most likely to be in the low priority categories because 

whatever actions the Soviet planners take to Insure a successful attack 

will be focused on the high value, high priority targets. The certainty 

of casualties/destruction is greatest for top and middle leadership, 

supply/malnten* 

and logistics. 

supply/maintenance personnel and equipment and C3I, both for operations 

A severe problem will be the loss of most logistics 

personnel. Even though much of the materiel they work with may survive 

the attack in a useable state, the loss of these technical personnel will 

diminish the value of that materiel. 

Major forces and equipment have been destroyed - SOX or more. 

Military sea and a1r-Hft capabilities have been signifi- 

cantly reduced. 

Surviving strategic systems are (practically) limited to 

SLBM. 



Sizable numbers of Active and Reserve Component people and untts 

will survive. A competent leadership exists therein which can be tapped. The 

civilian air and sea fleet can be mobilized to support requirements for moving 

these forces into the protracted war theater. These reserve and surviving 

resources might be capable of sustaining the war if they can be controlled 

(organized), based for equipping/training, supplied and maintained. 

3-4.2  ■  Fallout Environment 

An element of the protracted war environment which will invade and 

influence almost every facet of endeavor is nuclear fallout. Even if each 

opponent makes an effort to limit ground bursts in order to maximize the 

population held hostage, large amounts of fallout will still be created. This 

will come principally from attacks on hard targets (Silos, Command Posts, 

LCFs) where surface bursts will undoubtedly be used to achieve greater effec- 

tiveness. In addition, considerable amounts of weapon debris will be carried 

to high altitudes by the large number of air bursts predicted to be used. 

There are widely varying views on what the long term effects this quantity of 

radiation will have on the world. But regardless of the very-long-term 

effects on human life or the ozone layer, extremely high radiation fields will 

exist for several weeks, and significant levels will be present for several 

months. Beyond that low levels will persist which will Influence the manner 

and pace 1n which many tasks are accomplished. People who received (or who 

may believe they received) a significant dose of radiation in the period 

immediately following the attack may be particularly sensitive to additional 

exposure even at low levels. 

3-4.2.1 H Immediate Post-Attack Radiation Environment 

Figure 3-5 (shown earlier) depicts the area in which all people 

protected by only ordinary houses will accumulate a radiation dose of 450 rads 

or greater 1n 14 days. Although defined as the mid-lethal dose, we have 

assumed all persons who received 450 rads or greater are fatalities. Other 

assumptions used In the fall-out patterns shown are: 



People remain indoors for a period of 14 days in an inner room 

of a frame house with doors and windows shut. 

A protection factor (PF) of 3 is assumed. 

An earth roughness factor of .7 was used. 

An uniform 25 mph wind from the West was used. 

As described in paragraph 3-4.1.4 these radiation levels and 

assumptions would result in an estimated 29 million fatalities among the 

civlian population. Such fatalities could be reduced significantly by fall- 

out protection. However, as stated earlier, variations 1n civil defense 

effectiveness were not made a part of this study. Of equal significance to 

the conduct of protracted war is the much larger area of the country which 

will have radiation levels caused by fallout which could become lethal or 

incapacitating unless protective measures are taken. 

Figure 3-9 depicts the area in which people sheltered as just 

described will accumulate a radiation dose of 200 rads. This 1s the generally 

accepted level at which 50% of the people get seriously 111 and the first 

fatalities start. Had these curves been plotted for a radiation dose of 

100 rads (frequently used as a one-time emergency exposure limit for military 

personnel) or even a more conservative 50 rads, then several of the affected 

areas would merge and cover a greater part of the country. It Is acknowledged 

that significant uncertainties exist in these curves since a double extra- 

polation was used. Nevertheless, the areas involved are sufficiently large 

that even a variation of +20% would not change the conclusions. 

The major conclusion reached Is that a large portion of the popula- 

tion (Including surviving military personnel) are going to have to take 

shelter from fallout for about one to two weeks In order to survive or avoid 

serious Illness. This will Immobilize significant percentages of the popula- 

tion, particularly surviving military personnel since they will have been 

preferentially targeted. Not only will this Immobilize large numbers of 

people, it will divert efforts from Immediate restoration and reconstitution 

tasks to those of tracking, measuring, mapping and publishing data on radia- 

tion fields. 
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3-4.2.2 ■■ Lcnaer Term Radiation Environments 

For descriptive purposes in this study the fallout (or radiation 

level) environment was divided into three phases. The first, just described, 

was classified as life leatening. The second and third phases deal with 

longer term radiation environments. 

The second phase is envisioned as one of avoidance of specific 

areas. It could last on the order of one to two months depending on the 

intensity of initial radiation in the area of concern. An example might be an 

ICBM silo which was attacked but because of miss distance not destroyed. 

However, the detonations could still have been close enough to destroy the 

primary and secondary electrical power systems with the resultant exhaustion 

of missile emergency battery power. With proper repair by qualified personnel 

this ICBM could be restored to an operational status. However, the existing 

radiation fields from the near miss surface bursts could prevent personnel 

access to the silo for several weeks. This would be even longer for personnel 

who had already received a high initial dose of radiation. 

The third phase 1s envisioned as one of dealing with widespread low 

levels of residual radioactivity which will exist in many parts of the 

country. The large number of people, particularly poorly prepared ones, who 

received (or who perceive they received) high Initial doses of radiation (many 

near fatal) may be unwilling to risk further radiation exposure. This will 

complicate all facets of personnel selection and assignment and greatly 

aggravate the skilled personnel shortages which already exist as a result of 

losses from the attack. And even 1f people are willing to accept standard 

industrial levels of radiation exposures, the extra effort necessary to con- 

trol this exposure is time consuming and causes productivity losses. 

The extent to which low level residual radiation levels will impact 

restoration and recovery is difficult to predict. The psychological mood of 

the public will probably have a significant influence on Its Impact. However, 

it will be a factor of the protracted war environment which must be recognized 

and dealt with. 



3-4.2.3 ■  A Case Study in Volcanic Fallout 

An opportunity to better visualize the nature of the fallout 

problem came with the May 18 eruption of Mount St. Helens. With authorization 

from the Wing Commander, 92 Bomb Wing and Headquarters SAC, two researchers 

visited Fairchild AFB on 5 June. Their purpose was to gain a better under- 

standing of the impact of volcanic fallout on operation of a SAC bomber base 

and to envision if fallout from volcanic ash might have some common character- 

istics with fallout from surface burst nuclear weapons. 

When it became apparent some 3 hours after the eruption that the ash 

cloud would pass over the base, a decision was made to hangar all B52, KC135 

and all visiting aircraft that elected to remain. This included an SR-71. 

(An open house including a flying demonstration had been scheduled and some 

60,000 visitors were on the base about this time.) Darkness set in by 1430 

(the eruption occurred at 0834) and by 1500 1t was like "a moonless midnight." 

The base was unable to obtain Information on the nature (chemical, biological 

and physical) of the fallout. All persons were advised to remain Indoors. By 

1900 the sky began to lighten somewhat. 

To Illustrate the extent of the dust problem, the group was shown a 

se les of slide photographs taken over a period of several days after the ash 

f'il, of the base, the aircraft and especially their critical components. The 

dust had penetrated the hangars and interior aircraft compartments. Some 

screwjacks on the planes which had been covered with lubricant were found to 

be rusting. The ash apparently absorbs lubricants. 

The research group was also briefed on the problem of ash removal 

from the runways and paved surfaces. Since the physical and chemical composi- 

tion of volcanic ash and nuclear fallout from surface bursts are probably 

considerably different, these measures are omitted In this discussion. How- 

ever, the fineness of the fallout which travels for several hours will likely 

be similar in effects on visibility and aircraft operations. 



In summary, the immediate problem appeared to be the inability to 

obtain accurate information on the nature of the dust cloud, i.e., its advance 

rate and direction and the type of material. This was considerably improved 

by the time of the second eruption a week later through assistance from SAC 

Weather Central. (Note the comments in section 5-4.2 on loss of Global 

Weather Information by facility damage.) After arrival of the fallout cloud 

the quantity of material and its physical and mechanical properties became the 

problem-vehicle operations were hampered by lack of visibility, air handling 

units clogged, humans experienced breathing problems, and the material was so 

fine that it entered even the areas designated as fallout shelters. Finally, 

removal techniques took some time to develop and long-term control concepts 

are still being developed. 

It would be incorrect to presume that conditions resulting from 

nuclear fallout would be the same. Yet it would be similarly Incorrect to 

presume there are no similarities. One can easily visualize how fully Immobi- 

lized an area could become if, 1n addition to having to deal with the mechani- 

cal and chemical problems of fallout, people also had to protect themselves 

from radiation penetrating their shelters. It's easy to envision a lengthy 

period where little, 1f anything, 1s accomplished in large areas of each 

nation while people protect themselves and wait for the radiation intensity to 

decay. This could be a significant factor in slowing down the pace of the war 

and prolonging its duration. 

3-4.3 Loss of Reconnaissance and CJI 

In a central nuclear war prime targets for immediate neutralization 
will be reconnaissance and Command, Control, Communications and Intelligence 
(C3I) capabilities. Both sides are going to lose a major portion of their C3 

and almost all  of  their  I^^jjjjmjBjmjjjjBjmjmjmjmjmjmj| 
pThereforeTthTablllty 

to protect and reconstitute CJI capabilities will play an Important role 1n 
determining the outcome of a protracted nuclear war. 



3-4.3.1 II U.S. and Soviet Approach to Use of Space 

    Over the last twenty years both the Soviet Union and the U.S. have 

become increasingly dependent on space-based C I assets to meet critical time 

requirements for ,iigh quality control of forces, and strategic and tactical 

warning. Timely, accurate warning is required to assess an attack to a level 

of detail sufficient to establish its origin, type, and size. To achieve this 

capability, warning sensors have been put in space, while ground-based 

warning systems have been relegated to secondary roles because of their 

limited performance and survivability. Table 3-6 (Space Dependence Summary) 

illustrates the degree to which the U.S. dependence on space has grown. Only 

major examples are shown here; there are, of course, additional dependencies. 

Table 3-7 highlights different ways the U.S. and Soviets approach space and 

the emphasis that the Soviets have put on the military application of space. 

Figures 3-10 through 3-12 show the large disparity in Soviet 

military launches to U.S. launches. Points of Interest drawn from the charts 

are: 

The Soviets use many more space launch boosters and satel- 

lites than the U.S., with higher production rates. 

As a result, the Soviets have an easier supply problem if 

they decide to put some launchers and satellites aside for 

emergency or conflict use. Their pipeline Is larger. 

The Soviets have maintained a continual high level of 

experience among their personnel. Thus, their personnel base 

should be larger and have achieved a high level of proficiency 

from this experience base. 

In carrying out their space operations, the Soviets rely on 

many satellites rather than a few. 

In time of crisis, the Soviets put up and recover many 

satellites. Many of their satellites are recovered after 

ground landings within the Soviet Union. 



"able 3-6. Space dependence summary. 
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Defense SATCOM System 
(OSCS), GAPSAT Lease, 
USAF SATCOM 

NAVIGATION Stars/Ground Radio Navstar, Gobal 
Positioning System 
(GPS) 

WEATHER Ground Observers Oefense Meteorological 
Satellite Program 
(OMSP) 

In contrast, although tht United States places heavy reliance on Its 

space assets, it Is not postured to rapidly replace or launch and recover 

satellites 1n tint of crisis. A 1988 excursion scenario was developed to assess 

Soviet exploitation of vulnerabilities of U.S. spact-based warning systems. The 

excursion scenario blends dtnlil of spact-based warning assets (by overt Soviet 

action during a crisis) with tht princlplt of surprise. In tht excursion, the 

Soviets exploit tht U.S.-Soviet disparity in satellite pipelines and launch 

capability. The excursion scenario follows: 
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Figure 3-12. Recoverable observation launches. 

Table 3-7. U.S.-Soviet summary. 

U.S. SPACE WARFARE SOVIET SPACE WARFARE 

EMPHASIS o Technical Superiority 

o Small, complicated, 
and few in number 

o Sparse pipeline 

o Operational Capability 

o Brute force to numerical 
superiority 

o Full pipeline 

PRIMARY USE o Oata collections 
and distribution 

o Highly dependent 
for decision making 

o Integration Into armed 
forces 

o Provides military options 
rather than dependency 

MAJOR 
ASYMMETRIES 

o Ocean targeting 

o Battlefield management 

o Weapon delivery 

o Satellite destruction 



EXCURSION SCENARIO 1988 

The political disintegration of Iran emboldens the Soviet 

Union to launch a militari; invasion aimed at capturing the Iranian oil 

fields. 

Just prior to the invasion, all Soviet military forces 

are put on conventional and nuclear alert. 

Twenty Soviet Divisions in the Warsaw Pact are placed in 

a state of highly increased readiness to hold NATO forces 

in place. 

A   partial   evacuation   of   Soviet   cities   is   ordered, 

estimated at 20 to 60 percent. 

The Soviet invasion of Iran results in a confrontation in the 

Indian Ocean between the U.S. and Soviet fleets. NATO forces are immedi- 

ately ordered to partial mobilisation. 

The U.S. airlifts three Divisions to NATO. 

Tactical Air deploys to NATO/M.E. 

The United States issues an ultimatum demanding that Soviet 

forces be removed from Iran. The Soviets disregard the ultimatum and 

move to a higher intensity of nuclear force generation. 

Eight Soviet SSBN's begin operations off the U.S.   coast. 

IRA aircraft are loaded and dispersed. 

The United States initiates a conventional force action in the 

Middle East with a carrier air strike on Soviet aircraft on Iranian 

airfields. The Soviets respond by destroying U.S. SOSUS arrays end U.S. 

satellites— warning, reconnaissance, communications, and navigation. 

The U.S. responds to eh« Jos* of warning satellites by placing SAC 

bombers on airborne alert.   Both sides enter negotiations. 

After 15 days, the U.S. gets an early warning satellite back in 

or-it, £ut the Soviets promptly destroy it. 



U.S. early warning satellite replacement is given first 

priority, but U.S. capabilities are extremely limited and 

no further replacement is possible until the following 

month. 

The Soviets keep negotiations going for 40 days to stress the 

SAC bomber force. Then the Soviets back down. The U.S. negotiators are 

acclaimed for scoring a major diplomatic victory. The Soviets take 

forces off alert in the Warsaw Pact. Soviet troops leave Iran within two 

days. The Soviet Fleet in the Indian Ocean disengages from U.S. Naval 

forces and withdraws. Some Soviet missile submarines (SSBN's) are 

detected returning to the USSR. 

A U.S. reconnaissance satellite is launched/ this one confirms 

Soviet withdrawal. 

The   U.S.   early  warning satellites  have not   yet  been 

replaced.    Systems relying on warning remain vulnerable. 

Two days after the Soviet retreat, an exultant and greatly 

relieved U.S. relaxes its SAC airborne alert and assumes a day-to-day 

stategic nuclear success, the Soviets unexpectedly launch a first strike 

against U.S. targets. The strike is structured to avoid initial SLBM 

detection by Pave Paws radars until it is too late for most of the alert 

B-52s to launch tor survival. 

|F1gure 3-13 Illustrates the Impact of warning sensor denial 
In this scenario. The column on the left shows the net advantage in 
equivalent weapons the Soviets could achieve from a surprise attack with 
both sides on a normal day-to-day alert rate. The center columns shows 
the smaller net advantage the Soviets could achieve should they attack 
after sensor denial while both sides are at maximum readiness. The right 
hand column shows the Increased net advantage the Soviets could achieve 
In a post-crisis U.S. relaxation period with nonoperatlng U.S. warning 

systems. 
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3-4.3.2 M Anti-satellite Warfare 

War in space may occur prior to nuclear exchange, especially in the 

event of escalating hostilities. Possible targets in space for attacks by 

anti-satellites (ASATS) or other weapons such as lasers include: 

Early warning satellites for detecting missile launch 

Elint satellites 

Reconnaissance satellites (photo) 

Communication satellites 

Targets for war in space may be selected and attacked for the 

purpose of increasing the effectiveness of a follow-on nuclear attack, and to 

lessen the amount of damage to the initiator by weakening the opponent's 

retaliatory strike. Table 3-8 lists some specific Soviet incentives for 

attacking U.S. space assets prior to a nuclear exchange. 

3-4.3.3 ■■ Fundamentals of Anti-satellite Operations 

Successful anti-satellite operations are ^ery difficult to achieve. 

To make an ASAT work, one must: 

Oetect and track the target satellite to a yetry high degree of 

accuracy. 

Calculate the target satellite's predicted time, path, and 

position for the time of the Intercept. This requires rapid, 

powerful computing capability. 

Have an ASAT at a base that permits the ASAT to Intercept the 

target. 

Have a rapid and reliable C I net to the ASAT base to get the 

ASAT readied for the predicted Intercept. 

Track the target Satellite for updating the data. 

Hake a rapid and accurate update on the target satellite's 

predicted time, location, and path just prior to launch of the 

ASAT. 

Be able to communicate the updated targeting data and launch 

execution in a timely manner. 



As can be seen from the above, a near real time C support system is 

necessary to establish a workable ASAT system. This near real time C system 

must integrate data from widely dispersed radar and optical sensors, and 

process the data for ASAT coordination and control, as well as generate the 

commands and transmit the commands to the ASAT. 

These are formidable requirements. The system which supports the:: 

is massive, complex, and extremely vulnerable. It also requires time tc 

function. Time is needed to detect the target, to track it to sufficient 

accuracy, and to ready the interceptor. If any portion of the system is 

destroyed, successful anti-satellite operations would be doubtful or 

impossible. 

Table 3-8. Incentive for pre-exchange space warfare. 

ATTACKING U.S. ASSETS PRIOR TO INITIAL NUCLEAR ATTACK MAY CAUSE: 

o  WARNING SYSTEMS: 

SAC BOMBER FORCE MADE VULNERABLE 

ASSESSMENT OF INITIAL ATTACK LOST 

o  RECONNAISSANCE: 

WAR PLANNING FUNCTIONS GRADUALLY 0EGRA0E0 

IMPAIRMENT OF LONG-LEAD WARNING AND INTELLIGENCE FUNCTIONS 

COMPREHENSIVE ATTACK ASSESSMENT LOST 

o  C3 SYSTEMS: 

RESPONSE TO THREATS DELAYED 

ABILITY TO RAPIDLY POSTURE FORCES DEGRADED 

0   NAVIGATION SYSTEMS: 

ACCURACY DECREASED 

DECREASED COORDINATION OF FORCES 

INCREASED RISK TO U.S. FORCES 

WEATHER SYSTEMS: 

FORCE EFFECTIVENESS DECREASED 

RISK TO FORCES  
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The following quotes are taken from "Fundamentals of Astrodynamics" 

by Roger R. Bate, Donald D. Mueller, and Jerry E. White, reference 4. They 

are pertinent in describing how difficult is the task that must be 

accomplished in order to establish orbital determination of objects in space. 

(Note: The following is directly quoted from an unclassified publication.) 

(The Quotes are Unclassified) 

Ortiz Determination From Optical Sightings 

The modern ortit determination problem is made much simpler by the avail- 

ability of radar range and range-rate information. However, the angular 

pointing accuracy and resolution of radar sensors is tar below that of 

optical sensors such as the Baker-Nunn camera. As a result, some method 

of orbit determination proceeding from angular data only (e.g., topocen- 

tric right ascension and declination) is required. 

Six independent quantities suffice to completely specify a satellite's 

orbit. These may be the six classical orbital elements or they may be 

the six components of the vectors r and v at »one epoch. In either case, 

an optical observation yields only two independent quantities such as si 

and As or right ascension and declination, so a minimum of three observa- 

tions is required at three different times to determine the orbit. 

Space Surveillance 

In the preceding sections we have seen how, in theory, we can determine 

the orbital elements of a satellite from only a tew observations, in 

practice, however, a handful of observations on new orbiting objects 

can't secure the degree of precision needed for orbital surveillance and 

prediction. Typical requirements are for 100-200 observations per 

object per day during the first taw days of orbit, 20-SO observations par 

object per day to update already established orbit», and finally, during 

orbital decay, 200-300 observations to confirm and locate reentry. 

In 1975 there were nearly 3,500 detected objects in orbit around the 

earth.   By 1990 this number is expected to grow to «tout 5,000. 
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The Spacetrack System 

The task of keeping track of this growing space population belongs to the 

14th Aerospace Force of the Aerospace Defense Command. Th data needed to 

identify and catalogue orbiting objects comes from a network of elec- 

tronic and optical sensors scattered around the world and known as the 

•496L Spacetrack System.' Spacetrack is a synthesis of many systems: it 

receives inputs from the Ballistic Missile Early Warning System (SMEWS), 

the Electronic Intelligence System (ELINT), the navy's Space Surveill- 

ance System (SAPSUR), and over-the-horison radars (OTB). In addition, 

other sensors are available on an on-call basisi observations are 

received from the Eastern and Western Test Ranges, the White Sands Mis- 

sile Range, the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory's optical tracking 

network, and from Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories' Millstone 

Bill radar. 

In addition to just cataloguing new space objects the mission of Space- 

track has been extended to reconnaissance satellite payload recovery, 

anti-satellite targeting, manned spacecraft/debris collision avoidance, 

spacecraft failure diagnosis, and midcourse KM interception. At pres- 

ent, the greatest effort is being expanded on just keeping track of the 

existing space traffic—a job made «or« difficult by the Soviet's acci- 

dental or deliberate explosion in orbit of satellites and boosters, 

forming 'clouds* of space debris* 

Type and Location of Sensors 

Since space surveillance is an outgrowth of ballistic trajectory moni- 

toring, it is not surprising that all of our radar sensors are located in 

the northern Memisphere. Satellite tracking cameras deployed around the 

world by the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory (SAO) in support of 

the recent International Geophysical rear (JOY) provide the data from 

the Southern hemisphere* 
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Radar Sensors 

Radar sensors can be broadly categorized into two types: detection fans 

and trackers. The detection fans—most of which are part of the BMEHS 

system—-consist of two horizontal fan-shaped beams, about 1° in width 

and 3-1/2° apart in elevation sent out from football-field-sire anten- 

nas. The horizontal sweep rate is fast enough that a missile or satel- 

lite cannot pass through the fans undetected. These detection radars 

with a range of 2,500-3,500 miles make about 12,000 observations per 

day—mostly of already catalogued objects. Zf an 'unknown' ballistic 

object is detected, the precomputed impact area is determined by a 'table 

look-up' procedure at the site based on where the object crossed the two 

tans and the elapsed time interval between fan crossings. 

At present there are two FPS-17 detection radars at Diyarbakir, Turkey, 

and three more at Shemya in the Aleutians. Four of the larger FPS-SO's 

are deployed at Thule, Greenland, while three are located in Clear, 

Alaska. One of the earlier detection radars, thm FPS-43, at the Trinidad 

site of the Eastern Test Mange, is now on active Spacecraft alert. The 

only other detection tan which supplies occasional data to Spacecraft on 

request is located at Kwajalein Island. 

The best orbit determination data on new satellites comes from the track- 

ing radars scattered around the Spacetrack net. There is usually one 

tracker associated with each detection radar that can quickly acquire a 

new target from a simple extrapolation of it« track through the detection 

tans. A typical tracker such as the FPS-O has an t5-foot mechanically- 

steered dish antenna weighing 106 tons and is capable of scan rates up to 

10° per second. The prototype is located at Moorestown, Hew Jersey, and 

is on active spacetreck alert» One FPS-49 is at Thule and three are at 

Fylingdales Moor in Yorkshire, united Kingdom. An advanced version of 

this tracker (the FPS-92) featuring more elaborate receiver circuits and 

hydrostatic bearings is operating at Clear, Alaska. 

In addition, there is an FPS-79 at Diyarbakir and an FPS-80 at Shemya. 

The one at Diyarbakir ha» a unique feature which enhances its spacetrack 

usefulness.   A variable-focus teed horn provides a wide beam tor detec- 
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tion and a narrow beamwidth fcr tracking. Pulse compression is used to 

improve both the gain and resc.ution of the 35-foot dish antenna. 

An interesting new development in tracking is the FPS-8S with a fixed 

'phased-array' antenna and an electronically-steered beam. The proto- 

type located at Eglin AFB, Florida, gives radar coverage of the Caribbean 

area.    It is capable of tracking several targets simultaneously. 

One other radar sensor that contributes to the Spacetrack System is 

over-the-horizon radar with transmitters located in the Far East and 

receivers scattered in Western Europe. OTB radar operates on the princi- 

ple of detecting launches and identifying the signature of a particular 

booster by the disturbances it causes in the ionosphere. 

Radio Interferometers 

Another class of sensors which provide accurate directional information 

on a sateliite is based on the principle of radio interferometry. The 

original system using this techniques was Minitrack—used to track Van- 

guard. It was a passive system requiring radio transmitters aboard ene< 

sateliite. The Navy's SPASVK net is an active system of three transmit- 

ters and six receiving antennas stretching across the country along 33°w 

latitude from California to Georgia, The transmitters send out a contin- 

uous carrier wave at lOittc in a thin vertical tan. When a satellite 

passes through this «fence,0 a satellite reflected signal is received at 

the ground. The zenith angle of arrival of the signal is measured 

precisely by a pair of antennas spaced along the ground at the receiving 

site. When two or more receiving sites are used, the position of the 

satellite passing through the fence is determined by triangulatlon. To 

obtain a preliminary orbit from the first pass through the fence, the 

rate of change of phase between the most widely spaced antenna pairs in 

the last-vest and Worth-South directions is used to determine toe t#loc* 

ity vector, an or hit obtained in this way is used is very crude, out is 

useful in predicting the nest pass through the system. Miter the second 

pass, a refinement can oe made as the period, and therefore, the semi- 

major axis, is well established. These observations give information 

from only one part of the satellite orbit,  out after 12 hours the earth 
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rotates the system under the 'backside' of the orbit allowing further 

improvement of the orbital elements» Considering the type of observa- 

tional data received, SPASUR is best utilized in the role of updating 

already established orbits by differential correction techniques. 

Optical Sensors 

SAO operates more than a dozen optical tracking stations around the 

world, each equipped with a Baker-Nunn telescopic camera. In addition to 

these, two Baker-Nunns are operated by 14th Aerospace force at Edwards 

AFS and Sand Island in the Pacific, and the RCAF operates one at Cold 

Lake, Alberta, Canada. The Baker-Nunn instrument is an F/l Schmidt 

camera of 20-inch focal length with a field of view 5° by 30°. The 

camera alternatively tracks the satellite and then the star background. 

A separate optical system superimposes, on the same strip of Cinemascope 

film, the image of a crystal-controlled clock which is periodically 

illuminated by strobe lights to establish a time reference. From the 

photograph the position (tcpocentric right ascension and declination) of 

the satellite can be accurately determined by comparison with the well- 

known positions of the background stars. 

Under favorable conditions, the instrument can photograph a 16th magni- 

tude objecti it recorded the 6-inch diameter Vanguard I at a distance of 

2,400 miles. 

Despite thf high accuracy and other desirable features, the Baker-Nunn 

data has certain inherent disadvantages» For a good photograph the 

weather must bo favorable, seeing conditions must be good, and the light- 

ing correct. The latter condition means the site must be in darkness and 

the satellite target in sunlight. As a result, it is usually impossible 

to get more than a few observations of the orbit at a desired point for 

any particular spacecraft. Further, precise data reduction cannot be 

done in the field and, in any case, takes time. 

m any case, the Baker-Nunn cameras provide one of the few sources of 

data from the Southern temisphere and arc extensively used for calibra- 

tion of the radar sensors in the Spacetrack net. 



Typical Sensor Errors 

With all the radar trackers located in the Northern Hemisphere, it is not 

surprising that the predicted position of a new satellite after one revo- 

lution can be in error by as much as 100 km. An intrack error of this 

amount would make the satellite nearly 15 seconds early or late in 

passing through a detection fan or the SPASUR fence. Several factors 

combine Co make these first-pass residuals large. (A residual is the 

difference between some orbital coordinate predicted on the basis of the 

preliminary orbital elements and the measured value of thtc coordinate.) 

Sensor errors themselves contribute to the residuals. For detection 

radars, satellite position uncertainties can be as high as 5,000 meters, 

while for tracking radars the uncertainty can vary from 100 to 500 meters 

depending on whether they use pulse compression. Dopplet range-rate 

information on the other hand, is relatively accurate. Radial velocity 

uncertainties may be as low as 1/6 meter/sec. Most of the Spacetrack 

radars can achieve pointing accuracies of 36 arc-seconds. Unfortu- 

nately, radar sensors need almost constant recalibratlon to maintain 

these accuracies. 

The radio interferometer technique (Minitrack, SPASUR) yields direc- 

tional information accurate to 20-40 seconds ef «re and time of passage 

through the radio fence accurate to i-% milliseccods. 

The most accurate angular fix is obtained from Baker-Sunn camera data. 

On- site film reduction is accurate to only 30 seconds of arc but films 

sent to Cambridge, Massachusetts, for laboratory analysis yield satel- 

lite positions accurate to 3 arc-seconds. 

Another source of sensor inaccuracy is the uncertainty in the geodetic 

latitude and longitude of the tracking site. These uncertainties con- 

tribute 30-300 meters of satellite prediction error. 

Sven if all sensor errors could be eliminated, persistent residuals of 

about 5 km in position or 0.7 seconds it* time would remain. The persist- 

ent residue levels are du« to departures from two-body orbital motion 

caused by the earth's equatorial bulge, nonuniform gravitational fields, 
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lunar attraction« solar radiation pressure, and atmospheric drag. 

Although general and special perturbation techniques are used to account 

for these effects, more accurate models for the earth and its atmosphere 

are needed  to reduce the residuals still further. 

(END OF QUOTE) 

All of this shows how difficult it is to make an ASATS system work, 

even if everything described above is functioning. None of the near- term 

improvements- in our surveillance capabilities, even GEODSS (Ground- based, 

Electro-Optical, Deep Space Surveillance System), will significantly remove 

this vulnerability. 

The development of GEODSS greatly Increases the U.S. capability to 

detect and track objects in space to a degree accurate and timely enough to 

support anti-satellite operations, but there are only to be five GEODSS sites. 

All may be easily attacked to negate the system. In addition, the 

computational and C I demands. Including time to execute requirements from 

last update, of anti-satellite operations make anti-satellite operations 

extremely vulnerable to nuclear and other attack. 

3-4.3.4 fl  Satellite System Components 

Figure 3-14 shows a typical space system. There are three types of 

facilities which must Interact to make the overall system work. They are 

launch, surveillance/tracking, and tracking, telemetry & control (TT4C). 

Note that tracking capability plays a role in both surveillance and TT4C. 

Users of a satellite system nay, In addition, acquire or pass data through a 

fourth type of separate link. The Effective Radiated Power (ERP) of the 

satellite's transmitter dictates the sixe of the user's antenna and aiming 

requirements. Powerful satellites permit smaller and »ore mobile receiver 

antennas. All of these components of the system represent targets that can be 

attacked. 
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3-4.3.5 ■ I Vulnerability of Ground-Based Assets 

During a nuclear exchange, targeting emphasis will undoubtedly 

shift tc surface-based space related facilities. The vulnerability of these 

facilities will mear, the termination of the following functions: 

A. Control of satellites - Control of satellites is dependent on 

our ability to track, interrogate and control them. 

Therefore, tracking, telemetry & control (TT&C) and user 

facilities which keep the satellites in the proper 

orbit/location and perform various operating functions would 

be destroyed in the attack. 

B. Space surveillance - Radar and electro-optical tracking sites 

would be destroyed to the extent that satellites may not be 

detected and tracked, especially to the extent of preventing 

tracking accuracy sufficient to permit employment of an 

anti-satellite. 

C. Launch facilities - Which could be used to replenish assets in 

space. 

D. To accomplish A and B above, against the U.S., the USSR would 

destroy the following two classes of targets: 

(1) USAF (TT&C) | User Control - Provides for communication 

with and control of U.S. satellites. All U.S. space 

systems are vulnerable to the loss of TTiC. Table 3-9 

shows the makeup of the Air Force TTtC system. In the 

event of damage, the Air Force cannot switch over to the 

NASA control system for control of Air Force satellites. 

Air Force TTIC is based on the Satellite-to-Ground Link 

System (SSLS), which 1s not compatible with NASA's Space 

Tracking Oata Network (STON). Improvements are exported 

to be made to the Air Force system. The upgrade, called 

Oata Systems Modernization (DSM) is expected to include a 

backup Satellite Operations Center (SOC). 



Table 3-9. USAF telemetry, tracking, and control. 

0  USAF TT&C consists of - 

0 One satellite control facil ity (AFSCF) in Sunnyvale, CA 

0 10 remote tracking stations at 7 sites 

Sites 60 ft 40 ft 14 ft 

Guam X 

Hawaii X X 
Indian Ocean X 

. New Hampshire X X 
Vandenberg AFB X X 

Thule X 

* 

Kodiak* 

Inactive 

X 

Additionally, each satellite user group 1s required to 

control, process, and/or coordinate Its own mission from 

a few special earth terminals. These stations for OSCS 

II, DSP, etc. are included In the target list. 

(2) Space Surveillance - Provides assistance 1n tracking U.S. 

satellites, and 1s the primary means of tracking non-U.S. 

satellites (vital for ant1-satel1Ue operations). T-ble 

3-10 lists the components of the U.S. Space Surveillance 

Network. The radars are needed to help detect Hems 1n 

space and obtain a precise track for orbital 

calculations. However, radars may not detect small 

objects at great height, unless the radar Is ^try 
powerful and vtry large. Large powerful radars are 

generally more vulnerable to attack. It Is not necessary 

to destroy all of the optical or radar tracking sites In 

order to prevent ant1-satellite operations. The current 

U.S. tracking system has Incomplete world wide coverage, 

and It Is not considered unusual for the system to "lose" 

satellites, especially high ones. This Includes high 

satellites that the U.S. has launched which have lost 



their radar beacons or have had other malfunctions. This 

has occurred despite employment of all of the operational 

sites listed in the Tables. 

■ Table 3-10. U.S. space surveillance and tracking. 

0 Radars 

o Phased Arrays 5 

o BMEWS 3 

o Other tracking sites 11+ 
o Sites to fill Western gap 3 

0 Optical tracking and Identification 

o Ground-based, electro-optical, deep- 

space surveillance system (GE00SS) 5 

o Other sites 11+ 

Total 38+ 



3-4.3.6 Soviet Space-related Targeting Objectives 

In a central nuclear exchange the Soviet Union could easily knock 

out the ground-based, space-related assets of the U.S. Table 3-11 lists those 

assets the Soviets would most likely target in the postulated attack on U.S. 

forces. While this vulnerability represents the "Achilles heel" of the U.S. 

military space program, the comparable Soviet space-related assets are 

equally as vulnerable. 

Table 3-11. Space related targeting. 

USAF TT&C 

NASA tracking, etc. 

Space surveillance 

Launch facilities 

User control and consoli- 

dation facilities 

Estimated total 

8 

2 

38+ 

3 

51* 

30+ 

<100* 

* Wot colocated with other high-priority targets 

3-4.3.7 Effect of Attack on U.S. CJI Targets 

Destruction of these control facilities (coupled with the 

loss of the surveillance facilities) would cause present U.S. space-related 

C3I capabilities 1n some cases to be terminated Immediately and in other cases 

to degrade, some rapidly and others more gracefully. These are illustrated in 

Figure 3-15 and discussed below. 
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All U.S. space systems will degrade 
without TTIC. 

• Sensitivities: data links, orbital 
control, functional control 

• In about 1 wttk, SOS (uhf communica- 
tions) lost 

• Orbital positioning 

• In about 1 month, OSCS (shf communi- 
eatlons) lost 

• 6E0 positioning 

• Indefinite 

• SPS (navigation) clock sitting 

• DMSP (wtathtr) two key-down links 
and sun synchronous 

SOS 
(UHF) 

OMSP 
450 rani 

OSCS 

Figure 3-15. Impact of attack on TT4C and major ground links. 
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Immediate loss: Early warning and nuclear detonation 

detection capability presently provided byf I 

■ would cease functioning immediately if 

utilizes« ■ 
large computing facilities, and several data transmission 

modes, is quite vulnerable. Loss of this system would 

adversely impact U.S. anti-satellite capability. Other user 

control facilities have a similar instant impact. 

Degrade: U.S. space-related systems will degrade in the 

absence of ground-based TT&C functions. Without satellite 

control, low orbit vehicles become useless in a few hours 

while high orbit (out to synchronous) become questionable 

beyond 15 days. Communications connectivity becomes critical 

when satellite systems fail to function normally. In all 

cases present U.S. satellites will not maintain their precise 

orbital positioning. Geostationary satellites will drift away 

from their positions. Lower satellites will not maintain 

precise orbits. Depending on the satellite system and its 

function, other factors may require regular updating, such as 

precise timing or clock setting for navigation satellites, in 

order to meet specified performance parameters. Some satel- 

lites must be accurately positioned or tracked in order to 

maintain communications with them. Others have such low ERP 

or high anti-jamming requirements that ^ery large dish antenna 

(which are vulnerable) must be used to receive their trans- 

missions. Some satellites have strong transmitters with 

relatively broad beams and can be utilized for the transmis- 

sion of data, etc., by many users even if the satellite wanders 

a considerable distance from its optimum position or orbit. 

Some examples listed for illustrative purposes are: 

Short Degrade: Systems which may have a shorter period of 

utility might include the Satellite Data System (SDS) UHF 

communications satellites. 
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Medium Degrade: The Defense Satellite Communications System 

satellites (DSCS II & III) are an example of a system that 

might degrade gracefully if user net control is not disrupted 

and still provide useful service to many users as long as 30 to 

60 days in the absence of TT&C. 

Longer Degrade: The present weather satellites represent a 

longer degrade example. The satellites would probably 

continue to provide local weather information to many U.S. 

military users around the globe for periods considerably 

longer than 60 days. However, the strategic weather services 

it provides would be Immediately lost with the destruction of 

the two associated ground facilities located at Fairchild AF6 

and Loring AFB. 

3-4.3.8 II Cumulative Effect of the Degradation of Space-Related C3I 

The impairment of United States space-related CJI during a pro- 

tracted nuclear war could be devastating. Loss of the warning systems would 

make the strategic delivery systems more vulnerable, and loss of our Initial 

assessment capability would leave the National Command Authority with a 

higher degree of doubt concerning the course of the exchange than may be 

anticipated. The response to threats may become agonizingly slow, and war 

planning functions deteriorate due to the difficulty of obtaining reliable 

and timely intelligence. This will be exacerbated by the delays 1n posturing 

and executing forces. The lack of warning systems will result In the continu- 

ing surprise effect of Ballistic Missile strikes. This effect may be so 

extreme as to cause a breakdown of morale. The resiliency of the United 

States may depend, to an inordinate degree upon the faith of the National 

Command Authority in the ability of Individual commands to function without 

the degree of guidance and control that has characterized U.S. military C I 

since the advent of space-based communications. 
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3-4.3.9 WM   Space C3I Environment After the Initial Exchange 

^ Each side would want to replace its space-related C I functions. 

Conversely, each would want to prevent the other side from doing so. Denial 

or replacement space-based assets to an enemy may be impossible. The loss of 

launch detection and azimuth, coupled with the loss of the very large radars 

used for space surveillance, would negate U.S. anti-satellite capabilities. 

In effect, the U.S. would not know when an opposing satellite was being 

launched, would not know that the U.S. was being overflown, or for how long or 

when the satellite was returned to Earth. Even 1f an opposing satellite were 

detected, it would not be likely that sufficiently accurate tracking data 

could be obtained to support targeting and launch of an anti-satellite weapon. 

It 1s assumed, for the purpose of this study, that the U.S. could 

effectively attack Soviet space-related facilities to the same degree of 

thoroughness as that of the Soviet attack we have postulated. If such attacks 

took place, the overall space environment, for the near future, would become 
relatively benign. Systems in space would be relatively free from attack. In 

effect, space would become a sanctuary. Satellites which could maintain 

themselves with essentially no control from ground-based systems could 

provide continuing service. Similarly, replacement systems, of the same 

independence, could restore functions lost by less self-sustaining systems 

which had relied upon vulnerable surface-based facilities. 

The communication switching nodes that connect autovon, audodln, 

and autosevocom are located 1n| Ithe largest cities and may not be 

attacked directly but would be vulnerable to EMP created by large high 

altitude bursts. The terminals would be blacked out and would seriously limit 

connectivity. To ensure connectivity with surviving or reconstituted commun- 

ications satellites, the user sites should be mobile and proliferated. 
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3-4.3.10 flB Requirements for Space-Based C3I in the Protracted Warfare 

Environment 

Table 3-12 lists the likely requirements for U.S. space assets in a 

protracted war. In time of conflict, use of all of the functions provided by 
•5 

C I systems increases dramatically.  As a result, there will be intense 

pressures placed upon those systems at a time when they are either disabled or 

in the process of degrading because of the effects of the attack. 

Space candidates for reconstitution would include communications 

satellites for force status, execution, and control; reconnaissance 

satellites for detecting enemy activities and status; and early warning sat- 

ellites to warn of enemy missile launch. 

Table 3-12. Essential space assets. 

Warning Systems - Essential; Survival of remaining armed forces 

personnel, must provide warning compatible with extent of 

reconnaissance denial for force survival. 

Reconnaissance Denial - Essential; Long-term survival of remaining 

f&ces. 

Communications Systems - Expanded; Increased traffic volume and 

priority, required force coordination and reconstitution, need 

for back-up systems, and poor response times of other systems. 

Reconnaissance - Expanded; Increased demand for intelligence, 

knowledge of enemy Initiatives, targeting and assessment 

requirements. 

Navigation Systems - Expanded; Loss of ground based nav-a1ds, and 

required moving target attack capability. 

Weather Systems - Expanded; Replace loss of on-s1te observations. 
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Replacement of space-based assets may not alleviate the problem 

unless the replacement satellite has either (1) an auto-nav/auto-positioning 

system, coupled with self-contained control capability and sufficient ERP to 

permit survivable relatively small ground/air mobile receivers/transmitters 

(with attendant small antennae) to handle their TT&C, and communication of 

data or (2) sufficient TT4C capability has survived the nuclear attack or has 

been reconstituted. At present, no U.S. space-based satellites have the type 

of capabilities described in (1) above. Nor 1s the likelihood of TT&C 

capability survival high at present. Moreover, since the United States does 

not have a plethora of boosters, satellites, and launch facilities, it is not 

likely that present systems or hidden, dispersed, or dupHcatlve survivable 

launch capabilities will survive 1n the quantities which will be required. 

Provision in the near future for some reconstitution may be 

possible with nonground dependent, less sophisticated, less capable systems 

which can provide minimum but vital capabilities, especially in reconnais- 

sance and early warning. In the longer term, U.S. satellites should clearly 

be made less dependent, or even independent, of vulnerable surface-based 

control. Survivable, concealed launch facilities, boosters, and satellites 

should be set aside. In the same vein, a parallel effort should provide for 

reconstitution of space object tracking sufficient to provide both Early 

Warning and data for anti-satellite operations. 

3-4.3.11 || Soviet Space Capabilities vs. U.S. Space Needs 

The Soviet Union would suffer many similar difficulties with regard 

to postexchange employment of Its space-based assets. The loss of ground- 

based radars and TTtC would, In most cases, cause the Soviets to lose their 

ability to control their deployed satellites, resulting In loss and degrada- 

tion of the satellite functions. They would be concurrently Impeded from 

either replenishing satellites or employing anti-satellite weapons In their 

normal manner due to loss of launch facilities and tracking capability. 



There are, however, significant differences in the way the Soviets 

have approached space. These differences could make it easier for the Soviets 

to replenish space assets if they choose to do so. The Soviets have a larger 

production base of missiles and space boosters from which to set aside con- 

cealed reserve satellite boost launchers. They also have traditionally soft 

landed their photo reconnaissance satellite packages within the Soviet Union. 

In times of crisis the pattern of Soviet reconnaissance satellite launches has 

shown a dramatic increase, with the Soviets bringing the satellite down from 

orbit after relatively short periods. This type of operation requires that 

large numbers of satellites be readily available in order to respond to crises 

in a timely manner. 

If some Soviet satellites have been securely stored with, or near, 

concealed launch boosters, and a disguised hasty-launch facility is avail- 

able, the Soviets could reestablish reconnaissance or other capability soon 

after a nuclear exchange. This also implies some capability for auto- 

navigation, etc., which the Soviets may be able to accomplish, based on their 

stellar guidance update technology which they have demonstrated on their 

SLBM's and other missiles. 

Table 3-13 shows the shift in space options as war proceeds from 

space war before a nuclear exchange, to protracted war after the exchange. 

Most United States attention has been focused on Items on the left side of the 

chart, I.e., war In space options. The options to defend assets In space are 

not equally attractive. 

Concealment may be accomplished by putting satellites higher thin 

geosynchronous orbit or by other methods. The drawback is that it 1s hard to 

prove Invisibility, or reliability of reactivation of silent satellites. 

There will always be doubt about the effectiveness of the concealment chosen. 

One could choose to proliferate satellites. An example would be to 

orbit stry snail autonomous critical function satellites. This is an 

effective means and 1s expensive to counter because it would require a large 

number of anti-satellites to do the job. It Is also time consuming to 

counter. It 1s also expensive for the prollferator, as well, however. 



Table 3-13. Space options. 

BEFORE            NUCLEAR EXCHANGE    PROTRACTED WAR 

Emphasis on war in space Emphasis on ground-based 
assets 

0 Attack enemy satellites 

o Antisatellite weapons 

0 Attack space-related 
assets on ground 

0 Defend assets in space 0 Defend space functions 

o Conceal 

o Proliferate 

o Responsive counter- 
measures 

o Rapid redeployment 

o Restore old satel- 
lites and functions 

o Space-asset rede- 
velopment 
o Autonomous 

satellites 
o Concealed and/ 

or mobile 

Responsive countermeasures could be employed to change the satellite 

velocity, to provide decoys, or to spoof the enemy. This technique requires 

accurate projections of the future threat in order to work. Also, the track net as 

planned will not adequately support timely countermeasures to be employed. 

Rapid redeployment Is an alternative technique which offers positive 

benefits with relatively few drawbacks. It Implies the need for a good pipe-Hne 

of launchers and satellites. The Soviets may have such a pipeline now and, 

therefore be closer to having this capability than the U.S. 

Valuable insights are gained when one compares options before nuclear 

exchange and those following in the protracted warfare period. It rapidly becomes 

obvious that restoration of old satellites and ground launch functions Is 

unprofitable, because of the ease of attacking the large, vulnerable facilities and 

radars they require. 
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Space asset redeployment from concealed and mobile facilities, 

featuring autonomous satellites would be much more enduring. In addition, 

this concept dovetails nicely with that of a Rapid Redeployment option in 

space war before the nuclear exchange (see Table 3-14). Adoption of this 

technique would give the United States viable, enduring space capabilities 

across the spectrum of conventional and nuclear war, all at a reasonable cost. 

It would permit the U.S. to reasonably maintain a war-fighting capability in 

its space assets even in peacetime, and would ensure the continuation of vital 

space-related national functions through all phases of conflict. 

3-4.3.12 The Shift of Space War Emphasis 

The analysis of protracted nuclear warfare emphasizes the space 

warfare dichotomy that exists prior to and after the major nuclear exchange. 

Prior to the exchange, warfare is more likely to occur in space against space- 

based assets. During the nuclear exchange, emphasis shifts to attack of 

surfice-based space assets and space itself becomes a relatively benign 

environment. 
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.6 J- Space options with redeployment. 

E£rc::       NU;.£A? EXCHANGE      PROTRACTED WAP. 

i £r,:r,j£is 0" *i'-  ir specs 

c Attach ene-.. satellites 

Emphasis on ground-based assets 

o Attack space-related assets 
on ground 

Ar.tisstellite, etc. 

o Defend assets ir, space 

. Rapid redeployment 

o Defend space functions 

o Space asset redeployment 

o Autonomous satellites 

0 Auto-nav and position 

o Housekeeping 

o Onboard computing 

0 High-power transmitters 

o Concealed/mobile 

o Launch and TTlC 

The nation with the capability to replace satellites and TTlC 

functions will be best able to reconstitute essential C I functions. The need 

to deny tntr.y reconnaissance will be extreme, because of the adverse inpact 
reconnaissance has on continued survivabillty of forces. Aircraft reconnais- 

sance nay provide a poor and vtry limited substitute. Also high on the 

priority 11st will be replacement of an enduring warning system. 

3-4.4  ^|| Needs, Perceived and Real, to Conserve Strategic weapons 

Expenditures 

||   If the nature of protracted war Is correctly described here, then 

each side will wish to avoid escalation to Urge-scale city attacks for 

reasons of self-interest. At the same ti«e, each opponent believes that he 

can either improve his post-war position or emerge victorious by continuing 
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attacks on his opponents military forces. These concepts are not 

contradictory and have a parallel (albeit on a much reduced scale of risk) in 

the WWII avoidance of use (widescale) of poison gasses. (As a matter of 

historical record, each side perceived the other to have a superior capabil- 

ity.) 

Thus, both actual requirements for city attack deterrence, as well 

as perceptions (or misperceptions) of the opponent's strength will Influence 

the quantity and rate of continuing strategic nuclear weapon expenditure. 

3-4.4.1 IE Need for a Deterrent Force 

If, after a massive exchange as described, each side's residual 

capability to Inflict massive damage on its opponent's Industries and popula- 

tion is to function as a deterrent, then that capability must bt real. Each 

opponent will now have real data points from which to assess such weapon use. 

Each will undoubtedly perceive the need to either retain or regain the upper 

hand in the continuing struggle for strategic superiority. These needs will 

undoubtedly act to slow down continuing weapons expenditure. 

A national leader, faced with such a threat, Is going to be reluc- 

tant to dribble away a significant portion of his remaining deterrent force In 

attacks on his opponent's strategic reserves which do not result In substan- 

tial attrition of these forces. This will be especially true If his nuclear 

weapons storage and manufacturing sites have been destroyed or damaged In the 

Initial exchanges. 

On the other hand, should the NCA learn of opportunities to gain a 

significant advantage 1n residual deterrent force strength through high- 

payoff strikes on his opponent's reserves, he will undoubtedly execute such 

strikes. Hence, reserve weapon vulnerability or exploltabllUy carries a 

vry severe penalty 1n protracted warfare. 
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3-4.4.2 |B Tende-cy to Hoard Weapons 

In additi n to the need for a surviving and enduring deterrent 

force, there will p* obably be a tendency for each side to perceive the need to 

hoard most of its remaining weapons for fear of a sudden and catastrophic loss 

of the war. The perceived situation may have some historical parallel in WWI. 

While naval experts may argue on the degree of superiority achieved in the 

battle of Jutland, the battle was not decisive. Afterwards, there was a 

distinct reluctance by both opponents to commit their battle fleets to another 

major engagement. The words of Admiral Jellicoe that he "could have lost the 

war in an afternoon" emphasize this concern. 

Consider now the dilemma faced by a national leader after a major 

military nuclear exchange. Not only will his military forces have suffered 

devastating damage worldwide, but he will also have lost almost all (1f not 

all) of his Intelligence-gathering capability. It will be dlfficult-almost 

Impossible-for him to assess the effectiveness of his strike. Even 1f he 

emerged with a vastly Improved ratio of superiority, he probably won't know 

It. Hence, one can visualize his reluctance to undertake a second major 

exchange with large numbers of weapons. 

This reluctance to use these scarce assets coupled with the fear 

(real or perceived) that such use could lead to a catastrophic and sudden loss 

of the war 1s another reason the war may tend to become protracted-one 

characterized by the continuing attrition of the opponent's military forces. 

3-4.5    ■ Societal Considerations 

There are a multitude of societal considerations which will impact 

the environment for protracted war which will exist In the aftermath of the 

nuclear exchange described. Inasmuch as our efforts have focused on 

Improvements which could be made to our military systems and their associated 

command and control to cope with this environment, we have not studied socle- 

tal impacts. Further, the staff conducting this effort Is not qualified to 

conduct sociological studies. At the same time It Is recognized that societal 

considerations will make a significant, perhaps even dominant. Impact on the 

environment for protracted war. They are mentioned here to acknowledge that 

such considerations, while not addressed In this study, must not be ignored. 



3-5   I ■ SUMMARY 

This chapter has sought to provide insights into the question of 

what the protracted war environment would be like after a major nuclear 

exchange. In seeking these insights, we have looked at reasonable Soviet 

objectives and the structure of a Soviet attack to accomplish these 

objectives. 

The-environment has then been characterized 1n terms of: (1) the 

attack effectiveness as measured by damage and fatalities, (2) the fallout 

environment created by this attack, (3) the loss of Command, Control, Communi- 

cations and Intelligence Information which both sides will suffer, (4) the 

perceived needs and reasons why national leaders will choose to reduce the 

rate of nuclear weapons expenditures, and (5) an acknowledgement that socie- 

tal considerations (while not studied here) are of importance. 

Rather than postulating a geopolitical scenario for war Initiation, 

we have considered two general cases; the first 1n which a central nuclear 

exchange grows out of a theater conflict, and the second 1n which war 1s 

initiated worldwide simultaneously by a Soviet first strike against U.S. 

military capabilities. To the extent possible, the Soviets are assumed to use 

surprise or deception to maximize the effect of these strikes. 

The two prime Soviet objectives ere postulated to be destruction of 

U.S. military capability and limitation of damage to the Soviet Union. Since 

destruction of all U.S. weapons is unfeasible, this latter objective 1s 

enhanced by holding most of the American population hostage to deter the U.S. 

from a retaliatory strike on Soviet cities. In such a war where, for reasons 

of great national self-interest, each side limits Its strikes to military 

targets, the retention of a large and enduring strategic weapons reserve force 

Is of overriding concern. He structured a Soviet attack compatible with these 

objectives -Meh left the Soviets with a large reserve for escalation 

dominance. 
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Damage to U.S. forces and facilities from such an at.ack is extreme, 

with 1.2 million fatalities among active duty military personnel and damage to 

military installations ranging from 66 to 80% of these facilities. Of 

particular concern is the vulnerability of the military logistics infra- 

structure which has resulted from high concentration of functions and 

supplies at relatively few locations. 

Radioactive fallout, resulting primarily from surface burst weapons 

used in attacks on hard targets, is a significant factor in the conduct of a 

protracted war, particularly in the first two weeks. A high percentage of the 

U.S. population, in order to survive or avoid serious illness, will have to 

remain sheltered for one to two weeks. Measures to protect against fallout 

are fairly easy to Implement but are not generally known. The extent to which 

such measures will Immobilize large areas of both nations 1s a significant 

factor of the protracted war environment. 

Both the United States and the Soviet Union have moved to a position 

of ^try heavy dependence on space for C I functions. Operation of the space 

systems of both sides Is dependent on continuing inputs from a few Mtry 
vulnerable ground-based facilities. These facilities are also essential to 

the employment of anti-satellite weapons (ASATs). Destruction of both sides' 

ground-based space facilities will undoubtedly occur In the Initial phases of 

any nuclear exchange. This will result In rapid (1n «any cases immediate) 

degradation of all satellites with the attendant degradation of both sides' 

C3I. Thus, not only will each side lose Us near-term ability to assess the 

effectiveness of the exchange, they will also lose their ability to effec- 

tively use ASATs to deny the use of space by reconstituted satellites. Hence, 

a significant advantage will accrue to the side that first reconstitutes Its 

space assets-an advantage which, based on the present asymmetry in numbers of 

space launches and In-country recoveries, favors the Soviets. To function In 

a protracted war environment, the requirements and characteristics of recon- 

stituted satellites will differ considerably and must be much more autonomous 

than those now used. 
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National leaders' perceptions (or misperceptions) of enemy 

strength, coupled with fear of overcommitting scarce and possibly irreplace- 

able nuclear weapons assets will tend to greatly reduce the rate of nuclear 

weapon expenditure. These perceptions, coupled with the overriding need for 

reasons of national self-interest to maintain deterrent against escalation to 

urban-Industrial attacks, will inhibit weapon expenditure. Only when an 

opponent sees an opportunity for a favorable exchange rate against his oppo- 

nent's reserve nuclear forces are large salvo-style attacks likely to occur. 

Instead, the war will become one of continuing attrition against the oppo- 

nent's military forces. 
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SECTION 4 

MILITARY MISSIONS FOR PROTRACTED WAR 

4-1       SCOPE 

The postulated Initiation of a protracted war considered for this 
Investigation 1s a central counterforce nuclear exchange attacking nuclear and 
conventional military bases and C3I Installations Including space-based assets. 
The purpose of the attack was to excise the United States' capability to project 
military force while holding U.S.- cities and Industry hostage In an effort to 
confine U.S. response by any surviving nuclear forces to military targets. From 
the postulated attack. Initial conditions expected to prevail at the outset of 
central nuclear war were derived. It 1s assumed that the results of the Initial 
exchange do not cause a political settlement between the adversaries and the 
conflict continues. In that continuation, the U.S. national goal Is to survive 
the conflict as a viable political, economic and military entity. 

In this chapter U.S. military missions and functions necessary for 
national survival are Identified and described. Additional essential missions 
for which the ti.%, may not have execution capability are also Identified. U.S. 
military missions and functions are discussed essentially 1n the order of achlcv- 
abllHy. The highest level represents those contributing to a national goal of 
resolving the conflict In favor cf the U.S. The maintenance of forces for 
strategic strike capability and protection of the homeland are the two bask 
military missions essential to national survival. Underlying those missions are 
the r >storat1on and operation of C3I and force logistics functions. At the next 
level *r% the protection of allies and assumption of control over critical 
resource regions. 

4-2      MAINTAIN STRATEGIC FORCES AND DEFEND U.S. HOMELAND 

It Is not the purpose of this study to postulate circumstances and 
procedures for conflict termination. However, 1t 1s sufficient to assume that 
one adversary or the other may stop fighting when that adversary perceives 



continuation of the conflict will be at a milltary/economic/population cost 

greater than that he is able and willing to accept or bear. It is our purpose to 

discuss means by which the United States can be in a position to make those 

choices freely rather than by default, external coercion, or defeat. 

It is readily apparent that post-exchange maintenance of a viable, 

enduring strategic nuclear force is a first-priority necessity. The strategic 

forces must have survival and endurance 1n sufficient numbers to provide the 

ability to display power in a militarily effective manner, to achieve political 

coercion (or to counteract coercion by others), and to conduct strategic nuclear 

strikes. 

Oefense of the U.S. homeland assumes equal priority with the above 

strategic nuclear mission. The defense of the U.S. homeland Involves (1) air 

space defense, (2) control of contiguous waters and sea lanes, (3) prevention of 

Invasion, (4) neutralization of enemy North and Central American bases of 

operation, (5) ABM and space defense, and (6) providing C3I and logistics to 

support the mission elements. 

4-2.1    Maintain and Use Strategic Forces 

In the 1950s the U.S. adopted a triad of strategic attack capabili- 

ties: manned penetrating bombers, fixed-site ICBMs, end submarine launched 

ballistic missiles (SLBMs). (Designated tactical aircraft reinforce as 

required.) The triad nix of the 1980s and 1990s Is emerging as bomber (old or 

new) with air-launched cruise missiles, mobile ICBMs (as well as fixed ICBMs) and 

SLBMs. Each component 1s significantly different In terms of pre- and post- 

launch survlvablllty, C3I, range, reliability, responsiveness, and adaptability, 

(as well as cost and accuracy). Each of these characteristics Impacts on system 

needs to function In a protracted war scenario. 

The concepts for the conduct of protracted war include the use of 

strategic forces for two major purposes: Intermittent strategic weapon strikes 

against the Soviet Union, or other enemies that arise, and a display of power as 

required to coerce or to resist coercion to capitulate. Thus It Is essential: 
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{1} that sizea^e strategic forces survive the nuclear attack on U.S. military 

bases; (2) that, having survived, they have the endurance, in all their 

characteristics, to play their role throughout and after the protracted 

conflict. 

£-2.1.1 Provide tnduring Strategic Weapon Systems 

Those strategic weapons not used during the initial exchange must 

be able to survive that attack and retain their military utility. To assure 

durability and utility, each weapon system has essential requirements imposed 

upon it. These requirements are listed 1n Table 4-1. 

Table 4-1. Enduring weapon system requirements. 

SYSTEM ESSENTIAL REQUIREMENTS 

Bomber 
(Penetration 
or Standoff) 

Air Bases (prelaunch, dispersal, and recovery) 
Runways 
Maintenance Facilities 
Spare parts 
Weapon reloads (storage) 

,     POL (Petroleum, Oil and Lubricants) 
C3I 

Dispersal 
Deception 

Personnel 

Hardness 

Dispersal 

ICBHs (Fixed Deception 

and Mobile) C3I 
Autonomy 

Supply and Maintenance 

Personnel 

Detection Avoidance 

SLBMs C3I 

Resupply end Services 

Personnel 

In addition to providing surviving end enduring strategic weapon 

systems, it 1s necessary to have consumable supplies and trained personnel 
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available. Dispersed shelters probably will provide the most effective 

protection for essential personnel ranging from mission operations to mainte- 

nance and repair, as well as for the consumables associated with the system. 

Consumables include additional nuclear weapons, equipment spares, POL and 

human services. These issues are addressed in more detail in Section 4-3 

under the heading of C I and Logistics. 

4-2.1.2 Conduct Strategic Strikes 

Protracted war concepts see two phases of strategic weapon applica- 

tion: Initial counterforce central nuclear war and, conflict resolution not 

being achieved, prolonged eounterm111tary nuclear war. The specific target 

definitions become blurred 1n the second phase. However, Table 4-2 cate- 

gorizes the type targets emphasized 1n the protracted phase of the conflict. 

Table 4-2. Protracted phase target category. 

FORCE ORIENTATION STRATEGIC NUCLEAR ORIENTATION 

Projection-Force Concentrations 
Transportition and Facilities 
Concentrations of Sea Power 

Command, Communications I Control 

Surveillance Systems 
Remaining Strategic Weapons 

Sources and Flow of Resources 

Destruction of force-oriented targets contributes to conflict reso- 

lution through extrication of offensive combat power. Attack of these targets 

1s suitable to either land, sea or airborne strategic weapons. They may be 

fleeting targets. Timeliness of attack 1s dependent on reconnaissance and 

surveillance. 

Nuclear force targets, when acquired, will assume high priority for 

strike. The relative difficulty of producing new nuclear weapons will 

Increase the value of those remaining; every effort will be made to detect and 

destroy enemy nuclear weapons and delivery systems. 
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4-2.1.3  Display of Strategie Power 

The resolution of a conflict involving nuclear attacks on U.S. and 

Soviet military targets will, to considerable extent, depend upon the percep- 

tion by our opponents, allies, and uncommitted nations. To demonstrate that 

both capability and resolve exist in the U.S. to resist coercion, and even to 

coerce other nations support, demonstrative displays of power may be 

required. Enduring strategic nuclear systems responsive to the national 

command authority are needed to ensure a strategic strike capability will 

exist.throughout the protracted warfare period. 

4-2.2   Defense of U.S. Homeland 

The most sacrosanct national interests are survival and physical 

security. Defense of the homeland is necessary if the United States hopes to 

preserve its people and economic/industrial base with territorial integrity, 

national institutions, and human values intact. The necessary adjunct 1s the 

national will to survive. 

It 1s not the purpose of this section to postulate or synthesize 

Soviet strategy and tactics for continued attack of the United States. It 1s 

possible, however, to note basic Soviet military capabilities to do so. After 

the nuclear exchange, the changed relationships of military strength between 

the nations may alter the kind and degree of threats to the territorial 

Integrity of the United States. The U.S. will need to be able to defend 

itself against a spectrum of possible threats to U.S. territory, ranging from 

raids or invasion to aircraft or missile attacks. 

Following the Initial nuclear exchange, the continental United 

States may find Itself relatively defenseless In conventional capability. 

Depending on the success of the U.S. retaliation, the same may be true of the 

U.S.S.R. The balance of conventional capability vis-a-vis other nations may 

be radically altered. 

Nations which have been relatively unaffected by the exchange may 

feel that they possess sufficient force to get away with aggressive acts which 
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might otherwise be unthinkable. The world's policemen would be non-existent. 

Such nations may consider that there will never be a more opportune time to 

strike and redress old grievances or achieve long wished for aspirations. 

Mexico could decide to retake Texas, New Mexico, Arizona and California. Cuba 

might seize, or raid, southern Florida. If not struck in the exchange, Cuba 

might be militarily the most powerful nation in the Central and Northern 

American Hemisphere. The PRC might act to retrieve the lost Chinese North- 

eastern Pacific provinces from the Soviet Union. 

4-2.2.1  Defend U.S. Airspace 

In the development of protracted war concepts it was assumed that 

both sides retain the capability to continue strategic attacks. The data in 

Table 3-1 confirms that assumption, as both sides retain at least 1000 

weapons. It appears likely that the Soviet Union will preserve a significant 

portion of its long range aircraft fleet. Continued production of the super- 

sonic BACKFIRE steadily increases the Soviet Inventory of heavy bombers. In 

1980 that total force consists of some 140 BEARS and BISONS served by some SO 

tankers. Some 60 BACKFIRES have been built. The strategic value of that 

aircraft against the U.S. homeland and contiguous waters 1s significant. 

Oespite the number of Air National Guard Interceptor units surviving at local 

airports which were not struck in the attack, there will be numerous gaps in 

defenses through which manned bombers and reconnaissance aircraft could pene- 

trate with ease. The U.S. does not have a realistic SAM & AAA defense system. 

The United States would be even more exposed If some socialist state 1n the 

Carribbean or Central America permitted Soviet aircraft landings and turna- 

round. 

The U.S. must retain or re-establish the capability to defend the 

homeland against Intruding aircraft. Two levels of air defense may be con- 

sidered. One would be to prevent flight of unfriendly aircraft over U.S. 

territory, while the other would concentrate on the defense cf critical por- 

tions of the U.S. airspace.  In either case, a combination of fighter- 
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interceptors and surface-to-air missiles, AAA, plus warning, tracking ar: 

control systems is required. 

The systems for warning and tracking of air space intrusions a-e 

part of the overall U.S. C I system and the control of air defense weapc-s 

specifically designed for that purpose is a subset of national command an: 

control (discussed below). Surveillance of approaches to U.S. airspace will 

need to be a continuous function. The capability to monitor Soviet aircraft 

operations from their bases, which in effect would provide early warning, 

would be most valuable. 

4-2.2.2  Sea Control of Contiguous Waters 

Contemporary U.S. strategy dictates that oceans act as barriers for 

defense of the Continental United States, as avenues for extension of military 

and political influence abroad, and for International commerce. In protrac- 

ted war, maintaining the ocean barrier against invasion will be a primary 

mission. Sea control of contiguous waters 1s vital. The U.S. must deter or 

defeat enemy aircraft, submarines (Including ballistic missile launchers) and 

surface combatants that threaten U.S. lines of communication along the coasts 

or the adjacent land areas. The task will be made more difficult because an 

early casualty to the initial attack probably will be the anti-submarine Sound 

Surveillance System. 

This mission, like air defense, requires surveillance to detect 

Intruders and the capability to track and Intercept as required. Of particu- 

lar Importance, in addition to regular coastal patrol, Is the coastal portion 

of sea lane protection in support of other missions such as the eventual 

reinforcement of allies. 

4-2.2.3 Prevent Invasion 

Soviet capabilities to project land power ovtr long distances are 

not now formidable. However, their capabilities are evolving. In protracted 

war, the Soviets could gain strategic advantage over the U.S. by eaployaent of 
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airborne assaults on key locations in Alaska or by the employment of ground 

forces - naval borne - on locations of importance to allies. Examples of the 

latter are choke points centering on Iceland, the Skagerrak, guarding the 

Baltic Sea, or the Dardanelles. Of perhaps greater significance during 

protracted war is the lower level insertion of small, specialized, mission- 

oriented forces. 

Smaller invasions may occur by infiltration of military or para- 

military forces capable of large scale sabotage. In concert with air and 

coastal defense the specific task of preventing raids must be assigned. A 

basic function must be to gather intelligence on potential threats and conduct 

surveillance of threatening activities. 

The response, beyond intelligence gathering and surveillance, must 

be the existence of rapidly deployable ground, air and sea forces to counter- 

act such threats. This force must be in addition to that needed to conduct 

the theater war. 

4-2.2.4 Neutralize Cuba and Other Countries as Necessary 

Cuba provides an advantage to the Soviets both 1n the Initial 

nuclear exchange end during the protracted war. The development of the Soviet 

naval base at Cienfuegos, the use of Cuban airfields as bases for long range 

reconnaissance aircraft, the existence of Soviet troops In Cuba and the capa- 

bilities of Cuban forces have all been documented In detail. Elimination of 

Cuba as a base for the Soviets by neutralization, destruction, or occupation 

of the territory will become a primary protracted war mission. In the latter 

case the existing facilities could be made useful to U.S. purposes. 

The proximity of Cuba to the U.S. offers a number of opportunities 

for attack. Initially, the destruction of air and naval bases offers the most 

Immediate payoff since they form the basis for offensive action against the 

United States. Elimination of all BACKFIRE landing areas would restrict 

Cuba's employment In a one-way mission profile. The Island Is subject to 

neutralization through mining or, more force Intensive, blockading. Finally, 



occupation and control appears strategically feasible through the U.S. foot- 

hold at Guantamano. 

4-2.2.5 Provide ABM and Space Defense 

Ballistic missiles on both the Soviet and the U.S. side are as yet 

essentially unopposed because neither country has ever erected an effective 

ABM shield. Scientists on both sides still pursue credible ABM capabilities 

within confines imposed by the SALT I Treaty and subsequent protocol. Those 

documents restrict development and deployment, but not basic research. The 

stakes are high in achieving success. A breakthrough by either side could 

shift the strategic balance - for a significant time. 

The function of space defense during the period following nuclear 

attacks on military targets 1s less clear at this point. It appears that both 

space and ground based components of space defense systems could easily be 

destroyed just prior to or during strategic attack. Autonomous space systems 

launched by either side after the destruction of tracking capability could not 

be located or attacked. However, the requirement to prevent enemy reconnais- 

sance will be strong during the protracted war. It 1s reasonable to expect 

both the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. will attempt to regain a space defense capabil- 

ity as soon as possible after the Initial exchange. 

4-2.2.6 Provide Required C3I and Logistics 

The missions addressed above require that a supporting C3I infra- 

structure be In place to assess the need for specific military actions, 

evaluate the ability to conduct each of those actions, and command their 

execution. It becomes predominantly clear that the U.S. will be able to 

conduct a protracted war only with those essential systems In being at the 

outset or for which restoration/replacement measures have been taken before- 

hand. The specifics of C3I and logistics needs are discussed next. 



4-3    C3I AND LOGISTICS 

The conduct of modern military operations is dependent on effective 

C I capability and at least the end-game portion of the logistics systems. 

The ability to gather information about the enemy's situation and apparent 

intent, as well as the status of friendly forces, together with the ability to 

interpret that information, will remain essential to decision making. A 

communication network is needed for transmission of information and commands. 

The logistics system supports military functions with consumables, spare 

parts and transport. The current assessment, as shown in the previous 

chapter, is that both of these functions are very vulnerable and special 
measures are needed to enhance survival and the ability to restore lost 

capabilities. 

4-3.1   Retain/Restore Global and Subordinate C3I 

The nuclear exchange portion of the protracted war 1s expected to 

destroy major command centers and virtually all Important military commu- 

nication system nodes. Enemy actions are expected to destroy or damage space- 

based surveillance and Intelligence gathering systems either by attacks on 

the space-based assets or on ground stations. It 1s probable that assessments 

of our attack results cannot be completed and subsequent enemy actions cannot 

be observed unless some surveillance capability survives or 1s restored. 

Similar conditions apply to global communication relays. 

Several essential functions must either survive or be restored to 

meet the requirements of conducting a protracted war effectively. These 

Include: (1) Information gathering, e.g. attack and damage assessment and 

Intelligence gathering, (2) data evaluation and Interpretation, and (3) 

Issuing commands. These functions are discussed here on the global, homeland 

and theater levels. 

4-3.1.1 61obal Level C3! 

During protracted Mar It 1s essential that the National Command 

Authorities (NCA) (the President and the Secretary of Defense, together with 



designated alternates and successors) be able to transmit their mandates to 

unified and specified commanders. Their mandates are transmitted over the 

World-Wide Military Command and Control System (WWfKCCS). Communications 

channels for execution of the Single Integrated Operational Plan (SIOP) anc 

other time sensitive operations are transmitted directly to the executing 

commanders at appropriate levels. (In an emergency, contact could be directly 

to ICBM launch control sites or ballistic missile submarines.) Hence, the 

conduct of military missions must be in response to a continuing national 

command authority in the U.S. and counterparts in allied regions. 

The NCA people require the means to assess the attack effectiveness 

achieved by U.S. forces and the damage the forces sustained. Next they need 

to be able to communicate with each other, and to be able to monitor enemy 

activities. The latter includes the original attacker(s) and any subsequent 

attackers, e.g. N nations. The remaining tasks are to issue commands to 

major forces and be prepared to negotiate the conclusion of hostilities. 

Most of the capability described above exists now but will be 

destroyed or severely damaged during the Initial attack. It will be necessary 

to prepare the means and plans for the survival or restoration of the minimum 

essential WWMCCS capabilities. The SLBM force will retain the greatest con- 

tinuous strategic strike capability following the Initial exchange. There- 

fore, It is essential that communication be maintained continuously and 

responsively. Communication with SLBMs is one of our most difficult problems 

today. It should be our highest post-strike priority for the strategic force. 

Next will be the surviving bomber force and utilization of surviving and 

remaining ICBMs. As the U.S. acquires strategic nuclear forces designed and 

postured for enduring survlvablllty 1n protracted war, this order may change. 

Concurrently, the requirement exists to negate the ability of the 

Soviet Union to gain Intelligence and assess damage of the Initial and follow- 

on strikes. Active and passive measures against space-based and other 

surveillance will Include anti-satellite attack/negation and secure communi- 

cations. Our ability to conduct anti-satellite operations may be precluded by 

the Initial Soviet attack unless measures have been taken to ensure the 
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survivability and endurance of our critical detection, tracking and computing 

functions. 

The need for interaction between the NCA and the population is 

recognized but not included in this investigation. 

4-3.1.2  U.S. Homeland C3I 

The first strike damage to military Installations and collateral 

damage to surrounding areas estimated 1n Section 3 is a formidable state of 

devastation. The level of devastation will be felt most keenly in the 

exercise of C3I functions pertaining to homeland defenses. While it is an 

accepted fact that Civil Defense (CO) in the U.S. 1s designed 1n the main to 

mitigate natural disasters, one element of the CO functions appears peculi- 

arly survlvable as an institution. That 1s communications. Americans must 

communicate. Under the auspices of the Federal Emergency Management Agency 

and the Federal Broadcasting Information System, Americans have habitually - 

and effectively - restored communications as a top priority In local and 

regional survival situations. Although the post attack capability of the 

population 1s assessed as being of little help 1n redressing the Immediate 

military status, the resiliency of the nationwide civil communications net- 

work probably will be quite high and of exceptional military benefit. 

The primary C I missions will include the restoration of the basic 

capability to gather Information, process it and act upon 1t. The C I 

functions applying to military missions have two major aspects. They must be 

able to effect the defense of the homeland and they must facilitate power 

projection and allied support activities. The focus of Information needs will 

change during the progress of the protracted war. Initially the emphasis will 

be on force status. If sufficient military capability remains for continua- 

tion of the war, the gathering of Information changes In emphasis toward 

reconnaissance, surveillance, and early warning of threats to the homeland. 

The C* missions must support the interpretation of data on force status and 

threats, as well as leadership objectives, and to communicate decisions to the 

forces. 
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3 
Much of the existing C I capability is expected to be destroyed or 

severely damaged, particularly major command centers. However, in an attack 

on U.S. military it is probable that a significant number of the U.S. 

communication system links will survive and remain operable.  Rapid 

restoration of Command centers and warning system sensors will be possible 

provided advanced planning has been complete. Some concepts are discussed in 

Chapter 5. 

4-3.1.3  Theater C3I 

The theater C3I mission presents complex requirements that differ 

from those of the homeland C3I system. The characteristics of a theater 

system must permit it to function efficiently in the U.S. system- theatar, 

strategic, and world-wide system (WWMCCS), In addition, it must function well 

within the systems of our alliances. Two potential theaters are in being; 

NATO Europe and Korea/Japan. NATO Europe presents the most critical problem 

as well as the most complex one. A theater C3I system must be sufficiently 

sophisticated to absorb, make use of, and meet the requirements of multi- 

national needs and inputs. The problem 1s further complicated in that the C I 

concept 1s still in its infancy in most Western nations, notwithstanding that 

some vtry advanced systems have been developed for specific applications. 

Theater C3I missions and functions must be responsive to needs, 

requirements and limitations as discussed below. 

Surveillance and Warning. Worldwide strategic surveillance and 

warning capabilities in the frtt world lie almost entirely 1n the assets of 
the U.S. To be of utility, this Information must be processed through the 

WWMCCS and approved by the NCA for transmission to Theater C3I authorities. 

Security and survivability of this function will remain a hallmark challenge. 

Situation Surveillance. Tht most centralized command and control 

requirement Is found In pre-confllct crisis Management when Heads of 

Government become directly Involved 1n Incidents at distant flash points 

while attempting to contain the situation.  Situation awareness so that 
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leaders and commanders can determine and execute appropriate actions dictates 

a powerful C I infrastructure. 

Communications With Forces. Modern military operations require 

control systems for five major functional areas-fire support, air defense, 

operations control, intelligence, and combat service support (logistics). At 

theater level, this requires not only combining Service roles and missions 

functions Into a viable C3I system, but incorporating that of allies having 

varying degrees of capability. 

Status Monitoring. Force status is an omnipresent requirement at 

theater level. In addition to the five major functional areas listed above, 

the element of location is Injected into the C3I requirement as a key element. 

Interaction »1th Regional Governments and Peoples. In protracted 

war this will be perhaps the most demanding C3I challenge. Governments and 

societies throughout the remainder of the world, with the exception perhaps of 

Western Europe, simply lack the cohesive communications Infrastructure 

necessary for effective control. Theater C3I will have the mission of 

absorbing the slack. 

Finally, in newly established theaters, especially where U.S. and 

allies may project forces In the conduct of protracted war, C3I capabilities 

must be enduring, mobile, and flexible In meeting national needs. This aspect 

of the problem Is addressed In detail In following section. 

4-3.2   Retain/Restore Global and Subordinate Military Logistics 

Structure 

The logistics challenges presented under this protracted war 

scenario are the east demanding that have ever faced logistics planners. 

Combat ants - the Amy, Hwyt and Air Force - cannot exist without support 
forces and supplies to feed, clothe, shelter, am, equip, maintain, admin- 

ister, discipline, transport - and control that establishment. LogHtlclans 

agree that In a conventional war scenario logistics Is a formidable task; In a 



protracted nuclear war its magnitude is practically immeasurable. In this 

stu:y, we can only identify the essential elements of the problem. 

The typical U.S. military service logistics flow system is shown in 

Figure 4-1. Magnitude, time and logistics movement means are not the only 

consideration in understanding complex ramifications of the logistics 

problem. The following are other major considerations. 

The Defense Logistics Agency has responsibility for service common 

military logistics items. 

The General Services Administration has responsibility for 

civilian/military general supply Items. 

The Army, in some instances, provides massive logistic and 

administrative support to sister services; they are all 

interdependent. 

In peacetime - and for wartime planning - the "system" relies 

heavily on air lines of communication. 

Virtually the entire administration and inventory control procedure 

relies on electronic data processing systems. 

Against this backdrop of logistics Interfaces, the Initial nuclear 

exchange attempted to excise the U.S. war making capability. Military depots 

became early casualties; the CONUS base in Figure 4-1 was devastated. 

However, to a large extent the Initial attack did not destroy the war sustain- 

ing production base. Further, time, a good percentage of depot stocks 

could probably be salvaged. Consequently, maintenance or restoration of our 

global and subordinate military logistics falls into thret areas: 

Reestabllshment of overall logistics capabilities, 

Restoration of U.S. homeland logistics structure, 

Redevelopment of theater logistics structure. 
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4-3.2.1  Reestablish Overall Logistics 

Administration. Early restoration of the logistics oriented 

computer and communications networks should be a first consideration. 

Multiple, secure storage locations for updated data bases would be of tremen- 

dous value in materiel location and refurbishment. A program to assure 

survivability of a personnel infrastructure would be of benefit. 

Inventory. Some of the depot stored equipment will be salvageable; 

the initial attack will raze the depot storage structures but may not destroy 

all the contents. Vendor manufacturing capabilities will basically remain 

intact and be of value in the mid- and far-term recovery. Damaged equipment 

can be made serviceable by substitution of spare parts and assemblies or by 

substitution of major Items. Storage areas 1n central city locations can be 

made available for collection, categorization and processing of militarily 

Important supplies. 

Transportation Network and Systems, The linchpin of the American 

economy has always been Its distribution system. That system» like the« 

communications network discussed earlier, has consistently been an early 

target for ^constitution In local and regional crises. 

4-3.2.2 Restore U.S. Homeland Logistics Structure 

Depot and Base Logistics. Military reorganization will depend in 

large part on the success of the functions discussed above. In addition, the 

distribution and relocation of energy sources, especially petroleum products, 

will be paramount. Even within the services • highly controlled rationing 

system will be necessary. 

Reserve and National guard Recovery Teams. The "civilIan" army 

provides an excellent framework upon which to establish the Infrastructure 

for recovery. Because of their location within cities remote from active 

bases, most of the armories and Installations will survive the Initial attack 

relatively unscathed. They provide a depository for frequently updated data 

bases to Initiate logistics recovery. The reservoir of trained personnel with 

their specialized equipment can and should be trained In the procedures to 
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salvage devastated military bases. These organizations have consistently 

contributed heavily to local and regional recovery efforts. That experience 

can be built upon. 

4-3.2.3 Develop Theater Logistics Structure 

The eventual projection of reconstituted forces to support allies 

or secure control of critical areas of the world will require the 

establishment of additional theater logistics capabilities. 

Overseas Transportation Networks. Some non-U.S. overseas bases may 

not be targeted in the initial nuclear exchange and the protracted use of 

nuclear weapons between the U.S. and Soviet Union. Ports and transshipment 

facilities must be supplemented by an intratheater transportation network. 

Host nation support can contribute heavily to these functions. Ships and 

aircraft of the civilian fleets and surviving military assets will form the 

nucleus for this function. 

Overseas Administrative Links. The logistics structure will 

require communications and computer networks similar to and compatible with 

those In Europe and the Pacific theater. The whole operation will be depend- 

ent on the reestabllshment or replacement o< satellite and cable networks. 
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4-4     FORCE PROJECTION 

The concepts of war initiation assumed that the central nuclear 

exchange will be counter-military with the Soviet Union holding U.S. urban- 

inaustrial and population targets hostage. Combat operations will continue 

for the purpose of the final defeat of the enemy. This probably will involve 

some form of theater war and possibly an attempt to invade the opponent's 

territory. 

. Specifically, riding out and recovering from the initial nuclear 

exchange is important to the will and resolve of U.S. allies to resist. 

Militarily, the U.S. may not lose Us 1n-place fighting strength at 

the front and at sea. The length of time the conventional war has been 

underway affects: (1) the degree to which Immediate U.S. reinforcements have 

been deployed 1n place, (2) the extent to which the U.S. Navy 1s on the high 

seas and the U.S. A1r Force military airlift (Including callup C1v11 Reserve 

Air Fleet) 1s functioning and dispersed, and (3) the adequacy of dispersed 

logistics stockages 1n the theaters of operation. 

In the military sense, the U.S. has at least temporarily lost Its 

national command and control system (outside the Washington, D.C. area) and 

Its staying power. Against this backdrop, the following major military mis- 

sions can be Identified. 

4-4.1   Prevent Loss of Allied Regions (NATO Europe, Japan and Asia) 

Politically and militarily, the U.S. must prtvent the loss of 

allied regions. To accomplish this, adequate reinforcements must at least 

replace losses In key areas over secu e lines of communications. The recon- 

stituted and reinforced commands, adequately supplied and with coordinated 

command and control, must be capable of carrying on combat operations in 

conjunction with allies. 
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4-4.1.1 Reinforce EUCOM, PACOM, and Allied Forces 

Reinforcement of U.S. overseas major commands will be a first order 

of military priority. The requirement is to marshall the forces needed, move 

them to the theater of operations, and locate them where needed. 

Marshall U.S. Based Forces and Resources 

Entering the 1980s, U.S. Ready Reserve Forces allocated to the 

tactical/mobility function for the three services totals almost 1.2 million 

personnel. The total force has been relatively constant for the last half of 

the 1970s and will probably remain so for the 1980s. It constitutes a nucleus 

of no small magnitude about which recovery forces and the rapid creation of 

projection forces could be created. These forces may not survive intact If 

they have been called up and assembled on the bases which the Soviets strike. 

To ensure their survival fundamental changes 1n callup and assembly of the 

Reserves must take place. Marshalling of resources following the nuclear 

exchange presents a challenge; for the most part (as discussed In section 4-3) 

It depends upon prior defense procedures preparedness. 

Provide Overseas Transportation (Air and Sea) 

The capability to project forces by air and sea has long been the 

aim of U.S. defense policy. Reconstitute of the national assets and 

prioritization of needs will have the flexibility of utilizing the Civil 

Reserve Air Fleet. Entering the 1980s CRAF consists of some 123 long-range 

cargo and 250 passenger aircraft. A somewhat depleted military seal 1ft capa- 

bility 1n recent years provides additional longer term capabilities to 

project force. Entering the 1980s four government owned and two dozen char- 

tered dry cargo ships plus 30 tankers are the core of the Military Seal1ft 

Command. Over the longer term, the National Defense Reserve Fleet and com- 

mercial charters offer the opportunity to augment that capability. 

Provide Intratheater Transportation and Logistics 

At the outset of protracted war, over 200 U.S. tactical airlift 

aircraft of the C-130 type of the active forces probably became early 
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casualties to the nuclear strike. However, a reserve force of some 250 older 

aircraft, located for the most part on civilian airfields throughout CONUS, 

probably survived reasonably intact. That force, once deployed, could 

bolster the intratheater airlift and logistics capability. 

4-4.1.2  Establish Control Over Essential Sea and Air Lanes 

The Soviet Navy, if it so desired, could mount a massive campaign 

against U.S. and NATO sea- and air-lines of communications (SLOCs and ALOCs) 

using-attack submarines, aircraft, and (to a lesser degree) surface ships, 

many armed with cruise missiles. A sizable part of their forces, however, 

seem committed to security for SLBMs, with attempts to sink U.S. counterparts 

as a secondary task. The timing and Intensity of Soviet antl-LOC attacks 1s 

therefore subject to considerable speculation, 'trong early assaults by the 

Soviets on SLOCs would weaken Soviet strategic derense of the homeland to some 

uncertain degree under general war conditions. 

The U.S. and Its allies must, through combined efforts, establish 

and keep open the LOCs to Europe. SLOCs are eventually a necessity. ALOCs 

can be helped by the geography of mutual cooperation. For example, the ALOC 

from the U.S. to Europe via Lajes, Spain or Portugal, and France would be 

Inherently more secure than that of the North Atlantic route. The loss of 

Iceland would pose a most difficult problem 1n defending the North Atlantic 

sea and air routes. 

4-4.1.3 Conduct Combat Operations 

The single most cohesive element to maintaining allied solidarity 

would be visible success on the battlefield. This holds for general war as 

well as nuclear war. 
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Defeat or Repulse Invading Forces 

Modern forces in place, adequate in numbers to the task, and 

properly instilled with the will to fight are the key to success in battle. 

This is the final touchstone of an alliance. It depends, in large part, on 

the moral fiber of each soldier, airman, and sailor - his sense of destiny and 

that of his family, community and nation. 

The key national military mission is to ensure that each soldier 

feels this. 

The years of preparation for the defense of our allies will assist 

in providing much of the wherewithal to defeat or repulse invading forces, 

even following a devastating nuclear attack. 

Initiate Offensives 

Offensive warfare - even at the small unit. Individual level - 

breeds success, a military force may be compelled Initially to resort to the 

defensive for a host of reasons. However, commanders must be able to create 

the atmosphere for offensive strikes. Through the offensive, wars are won. 

Not the least of the factors which would limit the ability to seize the 

Initiative Is the assurance of an adequate supply of ammunition and materiel. 

Air Defense and Sea Denial 

Air defense of the population and sea denial of contiguous waters 

are two visible manifestations of military success to a population. Modern 

sea forces, like population centers, can survive only if they live under an 

umbrella of air defense. Air defense 1s a measure of offensive capability; If 

successful, It permits the conduct of other forms of warfare, land, sea and 

air. 
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4-4.1.4  Provide CJI and Logistics 

Section 4-2 discusses the aspects of U.S. national CJI and 

logistics considerations in protracted war. Of equal consideration is the 

ability of allies to achieve the military compatibility of these vital func- 

tions in concert. 

With NATO, and to a less structured degree, with U.S. alliances vis- 

a-vis Japan, Korea and other Asian nations, Rationalization, Standardization 

and Interoperability (RSI) of military forces is a prime military mission. 

Success of RSI is not a phenomenon that can be measured finitely or result 

from any one program. However, 1t 1s a military mission. Equipping, training 

and structuring military forces to operate together as allies will prevent the 

loss of those vital areas in a protracted war. 

4-4.2   Take Control Over Critical Regions 

Many regions of the world will remain strategically important to 

the U.S. following the initiation of a nuclear conflict. Some areas, such as 

Iceland or the Panama Canal will remain important for reasons of strategic 

location: they contribute to airspace and sea control. Others, such as the 

Middle East and Africa will maintain their Importance because of strategic 

resources. Many of these areas now have Soviet bases or lie within striking 

distance of Soviet military forces. 

Conseojently the U.S. will be faced with the need to Identify those 

critical areas a:.- project forces to control them. While It 1s not the 

purpose of this study to analyze or develop a probable national strategic 

scenario, it Is within the purview of analysis to discuss the essential 

military tasks and missions. 

The military missions Identified are not dissimilar to those facing 

defense planners of the 1980s. As national military recovery from the initial 

nuclear strike matures, military planners will need to marshall projection 
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forces (from competing resources), place them 1n accordance with national 
priorities, conduct combat operations, and provide C and logistic support. 

4-4.2.1 Marshall U.S. Projection Forces 

Assemble Forces and Resources 

A key to recovery and reconstltutlon of U.S. military forces will be 
the organization of defense manpower. U.S. armed forces try to keep careful 
statistics concerning respective manpower levels. All sorts of activities 
and administrative actions depend on such lists; pay and allowances, con- 
struction, clothing and personal equipment and medical support are repre- 
sentative. Reserve components and civilians, as well as uniformed regulars, 
are taken into account. It Is from this host of manpower sources, the 
majority of which are found in the U.S. Ready Reserves, National Guard, and 
the Individual Ready Reserves, that mobilization of projection forces will 
rely. The manpower mobilization structure deserves peacetime emphasis to 
cope with the demands of a protracted nuclear war. 

Resources for projection forces will depend heavily on the recovery 
of logistics stocks following the nuclear exchange. U.S. commanders of stand- 
ing and deployed forces realize they will have to fight the next war with the 
materiel and stockiges "on hand." It Is highly unlikely that the military 
production and distribution base will be able to gear to the needs of a 
conflict. Similarly, reconstltutlon of logistic support for projection 
forces will depend heavily on a mammoth salvage effort. Dispersion of war 
materiel reserves stocks In peacetime would pay outstanding dividends In the 
protracted war environment. 

AjIgbJi Transport 

Assembly of transport for projection forces poses complex problems 
In marshalling the resources needed. Fuel for long range projection of force 
by air would more then likely not be available 1n the quantities required, as 
well as the airlift resources. Sea transportation relying on privately-owned 
U.S. shipping dedicated to the Seal 1ft Readiness Program appears as a feasible 
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alternate solution.  Additionally, requisition or even conflsca- tion of 

ships sailing under flags of convenience offer additional resources. 

Finally, the need Tor dispersion in assembly of projection forces 

adds to complexity of the problem. In this scenario the objective of the 

nuclear attack was to excise the U.S. capability to conduct military 

operations. Any large scale assembly of reconstituted forces would most 

certainly cause a revisit of nuclear strikes by the Soviets. 

4-4.2.2 Projection Forces 

Movement of projection forces poses problems similar to those 

facing the U.S. in developing rapid deployment forces with two exceptions. 

First will be the necessity to place emphasis on sea transportation as opposed 

to air transportation. Second will be the naval counterforce capability of 

the Soviet Union; the Soviet Navy probably will experience considerable 

loss/damage incapadtatlon. Nevertheless, It will retain formidable capabil- 

ity to disrupt sea movement of projection forces. 

4-4.2.3 Conduct Combat Operations 

The pace end tempo of combat operations would not appear to demand a 

new set of military expertise. Overall force mission requirements for 

critical area control and the prevention or ejection of Soviet intrusion 

remain the most likely objectives. Because the nuclear threshold has been 

crossed on the strategic level the likelihood of tactical nuclear war Is 

heightened. Consequently» obtaining local support for military thrusts could 

be a problem. Some form of political or economic leverage, or outright 

coercion, might be required to gain essential support. 

4-4.2.4 Provide C3I and Local Logistic Support 

The requirements for C3I will remain a constant 1n the scenario for 

protracted nuclear war; only the resources available for effective measures 

may Impose a greater risk In force projection operations. It 1s likely that 

greater reliance need be placed on logistics procurement and support at the 

local level than that to which U.S. commanders now seem prone to accept. 
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4-5     SUMMARY 

Fundamentally, U.S. military missions would remain unchanged in a 

protracted war. To resolve the conflict in favor of the U.S. would be the 

overriding objective. Only in effort, emphasis, timing, and perhaps opera- 

tional techniques would there be differences. Basic military missions 

essential to national survival are the maintenance of forces for strategic 

strike capability and therefore protection of the homeland. The need to sort 

out and reconstitute the CONUS logistical base is perhaps the most demanding 

requirement identified. This is followed closely by reconstituting a respon- 

sive worldwide C3I capability. Loss of space based assets is critically 

damaging and difficult to overcome. Last, the ability to project force to 

critical areas and to achieve early successes, both for the U.S. and Us 

allies, appears especially critical. 

Trained military personnel will prove to be the most valuable asset 

to the U.S. Successful post attack military missions will not be possible 1f 

the hard core of American troops is lost 1n the early phase of the nuclear 

attack. Survival of sufficient active duty personnel to cadre the recovery 

and reconstltution effort 1s absolutely essential. Today they are 

vulnerable, even with early warning of attack. Programs on a national scale 

to enhance standing force survival should receive the highest priority. 

The preceding discussions of military missions In a protracted war 

have one common thread: reliance on reserves. Retention of organized 

manpower Is paramount. Plans for development and employment of Reserve Units, 

National 6uard and the Individual Ready Reserves should rely on the organiza- 

tional structure Inherent In the reserve system. The dispersion of the 

armories and encampments enhances their survival. Improved facilities, 

training and proficiency can provide endurance. A major program aimed at 

preparing Ready Reserves for the advent of protracted nuclear war Is needed. 

Examination of protracted war emphasizes the need for "prior 

planning" which preserves flexibility. Over the years the national military 

policy has been to 'streamline' the broad structure of the CONUS and overseas 

military bases. This has been done In the name of efficiency and economy. 

Installation consolidation and base closing has greatly reduced the number of 
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military targets that need to be attacked to excise the U.S. defense 

capability should the Soviets desire to do so. U.S. military planners are 

constrained by hav'->g small standing forces and must also recognize that a 

broad base of military experience is lacking on a national scale. Programs 

should be developed to thwart the impact of a successful nuclear attack on the 

U.S. military structure. Planning should modify the capabilities and char- 

acteristics of our military and civil communities so that the Impact of a 

demilitarizing nuclear attack will be lessened. 
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SECTION 5 
SYSTEMS AND CONCEPTS FOR ENHANCED U.S. CAPABILITY FOR PROTRACTED WAR 

.♦ 

5-1 APPROACH AND SCOPE 

The previous two chapters addressed the probable Initial conditions 
and environment of a protracted war (Section 3) and the military missions 
which would have to be carried out by U.S. forces to satisfactorily resolve 
the conflict (section 4). From an assessment of the initial conditions It 
becomes apparent that U.S. forces will probably not be In adequate condition 
to permit fighting a protracted war, I.e., to carry out adequately the pre- 
scribed missions. This section addresses a number of conceptual ideas whose 
ImplemenUclon would enhance U.S. capability to execute the prescribed mili- 
tary missions and functions. In most Instances the presented Ideas do not 
offer complete solutions but rather represent steps 1n the direction of ade- 
quate protracted warfare capability. 

In the past, most U.S. theoretical studies of strategic nuclear 
warfare have not considered the question of extended survlvablllty of weapons 
and delivery vehicles not expended In an Initial exchange in which escalation 
control is a dominant requirement. It 1s not reasonable to expect our mili- 
tary leaders to control escalation when we have given them forces such that a 
conflict must be escalated or the forces lost, I.e., weapons not needed or not 
useful In a counterforce exchange must be used for countervalue (escalatory) 
strikes or lost because they lack reta1r,abH1ty. The capability to control 
escalation must be designed into the forces; it cannot be provided as an 
afterthought. The key to controlling escalation 1s to build forces that can 
be retained without their becoming attractive targets for Soviet follow-on 

attacks. 



Soviet forces, by contrast, Include systems and operational con- 

cepts which will support their military doctrine of "fighting on" until the 

enemy is vanquished. For their bomber forces these concepts Include the 

planning and preparation for restoring damaged runways to use as well as the 

use of "Field Air Bases" (auxiliary airfields} including the use of grass 

airfields.(1)(2)* 

These efforts provide Soviet Air Forces with a means of achieving 

retalnabillty - a retainabillty which U.S. systems do not possess. 

In preparing the groundwork to provide adequate 

survlvablllty/endurabWty for military systems and functions 1n a post 

nuclear exchange environment a wide range of problems must be dealt with. For 

some problems direct single-stage solutions can be devised. The deep-basing 

concept for providing post-exchange ICBM (and perhaps other types of) 

capability 1s an example of a single-stage solution In that the full 

operational capability 1s In place and ready to perform when called upon. In 

other cases, multi-stage solutions may be the most suitable, perhaps the only, 

solutions feasible. A multi-stage solution is one in which, starting perhaps 

at a vtry rudimentary level, capability at each stage generates a higher level 
capability and the desired end-product capability 1s achieved ultimately by 

progression through a number of stages. For example, a solution may call for 

a few men on foot with simple, therefore readily made survlvable, equipment to 

locate and prepare one or two transport vehicles, perhaps helicopters, to be 

used to bring togetr more men, vehicles, equipment, and supplies which In 

turn can build into an Infrastructure to recover, restore, support and/or 

operate some particular weapon system. 

* Numbers in parenthesis refer to list of references. 
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5-2    II ENDURING STRATEGIC STRIKE FORCES 

As discussed in Section 4-2.1 the U.S. must retain adequate strate- 

gic strike capability to attack targets as appropriate and to deter/coerce 

adversaries and other nations as well during the postexchange protracted 

warfare period. The primary focus In this section 1s on approaches to 

enduring survlvability for weapon delivery systems. For protracted warfare 

operations these systems will, of course, require C I and logistical support. 

It is difficult to conceive of a system which is absolutely retain- 

able (undestroyable). Adequate retalnablHty, however, can be achieved by 

making a system so difficult to attack that a potential attacker would decide 

1t was not worth the effort. For developing quantitative data the criterion 

that the Equivalent Weapons (EW)* value of forces expended should be at least 

equal to the Equivalent Weapons value of forces destroyed Is often used. 

Other criteria, however, may be more appropriate under particular circum- 

stances. 

5-2.1  H Retalnable Bomber Concepts 

By virtue of its mission flexibility (Including reconnaissance) the 

Intercontinental bomber Is highly desirable as part of the required protrac- 

ted warfare strike capability. Retainability, however, 1s not easy to 

achieve; IV' Several 
to provldln^eTHnabfTuy^rfuiurntrateg^ aircraft systems are examined 

here. 

During a protracted warfare period strategic alrcraftftrill be on 

the ground most of the time. Airborne alerts can be sustained only for 

periods v%ry short compared with a protracted warfare period of months or 
years. This, coupled with the fact that the EW value of a bomber is wy large 
compared with the EW value of an SLBM or ICBM RV Indicates clearly that 

* See Appendix B for definition of EW 



a bomber system cannot be preserved 1f the adversary knows where each aircraft 

is located. (Even silo level hardening could not protect aircraft known to be 

at particular locations.) Clearly then the adversary must be denied location 

knowledge. The following material includes several approaches for accom- 
plishing this. 

A major factor 1n U.S. bomber endurance is -nat, unlike the Soviet 

Backfire force, current U.S. bombers are dependent upon the availability of 

long, wide runways for takeoff when fully loaded. At present the number of 

such fields in the United States 1s small enough to make it worthwhile for the 

Soviets to attack these bases and deny their continued use. If, however, the 

number of airfields at which U.S. bombers were capable of recovering could be 

significantly Increased, a point would be reached where the Soviets would use 

more weapon value 1n their alrbase attacks than the target value they would 

destroy. 

Present day U.S. bombers which are not used In an Immediate counter- 

military exchange can extend the number of fields they could use by landing 

extremely light without weapons and with little fuel on board. While these 

runways would only permit takeoff 1n a lightly loaded condition, the bombers 

could be staged through a repaired runway for weapon and fuel on-load prior to 

a long range mission. Whereas adopting this concept would permit the present 

bomber force (without modification) to operate fro» several hundred more 

runways than currently available (and hence reduce its vulnerability to 

follow-on attack] 

There Is substantial evidence that the Soviets have a capability to 

repair runways damaged In a nuclear conflict. This permits them to "store" 

reserve bombers at a yvry large number of dispersed, short runways. (By 

reducing the on-board fuel the runway length needed for both landing and 

takeoff can be greatly reduced.) They can fly these planes back to repaired 

longer runways for refueling (and weapon on-loading if required) just before 

dispatching them on missions against U.S. or other long-range targets. 
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Substantial advantage can be gained by the U.S. 1f new bombers are 

made capable of performing standoff missions using long range cruise missiles 

and without refueling still be capable of returning to the continental U.S. 

If the aircraft operating characteristics are properly designed, the number 

of useable fields available can be made sufficiently large to make the dis- 

persed bombers an unattractive target.* 

As noted, extremely short field dispersal concepts may require the 

use of longer runways for full load takeoffs needed with long range (inter- 

continental) missions. Hence such measures taken to insure retalnabllHy of 

the current bomber force will not be meaningful unless a capability to repair, 

restore and substitute a sufficient number of long runways for mission use can 

be provided. Measures to Implement this are discussed In Section 5-2.4. A 

substitute for runway repair would be the development of aircraft capable of 

off-runway operation on gravel, grass, or minimally-prepared fields. 

Concepts which provide for dispersal to short fields with or with- 

out down-loading must also provide for survlvable weapons and fuel storage. 

This Is best achieved by a combination of dispersal, underground storage and 

hardening which makes the opponent's weapons requirements for destruction 

unattractive when compared with the value destroyed. These measures are 

discussed 1n Section 5-2.1.5. 

5-2.1.1 H Dispersal and Concealment 

This approach envisions using existing airfields plus new expedient 

airfields to provide an adequate level of dispersal. The total number of 

fields required 1s many thousands; the actual number depends on the magnitude 

of the bomber force to be retained, on the weapons available to an attacker, 

and on the criterion chosen for "adequate retalnablllty." As an Illustration 

* This assumes that the U.S. would deny the Soviets near-time reconnaissance, 
or would move aircraft from field to field on a cycle which would prevent 
their locations from becoming known well enough for effective targeting. 
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consider that a force of 100 bombers with 24 ALCM each is to be made 

retainable. The EW value of an ALCM is about 0.56 so the bomber force 

represents 1540 EW. If the average EW value of Soviet RVs potentially 

attacking the bomber force were 0.28 (half the ALCM value), the criterion 

stated above would require at least 48 RV's/48 airfields per bomber or a total 

of 4800 airfields in order for the force of 100 bombers to be reTainable.* 

Note that the number of fields required is proportional to the value 

of the aircraft force to be retained. In the above example 4800 fields were 

required to provide retainabillty for a bomber force with value 1540 EW. The 

desired level of post-exchange bomber strength is probably substantially 

higher than this and the required number of fields would be correspondingly 

higher. 

Figure 5-1 Indicates numbers of existing airfields for various 

LCN's and runway lengths. Even with aircraft requiring low LCN and runway 

length, the total number of CONUS airfields of all types 1s too small to 

provide retainabillty for such bomber forces and construction of additional 

fields will be necessary. One solution, of course, 1s to provide the required 

additional number of expedient dispersal fields. These need be capable only 

of supporting the aircraft for a moderate number of takeoffs and landings and 

can be constructed relatively Inexpensively 1f the aircraft Is designed fo'* 

low LCN and short runway lengths. Table 5-1 describes a representative 

expedient dispersal field. Each dispersal field must provide means of con- 

cealment for the aircraft. Presumably attempts will be made to suppress enemy 

space and airborne platform surveillance; nevertheless, It would appear to be 

too risky to leave the aircraft at the same location unconcealed for a sub- 

stantial period of time. 

* This illustration serves to Indicate the order of magnitude of the retain- 
abillty problem. As mentioned earlier, criteria other than the one used may 
be more appropriate. Among other considerations not examined here Is that 
the Soviet IC8M/SLBM payloads could be optimized (fractionated) for this 
type of an attack. 
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Table 5-1. Cost of an expedient 4000' runway base. 

COST CATEGORIES 

Environmental Statement 

Concealment Hangar 

Site Preparation 

Oralnage 

Gravel Runway 

All Weather Landing 
System 

Emergency Generator 

Lighting 

Fences, Security 

Total 

MILLIONS OF FY 1980 DOLLARS 

IMPROVEMENT (CHANGES TO EXISTING): 

CONCRETE  ASPHALT  GRAVEL   NEW 

.38     .38 

.16 .;6 

• .10 
.38 .38 
.06 .24 
• .10 
.20 .50 
.16 .16 

.10 .10 
* .24 
.25 .25 

.54 .54 

Hardening does not appear to make a significant contribution to 

retalnablHty. Hardness levels' much above about 25 ps1 would require great 

complexity and cost, and at 25 psl a relatively small nuclear warhead detona- 

ted at the midpoint of a 4000 ft. runway would destroy shelters and aircraft 

at the ends of the runway. Hardening against sabotage presumably Is achieva- 

ble and should be provided. 

Ideally the aircraft should be able to utilize the dispersal fields 

fully loaded with fuel and weapons. If not, a multi-stage process such as 

that described in 5-2.1.2 would be necessary to launch the aircraft on full- 

scale missions. Each dispersal field will provide a relatively modest level 

of fuel and other necessary supplies. 

Maintenance and repair cannot depend on centralized facilities at a 

small number of bases because these would certainly be attacked but, instead, 

must be provided to some substantial degree by personnel traveling with the 

aircraft plus parts and supplies located at many or all of the dispersal 



fields. Parts, equipment, and expertise required in some instances but not 

provided by such arrangements must reside in some adequately survivable 

configuration and be provided with means of transportation to rendezvous with 

aircraft to be serviced. Crosstraining of combat crews for maintenance and 

repair will minimize the number of personnel required. 

For at least several years, technology has been available to 

develop and build dual purpose bombers with significant potential for retain- 

ability. Such aircraft would be capable unrefueled of round-trip standoff 

missions and of penetration missions with recovery to points outside the 

Soviet Union. Given adequate retalnabiHty measures, such a system should be 

capable of multiple standoff missions. More than one penetration mission, 

however, would be difficult, either because the recovery bases In non-U.S. 

territories would be attacked, or because refueling would be denied for fear 

of Soviet reprisal. The penetration missions will, of course, probably exper- 

ience substantially greater air defense attrition than the standoff missions. 

The dual-purpose bombers referred to are of conventional jet- 

powered subsonic design. Among Boeing Company preliminary designs in the past 

have been aircraft capable of delivering 28 ALCM on a 4000 n.ml. radius 

standoff mission and capable of taking off and landing fully loaded on 4000 

ft. runways. 

Penetration capabilities of such aircraft would be substantially 

Improved over those of present heavy bomber aircraft but not be as good as 

stealth technology could provide. A combination of stealth and STOL charac- 

teristics would be vtry desirable In a protracted warfare bomber. 

5-2.1.2 II All Surface Takeoff and Landing (ASTOL) Concept 

Aircraft system retalnablllty may be provided by all-surface take- 

off and landing (ASTOL) capability. Clearly If an aircraft can land on any 

surface sufficiently long and free of obstructions, 1t can utilize for 

survlvablllty/retalnablllty • huge number ;f already existing or easily pre- 

pared locations, such as farmlands, deserts, beaches, dry like beds, sections 

of highways, etc. Retalnablllty, of course, requires aircraft locations to be 



unknown to the potential ttacker. Without natural or manmade concealment, 

aircraft retainability would depend on Inability of enemy surveillance 

systems to ferret out and adequately observe all or most possible locations 

within CONUS. Whether space and/or airborne surveillance systems will have 

and retain this capability or can be reconstituted to achieve it may be a 

decisive factor in the outcome of the war. (See Section 3-4.3) 

If periodic relocation is required during the protracted warfare 

period, then fuel and other supplies must be made available. These supplies 

must therefore reside at many dispersed locations, comparable in number to the 

number of expedient fields discussed in section 5-2.1.1. Either the necessary 

supplies must be brought to the aircraft by an auxiliary survlvable transpor- 

tation system (e.g., trucks or helicopters) or there must be suitable landing 

and takeoff "fields" provided at the supply locations. Either way, then there 

would be little to distinguish the ASTOL concept from the 

dispersal/concealment concept of 5-2.1.1. The greatest advantage from ASTOL 

capability would be realized only If no significant movements were required of 

the aircraft prior to Its dispatch on a mission. Note that continuing 

missions also would require the mechanisms for resupply. 

The preceding discussion of the ASTOL concept presumes that the 

aircraft can operate fully loaded from Its many stations. If not, it would be 

necessary to use an approach similar to that discussed 1n 5-2.1.3 for launch- 

ing aircraft on missions. 

5-2.1.3 fl I Off-loaded Operations 

Off-loading weapons and fuel 1s one approach to being able to util- 

ize enough dispersal locations for (ASTOL or conventional) aircraft retain- 

ability. To conduct an Intercontinental range Mission, then, the aircraft 

must first move to a location permitting fully loaded takeoff and acquire the 

necessary weapons and fuel. Unless there ere many thousands of such loca- 
tions, they will be attacked; If the adversary knows any such location has 

been restored, it will be attacked again. Thus the feasibility of the off- 

loading approach depends on whether restoration plus aircraft turn-around can 

U 



be accomplished before the potential attacker makes another strike. 

Restoration of runways is addressed in Section 5-2.1.4. 

Even if enemy surveillance is totally denied, he may conduct 

periodic attacks to prevent the use of these mission-launch locations unless 

the total number of such locations in combination with the restoration tirre 

makes repeated attacks too costly. 

It is clear that aircraft systems intended for protracted war 

situations and requiring off-loading for surv1vab1lity/reta1nabil1ty should 

be designed to use readily restorable launch surfaces. 

5-2.1.4 MM  Runway Restoration 

This section examines the mechanisms for and probabilities of dam- 

aging runways to prevent their continued use and the time and feasibility of 

restoring or substituting for damaged runways. It Involves operational con- 

cepts, repair techniques, and logistical preparations not currently 1n use or 

planned for by U.S. forces. 

Runway Denial 

A review of the principal damage mechanisms to runways to nuclear 

weapons Is In order prior to discussing repair techniques. Runway denial by 

nuclear weapons may result from craters in the runway, pavement breakage 1n 

the rupture zone outside the crater, deep piles of debris thrown out of the 

crater, scattered rocks and boulders far from the crater, and radioactive 

fallout. While there are many variables and uncertainties involved 1n quan- 

tifying nuclear weapon effects, the principal damage mechanisms which result 

from craterIng, runway rupture, debris throwout and fallout are known well 

enough to make reasonable estimates of probable damage. A runway Itself Is a 

Mtry hard target* so a highly accurate weapon must be used against It In order 

■ I The rupture zone extending to 1-1/2 crater radii will break and 
dislocate the runway surface and Is the outer limit of damage to the 
runway Itself. The edge of the rupture zone corresponds to an over- 
pressure of 4,000 to 8,000 ps1 depending on soil type. This is a 
distance of 750 to 950 feet from a 1 NT surface burst and 275 to 350 
feet from a 50 KT surface burst. 
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to obtain a high probability of damage. Other elements of an airfield (parked 

aircraft, hangars, maintenance building, POL storage, vehicles, living areas) 

are soft targets** with large damage rad11*** and can be attacked with 

relatively Inaccurate weapons. Effective destruction of a runway requires 

that the pavement be destroyed, I.e., ruptured or removed by craterlng. The 

concepts of prolonged war Initiation developed In Section 3-3 assumed 

alrbursts on most military targets. 

Surface bursts are required for long-term runway denial by crater- 

lng, rupture, massive debris, and Intense fallout. Craterlng and rupture 

provide the longest denial periods, but since the radius of the crater and 

adjacent rupture zone are comparable to or sometimes smaller than the CEP**** 

of many of the weapons 1n today's arsenals, there 1s a significant probability 

that the weapon will not detonate close enough to the runway to crater or 

rupture It. In this study several weapons were examined (based on their 

accuracies and yields) for analysis of probability of runway damage. These 

consist of a NIRVed SS-18 of the late 1980's, an aircraft delivered weapon 

(ALCN) and (briefly) 2 SLBM types (Poseidon and Trident I). The 

yield/accuracy spectrum of these weapons 1s considered broad enough to 

provide insight into the capabilities of various weapon types for craterlng or 

rupturing a runway. (Although Soviet attacks on U.S. runways are of most 

interest in this study, the calculations will be extended to U.S. attacks on 

Backfire-capable airfields.) 

"^♦"■^^BHPaVoets which can be destroyed by overpressures of 10 psl or 
less. 10 psl Is often used as a conservative damage criterion for 
soft targets such as vehicles and buldlngs, although most light 
frame buildings are destroyed by only 5 psl. 

*** II A 50 KT weapon alrtourst at the optimum height or burst to 
maximize 10 psl has a 10 psl radius of 5340 feet. A surface burst 
50 KT weapon has a 10 psl radius of 3800 feet. 

|| CEP 1s the radius around the almpolnt within which one half the 
weapons not scored as reliability failures will fall. 
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Runway requirements for the aircraft of interest will be covered in 

the next section. This section covers the sensitivity of the probability of 

interdicting (cratering or rupturing) a runway to weapon yield and CEP. As a 

specific example, consider the probability, Pj, of Interdicting a runway 8000 

ft. long and 280 ft. wide 1n such a way that no undamaged segment longer than 

4000 ft. remains. Table 5-2 shows Pj for various weapons. Note that Pj is 

I and near zero for the low yield SLBM RV's. 

Because of this very low probability, SLBM's will be dropped from further 

consideration. 

Table 5-2. Sensitivity of interdiction probability 
to weapon parameters. 

WEAPON pi REMARKS 
POSEIDON RV 
IMPROVED TRIDENT C-4 RV 

.10 
0.10 

KT YIELD, LARGE CEP 
KT YIELD, SMALL CEP 

^^^^^^■^^■^^^H 
I           I                  T 

The crater 

radius for a 1 MT surface burst varies from 390 to 650 feet depending on soil 

conditions. Figure 5-2 depicts a 1 MT crater on a typical airfield situated 

In dry soil (480 ft. crater radius). The rupture zone 1n which runway 

pavement will be broken and shifted extends to 1-1/2 times the crater radius. 

Heavy debris, which will require at least several days of bulldozer operation 

to remove, extends to 2 or 3 times the crater radius. Heavy debris thus 

provides the greatest potential for long-term runway denial. Debris Is not 

deposited symmetrically around the crater but 1s ejected In "rays" similar to 

the rays observed from lunar craters. "Average" debris depths are obtained by 

averaging the depth which occurs at a selected radius from the burst center. 

"Average" depths are useful for calculating the volume of material to be 

removed in restoring a runway. Scattered debris, sufficient to preclude safe 

runway use until It is removed occurs out to about 10 crater radii. 
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Fallout covers a larger area than other runway denial effects and 

may extend from tens to hundreds of miles downwind from the burst point. 

Fallout radiation intensities can be great enough during the first several 

hours to prevent any activity except an emergency dash by the crew of a 

landing (or taking off) aircraft between the aircraft and a personnel shelter. 

Fallout intensity decays rapidly so that refueling is possible after 24 hours 

and limited maintenance after 48 hours. At the end of the week most mainte- 

nance activities can be conducted using rigorous control of personnel expo- 

sures. Fallout can delay removal of scattered debris from a runway until the 

intensity has decreased enough to permit acceptable exposure of the work 

crews. Only after nearly 24 hours can work crews be safely exposed for one 

hour in heavy fallout areas, thus debris removal before that time is not 

practical. For the same reason runways which escaped massive damage by 

cratering but which received debris and fallout from near misses could still 

be unsafe for landing by aircraft which Initially escaped by fast flush take- 

off. (See also the discussion In Section 3-4.2.3 regarding the effects of 

volcanic ash on runway use and presumed similarity to fallout.) 

The projected accuracies and yields of USSR Missiles are such that 

there 1s considerable probability that many runways will escape massive dam- 

age by cratering or deep debris unless Multiple weapons are used (see Table 5- 

2). However, scattered debris fron surface burst USSR weapons extends to 

several times the projected USSR missile CEP's so there Is only a \ttry small 
probability of escape from scattered debris unless the weapon falls to 

detonate. Short-term denial (on the order of 24 hours) 1s therefore much 

easier to achieve than long-term denial. Even short-term denial is difficult 

to achieve 1f the defender has a large number of runways suitable for emer- 

gency empty weight landings and takeoffs. As an example, suppose the defender 

needs 10 clear runways for emergency landing capability and the attacker has 

80* overall system reliability. If the defender has SO runways, the attacker 

needs only one surface burst targeted against each to keep the surviving clear 

runways to 10 (expected). If the defender has 250 runways, then the attacker 

must target 2 surface bursts against each one, and for 1250 runways he must 

target 3 surface bursts against each. The number of attacking warheads for 

runway denial thus Increases rapidly as the number of target runways 

Increases. This becomes a dubious use of warheads for the attacker since the 



defender may be able to land all of his aircraft 1f only one or two runways 

remain clear. Also, the defender could use remote controlled equipment to 

clear runways of scattered debris. The U.S. has developed remote control 

capability for several types of runway clearing sweepers, scrapers, and bull- 

dozers and could build and stockpile such equipment whenever desired. 

Burst heights can be low enough for surface dust mixing with the 

fireball to produce essentially the same fallout as a surface burst and yet be 

too high to produce an excavated crater and crater originated debris. There 

1s little diminution of fallout unless burst heights exceed a scaled height* 

of 100 feet while a scaled burst height of only 20 feet essentially eliminates 

the excavated crater. Instead of an excavated crater, there may be a compres- 

sion crater due to soil compaction by high overpressures directly below the 

burst point. There will be random debris from blast wave destruction and 

scattering of structures, equipment, and vehicles but the volume of this 

random debris 1s small compared to the volume excavated from a surface contact 

burst crater and cannot be relied upon for runway denial. The fallout from 

such a burst will be intense enough to prevent runway clearing (except by 

remote control equipment) for about 24 hours so there may be cases In which 

Scaled height of burst 1s defined as: Actual height of burst 

Thus, If h 1s the height of burst at which a particular overpressure 
occurs at ground lero from a 1 KT explosion, then for an explosion of U 
kllotons energy, the same overpressure will result from a height of burst 
h, where h • hQ X (V)in 
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building or vehicle debris clutter a runway, and the runway cannot be cleared 

for safe landing by fast flush aircraft until 24 hours or more after the 

attack. It is possible, however< that blast generated debris will not clutter 

a runway sufficiently to preclude safe usage. So without a surface contact 

burst low yield SLBM weapons have little capability for runway destruction or 

denial. If a weapon is designed for runway denial, it is assumed that a 

suitable fuzing system will be employed so the burst height will be close 

enough to the surface to produce cratering and crater ejected debris. In 

calculating crater volumes and debris volumes for crater filling or debris 

removal operations, this study assumed that bursts were at the ground surface. 

Runway Requirements 

Two U.S. strategic aircraft, the B-52 and the retainable bomber 

discussed in Section 5-2.1, were considered 1n this study. ALCM attacks on 

Backfire airfields were Included for comparison. Table 5-3 lists required 

runway dimensions and number of airfields currently suitable for fully loaded 

operation of these aircraft. Runway requirements are defined 1n Section 4.2 

of Ref. 2. Note In Table 5»3 that 1f conditions are such that B-52 outriggers 

are not needed, considerably more airfields are suitable. However, the number 

1s still an order of magnitude less than those which are suitable for the 

retainable bomber designed for short field operation. 

Table 5-3. Currently suitable airfields for fully loaded operation. 

AIRCRAFT 

REQUIRED Rl 
DIMENSIONS 
LEN6THS, 
FEET 

JNWAY 

WIDTH, 
FEET 

NUMBERS OF 
AIRFIELDS WITH 
SUITABLE RUNWAYS 

1. B-52 

2. Retainable Bomber 

3. BACKFIRE 

>7400 

>7400 

>4000 

>5000 

>170 

> 150 * 

>100 

>100 

110 
196 

(193 at LCN   65, 
No width restr.) 

1926 
(1926 at LCN   0, 

No width restr.) 

512 (USSR) 
(512 No width restr.) 

* Acceptable width if oi «triggers not needed. ^■■JP 



Table 5-4 lists the number of airfields which would be suitable for 

minimum load (both minimum fuel an? weapon load) operations for dispersed 

survival. This allows operations from hundreds (B-52) or thousands of addi- 

tional runways and greatly increases the difficulty of an attacker's achiev- 

ing runway denial. When not engaged in strike missions, the aircraft could be 

concealed or moved from one field to another on a cycle which prevents their 

locations being determined well enough for effective targeting. The aircraft 

would be staged to surviving or restored long runways for weapon loading and 

fueling when needed for strike missions. 

Table 5-4. Currently suitable airfields for mini - mi load operation. 

AIRCRAFT 

REQUIRED RUNWAY 
DIMENSIONS 
LENGTHS, 
FEET 

WIDTH, 
FEET 

NUMBERS OF 
AIRFIELDS WITH 
SUITABLE RUNWAYS 

1. B-52 * 

2. Retainable Bomber 

>4400 

>4400 

2 2500 P 

> 170 

>150 

>100 

155 

458 
449 9 LCN > 40 

6720 
6720 9 LCN £ 0 

> 
Estimated 

*  Loaded with weapons +1000 n.m. of fuel; 
LCN • 39 (emergency); length » 4400 

Consider the case of the fully loaded retainable bomber which 

requires runways 4000 ft. or longer. A majority of airfields with these 

runways have more than one runway over 4000 feet. The majority also have 

taxlways over 4000 ft. long. Maps (Ref. 5) of 184 of the 1779 airports in the 

48 contiguous states with runways of 4000 feet or more were examined to 

determine the total number of runways and taxlways that could be suitable for 

4000 foot takeoffs or landings. The 184 airports had a total of 371 runways 

and 219 taxlways over 4000 feet In length for 590 potential runways. Some of 

the runways and taxlways were close together so that two might be damaged by a 

single burst. Assuming perfect accuracy, 475 1 MT weapon detonations would 

crater or rupture the 590 potential 4000 foot runways. Extrapolating from the 

184 airports examined to the 1779 listed with 4000 foot (or longer) runways 



gives a total of 5700 potential runways which could be cratered or ruptured by 

4590 detonations. If the overall attack system reliabiliy is 80X, an attack 

by two warheads per airfield would leave 228 potential runways, more than 

enough to serve as landing fields and shuttle fields for an aircraft fleet. 

The same conclusions hold for the offloaded aircraft. 

Runway Restoration 

A nuclear weapon attack on an airfield will produce widespread 

destruction of buildings, vehicles, and above ground equipment. As noted 

earlier, damage to the runways can range from short-term denial resulting from 

scattered debris to long-term denial resulting from massive debris (ejecta), 

rupturing or cratering. Fallout does not damage the runway surface but can 

delay the start of clearing, repair, and construction activities until radia- 

tion activity levels decay enough to permit effective use of repair crews. 

Extent of Damage. Clearing of Scattered Debris 

The first step in restoration 1s a survey to determine the extent of 

damage to runways and the Intensity of radioactive fallout. Buildings and 

above ground equipment will generally not be salvageable. Clearing a runway 

of scattered debris may be the only action required 1f air bursts were 

employed or 1f the miss distances of surface bursts were great enough. How 

soon this can be accomplished depends on the Intensity of radioactive fallout 

and the availability of equipment and crews. The positioning of clearing 

crews and equipment near the airfield will be an Important time factor since 

movement through Intense fallout at the airfield may be as great a personnel 

hazard as the clearing operation. Upwind locations, hardened equipment stor- 

age near the airfield, rapid personnel transit by helicopter, and shielded 

personnel carriers will contribute to the capability for early runway 

clearing. 
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Method of Restoration 

When runways are covered by massive debris, or are damaged by the 

rupture rone or by the crater, a decision must be made on the most effective 

method of restoration. Location of the crater and massive debris will 

determine whether it is best to clear and repair the existing runway, to 

extend the longest undamaged section, or to extend or widen the longest 

undamaged taxiways. In some cases the best approach to obtain a short runway 

for minimum.weight operation may be different from the best approach to obtain 

a longer runway. 

Factors Affecting Repair Time 

The time required for restoration will depend on the availability 

of equipment, construction crews, and construction material and on the delay 

while waiting for fallout Intensities to decrease. The decision on whether to 

fill a crater and repair the runway or to extend the longest undamaged section 

depends on suitable terrain for extension and the relative availability of 

surfacing material compared to earth-moving machinery. More concrete or 

asphalt 1s needed for new construction, more earth-moving volume 1s needed to 

fill a crater. As will be seen below, It Is generally preferable to extend 

the runway if possible. 

This study examined the time and equipment requirements for debris 

removal, crater filling, runway repairs and resurfacing, runway/tax1way 

extensions, and new runway construction. The time delays and work restric- 

tions Imposed by fallout were Included. In most cases, the time required Is 

reduced directly as the amount of equipment available Increases. Sequential 

use of equipment Is advantageous in some cases where restoration and runway 

surfacing operations are In progress on other airfields near enough to permit 

equipment transit. 

Earth-Moving Equipment 

In order to make comparisons of runway restoration times for 

different aircraft, the same nominal quantity of earth-moving equipment was 



assumed to be available to each restoration activity. The quantity selected 

was the earth-moving capability equivalent to the capacity of 10 bulldozers 

equal to a Caterpillar D-7. Equipment capacity was taken as the normal 

capacity quoted by the N.C. "Caterpillar" local Seattle office. 

Information in the 1972 Census of Manufacturers shows that the U.S. 

produces about 15,000 items of earth-moving equipment yearly. Industry could 

readily adjust production schedules or Increase production over a few years' 

span to make 10X to 20% of current production rates available for runway 

restoration stockpiles. Thus over a 10-year preparation period, ten units of 

equipment could be produced and stored at each of 1500 to 3000 sites with no 

disruption of existing industrial production or construction programs. The 

price of equipment equivalent to 10 large bulldozers would be about two 

million dollars (1979 dollars). From this price and from the U.S. industrial 

capability, 1t was concluded that equipment equivalent to 10 bulldozers was a 

realistic value. 

Earth-Moving Equipment Protection 

Tests conducted at the MISERS BLUFF high explosive field test In 

July 1978 (Ref. 6) demonstrated that earth-moving equipment can be protected 

to overpressures of several hundred psi quickly and cheaply by shallow burial. 

A combination of dispersal and expedient protection assures that restoration 

equipment will not become an attractive target so there Is high confidence 

that equipment could be made available when needed. 

Crater Dimensions 

The size of a crater formed by a nuclear weapon burst at or near the 

earth's surface will vary with the characteristics of the soil. Since dry 

soil or soft rock are representative of typical airport geology, the crater 

dimensions given for dry soil or soft rock In reference 3 were used 1n this 

study. Table 5-5 lists the crater dimensions for the range of yields of 

interest to this study. 



Table 5-5.   Crater dimensions, 

Deleted 

A schematic of the crater depth and ejecta depth for two yields is 

shown in Figure 5-3. The dashed portions of the curves are estimated profile 

shapes since the equations given in reference 3 do not give the entire crater 

and ejecta profile. As noted before, at distances beyond the continuous 

ejecta liir.it the debris is primarily deposited 1n a number (usually 7 to 10) 

of rays with much less detris between the rays. The debris depths shown are 

average values that would occur if the material in the rays were distributed 

equally in all directions. This 1s reasonable for calculating the expected 

volume of debris that must be moved for runway restoration. Any selected 

runway, however, could have considerably more or considerably less debris 

than predicted using average values. 

Volume of Debris 

For runway clearing, the volume of debris to be removed was calcu- 

lated using average debris depths for the geometries shown in Figure 5-3. 

Using data obtained from construction machinery manufacturers It was found 

that for our clearing geometry a typical bulldozer can move about 5 cubic 

yards of soil off the runway in an average 3 minute round trip. Thus, a 

representative average value of volume moved 1s 1.67 cu yd per «In. This will 

vary with soil type and partlculary with moisture content. In fact, If heavy 

rains should turn the ejecta to mud, bulldozers may not be able to operate 

efficiently until the soil dries. The time required to carry out runway 

repairs or clearing operations depends on the number of earth-moving machines 

available. In making clearing calculations It was assumed that equipment 
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equivalent to 10 average size bulldozers (Caterpillar D-7) would be 

available. 

Repair Techniques 

Consider those cases in which a runway is to be repaired. When the 

runway surface is ruptured, it must be leveled and resurfaced after the debris 

"is removed. If~therrunwäy~is"crätered, the crater"must be filled and"a new 

runway surface prepared. However, because the cater volumes for megaton 

weapons are very large (it would take 127 twenty-four hour days for 10 bull- 
dozers to completely fill a 1 MT crater) it is quicker to construct a new 
runway than to fill in the crater. 

Decision Criteria 

As noted earlier, the decision on whether to fill a crater or to 

construct a new runway depends on the availability of suitable terrain for new 

construction and the relative availability of surfacing material (more con- 

crete or asphalt 1s needed for new construction) compared to earth-moving 

machinery (more fill may be required to fill a crater than to level a new 

runway). Table 5-6 gives new runway construction times based on use of a 

gravel base runway with a cold asphalt/concrete surface. This type of runway 

1s cheaper than a concrete runway. Is simpler to construct, and does not 

require the 28-day cure time of a concrete runway. The thickness of gravel 

and asphaltic concrete listed allows 200 passes (takeoffs or landings) for 

each aircraft type. 

In many cases It Is simpler (terrain permitting) to clear and extend 

one segment of a cratered runway than to fill the crater or build an entirely 

new runway. Table 5-7 gives the times required to extend the J.S. bomber 

runways. (Comparable times are assumed for Backfire airfields.) The exten- 

sion times were calculated using the minimum runway length required. For 

example, the minimum runway length for the fully loaded 6-52 Is 7400 ft while 

the average B-52 capable runway length Is about 9800 ft. If a 1 MT weapon 

craters the middle of the runway, then segments of about 3900 ft length 

remain. One of these must be extended 3500 ft to yield a 7400 ft runway. 



Table 5-6. Dimensions and construction times, new runways. 

AIRCRAFT 

FULLY LOADED 

RUNWAY DIMENSIONS 

ASPHALTIC 
GRAVEL 

THICKNESS 
IN. 

CONCRETE 
THICKNESS 

IN. 

CONSTRUCTION 
TIME, DAYS  | 

i 

LENGTH, FT WIDTH, FT 

-4. - B-52 

2. Retainable 
Bomber 

3. Backfire 

MINIMUM LOAD 

1. B-52 

2. Retalnable 
Bomber 

7400- 

4000 

5000 

4400 

2500 

170*-— 

100 

100 

170 

100 

-48  

10 

15 

18 

10 

 5 

0 

4 

5 

0 

47    ! 

«  ! i 

15   ! 
' 
1 

1 
28    j 

4 

i 
* Outriggers assumed to be needed.                 J 

Table 5-7. Times required to extend cratered U.S. runways. 

AIRCRAFT RUNWAY EXTENSION 
TIME, DAYS 

FULLY LOADED: 

i. B-52 

2. Retainable Bomber 

MINIMUM LOAD 

1. B-52 

2. Retainable Bomber 

22 

4 

7 

3 
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The results of an analysis of probabilities of interdiction of 

bomber runways is shown in Table 5-8. Two bomber configurations were con- 

sidered, i.e., the B-52 with a minimum required runway length of 7400 ft and a 

conceptual retainable bomber requiring 4000 ft runways. The interdiction 

criterion was the length of undamaged runway remaining. Cases 1, 2, and 3 

deal with a fully loaded B-52 indicating that a single weapon (Case 1) 

produces 85% probability that no segment of 7400 ft or longer will survive. 

Case 2 shows a 22% probability that no segment of 4400 ft will survive a 

single weapon attack. That interdiction probability is significantly 

increased 1f two weapons are used (Case 3). The fourth case considers shorter 

runways capable of accommodating an off-loaded bomber. A similar set of data 

was developed for the conceptual retainable bomber. A majority of the 

attacked runways can be best reclaimed by extending one of the surviving 

runway segments. The required extension can range from a trivial addition for 

a runway hit near one end, to almost the full length of a new runway for the 

case 1n which a long runway 1s attacked with multiple RV's, two of which are 

targeted rather near the ends. The greatest time depicted in Figure 5-4 1s 

that required to build a totally new runway. Consideration was given to most 

rapid reconstUutlon of useable runways and best use of equipment and per- 

sonnel. The possible delay 1n start of construction resulting from the 

presence of radioactive fallout 1s not Included 1n the data of Figure 5-4. 

This could delay start of construction by as much as 6 to 16 days depending on 

miss distance and wind direction. It appears from the analyses that about 20% 

of the runways will be restorable by simply clearing the debris from the 

largest remaining segment. On the otherhand, about 10% will be damaged in 

such a way that new construction 1s the only plausible course. It Is shown 

clearly that the lesser requirements of a retainable bomber make It possible 

to have runways repaired or replaced in less than ten days. 
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Table 5-8. Interdiction probabilities. 

AIRCRAFT CASE 

NUMBER 
OF 

WEAPONS 
USED 

AVERAGE 
RUNWAY 

LENGTH, FT 

NO SURVIVING 
RUNWAY SEGMENT 
GREATER THAN 

PI 

B-52 1 1 9800 7400ft 0.85 

2 1 9800 4400 0.22 

3 2 9800 4400 0.66 

4 1 5590 4400 0.83 

RETAINABLE 
BOMBER 5 1 5000 4000 0.83 

6 1 5000 2500 0.50 

7 2 5000 2500 0.69 

8 1 3300 2500 0.86 

5-2.1.5 p| Storage of Weapons and Other Critical Assets 

The concept of conducting a protracted war following a nuclear 

attack on military Installations produces, In addition to requirements for 

weapon delivery systems, the need for assured availability of weapons and 

other critical components. In this section attention will be focused on 

weapon protection. However, the same techniques will protect other critical 

assets. Nuclear devices, for example, must be available for use by enduring 

strategic strike forces. The discussion of the protracted war environment 

(Section 3-3) Included the assumption that all nuclear weapon storage and 

manufacturing sites In the U.S. would be attacked and probably destroyed. 

Several Ideas have been pursued at Boeing during the past years on how to 

assure enduring availability of such Items as nuclear warheads and delivery 

systems. Two specific concepts are described here. 

Shallow Burial/Dispersal 

The idea of protecting Individual warheads or ALCM's for use during 

the protracted war has been developed and tested in several high explosive 

tests (References 6 through 9) in which Boeing participated under DNA 

auspices. It was demonstrated that equipment could be protected against 

blast/ground shock damage by surrounding it with crushable material and 

burying It In the soil. 



For example, Figure 5-5 shows measures employed at the DICE THROW 

event to protect a minlbike emplaced at the 600 ps1 (4.1 MPa) overpressure 

range. Figure 5-6 shows the minlbike being recovered with only minor sheet 

metal damage. In fact, it was Immediately started up and driven away. 

Figures 5-7 and 5-8 show a grinder being emplaced and recovered in 

the FOAM HEST 2 (Reference 9) event which simulated the blast and impulse 

environments at the 900 ps1 (6.2 MPa) range from a 100 kt surface burst. The 

grinder received only superficial damage. 

In almost all of these tests aluminum chips from Boeing machining 

operations were used as the crushable material because they were readily 

available. Foams with well-defined properties would be the preferable mate- 

rial for weapon protection. Figure 5-9 shows the general scheme for protect- 

ing weapons with foam and soil. The thickness of foam and depth of burial 

depend on the expected soil motion and thus on weapon yield. The dimensions 

shown are expected to protect a weapon or other Item of diameter 0 against the 

environments produced at the 1000 ps1 (6.9 MPa) range from a weapon with a 

yield of about 1 Mt. (Additional field tests would be needed to simulate this 

Intense environment.) 

Reference 10 examines several possible mechanisms which could 

supply protection to shock-mounted, burled equipment. These are dynamic soil 

arching which would carry stresses around the foam and weapon, "snowplowing" 

which Is an energy absorbing crushing action of the soil, and reflection of 

most of the blast wave energy at the soil-foam Interface due to the impedance 

mismatch. It Is possible that all these mechanisms cone Into play. 
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Figure 5-5. Minlbtke protection measures of Event OICE THROW. 
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Figure 5-801 Post-test Recovery of Grinder 
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A waterproof flexible canister made of sheet aluminum or fiberglass 

would be designed for each weapon type and the weapon foamed into the canis- 

te", with sensors emplaced to warn of any intrusion after the weapon is 

buried. (The concept illustrated in Figure 5-9 shows a section normal to the 

warhead or weapon axis.) The canister would be placed in a trench prepared by 

a bulldozer, the intrusion sensor cabling connected, and the canister buried. 

Required Hardness-Dispersal Analysis 

It is of interest to determine what combinations of hardness and 

dispersal would be adequate for survivability/retainabllity. The following 

represents one approach to this problem. It 1s assumed that ALCM weapons are 

to be stored in hardened dispersed storage and that these weapons will be 

adequately survivable 1f an attack on them would expend more EW (see Appendix 

B) than 1t destroys. 

ieie^d 

Warhead yields, of course, decrease as the numbers of RV's per booster 

Increase. (The problem of whether adequate time was available to release the 

larger numbers of RV's before reentry was not addressed.) 
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. _ Thi tw0 1*r9*st existing military Installations art Luke and Nellls 
Air Force Bases with areas of 4000 to 5000 Ml2 each. Thus, If large numbers 
of Hens are to be protected, the higher hardness levels are preferable. The 
earth-moving costs (a few hundred dollars per Hen) are a wy trivial part of 
the total hardening costs (which Include a special foam-lined canister, 
Instrumentation, special fencing and 24-hour protection). Thus, there Is 
little point 1n considering less than optimum burial depth (Figure 5-9) unless 
ground water or local geology do not permit such burial. If such geology must 
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be used, earth should be mounded over the protected item to the depth 4D shown 

in Figure 5-9. 

It is anticipated that the conditions of Figure 5-9 with the foarr. 

properties carefully chosen to best attenuate ground shock could supply pro- 

tection against megaton yield weapons at the 1,000 psi range or above. A 

somewhat larger HEST test than FOAM HEST 2 could supply the necessary blast, 

impulse and ground shock environments to determine whether 1,000 psi hardness 

is achievable. If it is, Figure 5-11 Indicates that the total storage area 

requirement would drop about 25% from the 500 psi area. 

A major problem which must be addressed is assuring warhead secur- 

ity against theft 1n peacetime. As noted earlier, each container should be 

Instrumented to detect tampering. Security forces would have to be on duty at 

all times. The standard triple fence for nuclear security would be used to 

surround the storage area. 

As noted 1n this discussion of shallow burial, there are major 

problems which must be addressed. These are: assuring warhead security, 

finding adequate space and the location of thw weapons near their potential 

users. This 1s particularly important for generation of forces at Increased 

DEFCON levels. 

Shallow Burial/Tunnels 

A concept which could utilize the hardening benefits of shallow 

burial while providing for reasonable security costs and availability will 

now be discussed. Fundamentally this concept would utilize shallow tunnels 

(10 to 15 meters underground) which are now becoming economically feasible 

with tunneling methods being developed. Such tunnels could be constructed In 

many areas of military bases (see Figure 5-12). While the several entrance 

points could be known by an opponent through overhead observation, the exact 

course and layout of the tunnels would not. Branching from these tunnels, 

storage sites could be built which would consist of slightly downward Inclined 

concrete (or steel) cylinders sized to accommodate the weapon being stored. 

The weapon, contained In a waterproof canister as previously described, would 



Typical A1rbt$t 

Distribution 
Tunnel 

Figure 5-12.   Shallow tunnel concept for weapon and parts storage. 
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be surrounded with additional foam and buried in dry sand in these cylinders. 

A suitable door would be provided. It would serve both as a blast and 

security shield. As before, the weapon would be instrumented so that nuclear 

monitoring could ensure the presence of the weapon, and other sensors could 

warn of tampering or intrusion. 

Such a complex could be used not only to store nuclear weapons, but 

to store other high value parts and material. However, the degree of protec- 

tion provided other items (and the associated costs) need not be as elaborate 

as for weapons. The tunnels could also serve as fallout shelters and provide 

some degree of blast protection for base personnel. 

What such a complex would do is introduce, in addition to hardening, 

some degree of enforced miss distance on the attacker's weapons. He could, of 

course, overcome this by a multiple weapon laydown on the entire base. This 

then makes the base another element of a multiple protective shelter scheme 

whose purpose is to exhaust the attacker's weapon Inventory. If only one or 

two bases were so equipped, the attacker could easily defeat it. But if this 

were a scheme adopted at all bases and one which was gradually and continu- 

ously expanded, It would soon become too weapon expensive to defeat by direct 

attack. There 1s also synerglsm with other systems (e.g., MX, dispersable, 

retalnable bombers) that further reduces the degree of hardening or area of 

dispersal which must be achieved 1n order to convince an opponent that an 

attack 1s futile. Such storages due to their ability to be monitored at entry 

points and patrolled would probably not Increase security forces above those 

now used at existing storage sites. 

Deeo Underground Storage 

An alternative for weapon storage is the use of deep underground 

spaces. In this case, because of the cost of creating such spaces, It would 

most likely occur as an adjunct to a deep based facility for which this type 

of protection Is warranted. Deep basing concepts are discussed In the follow- 

Ing section (5-2.2), and use of such levels of protection becomes of 1 * 'rest 

for high value Items, or, on the other hand, because space 1s available and 
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security monitoring is provided by personnel assigned to the underground 
base. 

5-2.2  £ Retainable ICBM Concepts 

Several approaches to ICBM basing have been considered (1) deep 
basing, (2) multiple protective structures (MPS), and (3) combinations of 
hardening and dispersal with mobility. Eventual determination of the most 
suitable approach will have to resolve several competing considerations with 
respect to ICBM payload size and composition. During a protracted war, 
intercontinental attacks on military targets of opportunity will call for 
just one or two warheads, i.e., such targets would not be appropriate for 
large MIRV'ed ICBM's. On the other hand the larger missiles would be suitable 
for attacking (or threatening to attack) urban-industrial targets and in 
general would be a less costly way of providing a given amount of firepower. 
In addition, proposed SALT II constraints on land-based ICMB's inhibit intro- 
duction of any substantial number of small ICBM's. If such constraints were 
sufficiently modified (e.g. limits based on RV's instead of SNDV's), then 
small ICBM's become viable candidates. 

5-2.2.1 «■ Deep Basing Concepts 

As noted earlier, the requirement for certain military activities 
not only to survive the Initial nuclear attack, but also to endure to carry 
out military functions during the protracted war, creates the need for special 
basing concepts. One of the concepts for providing protection and endurance 
for high-value activities Is deep burial of autonomous systems and/or criti- 
cal resources. In the past, two types of high-value activities have been 
considered for deep underground basing In order to provide them with desired 
survlvablllty and endurance. These are bases for secure (strategic) reserve 
forces and major command centers. Over the past 30 years the U.S. defense 
establishment has made several starts at development of concepts for Mtry hard 
Installations for ICBM bases and for a National Command Center. The chart 1n 
Figure 5-13 shows chronologically the occurrence of various deep basing con- 
cepts. The current deep missile base concept was developed 1n response to the 
emerging requirement for a future secure reserve force (FSRF) as described In 
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Reference 11. The referenced report addresses the role of such a force in 

some detail and expresses the prime motivation for it to be the need for 

endurance during protracted war, flexibility to respond to complexities of 

threats, and a high degree of survivability. 

When considering deep-based facilities for strategic reserve 

forces, it has been necessary to postulate missions for the force since no 

requirements have been published yet. It appears reasonable to remove such a 

reserve force deliberately from functions that require a quick response. A 

deep-based force needs to be flexible in terms of targeting and missions. It 

should include the capability to launch replacement space vehicles, as well as 

to attack strategic targets, fixed and moving. The possible requirement to 

attack moving targets seems to contradict the earlier assertion that it should 

not be a quick reaction force. However, they are not the same Issues. 

Providing the capability to attack moving targets, e.g., projection forces, 

requires the ability to update target information at time of launch and 

possibly even during flight. 

All but one of the previously considered concepts (see Figure 5-13) 

for deep-based missiles were manned facilities. The exception is the "Quick 

Egress" concept which proposed deployment of ICBM's in deep shafts filled with 

saturated sand. There 1s, of course, the option 1n deep-based systems to omit 

the crew, creating in essence a dormant storage facility for ICBM's and other 

strategic weapons, or for command posts which would be entered during the 

protracted war when the decision is made to use the weapons or to activate the 

command post. Only vtry preliminary consideration has been given to such an 

option. 
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A Deep Basing Concept 

The current version of the deep missile base concept Investigated 

by Boeing for DNA under contracts DNA OOl-C-0225, 78-C-0315, and 79-C-0297 is 

shown in Figure 5-15. It was In part derived from the RDA and AFWL papers on 

mesa basing. The mesa concepts assumed that mesas could be found with suffi- 

cient vertical relief to facilitate horizontal exits from a tunnel system In 

the mesa. The first Boeing effort In this deep basing study series was to 

find a solution to the likelihood that all preconstructed exits from a deep- 

based system could be destroyed by the attacker. The proposed solution was to 

deploy tunneling equipment and miners with the missiles. This was shown to be 

feasible. 

Subsequent studies addressed the effectiveness of deep-based mis- 

sile systems for purposes of power projection during protracted war, and also 

the definition of critical subsystems. The effectiveness analyses used an 

assumed threat against the deep base, I.e., the entire IRA Backfire fleet, and 

as mission requirement the survival of a specified number of NX type ICBM's. 

This led to a concept as Illustrated in Figure 5-15, where missiles on trans- 

porter-launchers are deployed In an extensive tunnel system. Included in the 

system are a number of tunnel boring machines, crews, and power plants capable 

of supporting a one-year life support period and power for completing 

partially predug exit tunnels or construct new exits as may be required. 

Hydrocarbon fuel cells were proposed for this system. 

No significant technical problems were identified in these system 

studies and the costs were found to be comparable to those of other weapon 

systems of similar complexity. In the process of ascertaining the feasibility 

of constructing such extensive tunnel systems, Boeing planned and conducted 

for DNA a Tunneling Technology Seminar on 31 October 1978 (see Reference 14). 
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Invited participants at this seminar were about 30 selected representatives 

of the tunneling community, e.g., tunnel builders, tunnel owners, tunnel 

designers, and manufacturers of tunneling equipment. The other attendants 

were mi 1ita-y planners of strategic systems. The tunneling community repre- 

sentatives affirmed the assessment that such tunnel systems as proposed by 

Boeing for a deep missile base are feasible and can be constructed in the 

5-year construction period. They also concurred in the digout concept. 

The Boeing study of critical subsystems also addressed the fuel 

cell power plant concept in sufficient detail to ascertain its suitability. 

In a subtask United Technology Corporation developed the supporting data for 

hydrocarbon fuel cell operation, efficiency, and cost. That type of power 

plant is similar to one currently being assembled on the east side of lower 

Manhattan. That plant is to be tested later this year and begin operation in 

1981. Its design capacity is 4.8 megawatt. It will be operated by Consoli- 

dated Edison as part of its power supply system. The choice of that type of 

power plant for a deep-based, long-endurance system was guided by its thermal 

efficiency and wide operating range. One of the prime concerns regarding 

power systems is to minimize production of waste heat which must be absorbed 

within the closed system during the endurance period. 

In both the command post and missile base investigations, extensive 

cost analyses were made for the missile base Investigation as well as for a 

recent Command Center concept. In the command center project 1t occurred that 

excavation (I.e., tunnels and shafts) costs approached 80« of the estimated 

project cost. This 1s primarily attributed to long tunnels for ELF antenna 

elements. While for the missile base (see cost breakdown 1n Figure 5-16) the 

excavation cost makes up 37S of the cost of system acquisition. In this case 

the cost of equipment, especially the missiles, exceeds the excavation costs. 

In summary, it is possible on the basis of the various investiga- 

tions conducted so far, to conclude that deep-based facilities can provide the 

surv1vab1lity and endurance sought for strategic systems required for conduct 

of prolonged nuclear wars, and that they can do so on a cost effective basis. 
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5-2.2.2 ■■ Multiple Protective Structure (MPS) Concepts 

This approach uses more than one shelter per missile with shelters 

hardened just to the level preventing destruction of more than one per attack- 

ing warhead. The MPS concept with its mechanisms for preservation of location 

uncertainty, PlU, is well known from MX-MPS literature and will not be 

described in detail here. 

The criterion for retainability is yery difficult to determine for 
these systems because they are potentially both targets and responding wea- 

pons 1n the counterforce nuclear exchange stage of conflict (see Section 3-3). 

SurvivablHty levels which are adequate for the protracted warfare stages are 

not necessarily good enough to prevent attack during the counterforce 

exchange because these ICBM's are weapons which can respond counterforce if 

left undestroyed. 

To remain 1n usable condition during and after a nuclear exchange, 

the missiles must be provided with a source of electrical power Independent of 

commercial power systems. One approach 1s to provide batteries which for some 

period of time will maintain missiles 1n a state of full readiness and then 

transition Into a dormancy mode requiring a much lower level of power. The 

time required for restoration Into the ready condition would probably be 

substantial indicating an Inability to deal with time-urgent targets. 

!f full readiness for much longer periods of time is required, some 

means of power generation from fossil or synthetic fuel can be Installed. 

Replenishment of fuel would require fuel storage and transportation means In a 

prearranged survival configuration or could be accomplished by a multistage 

process In which this capability 1s generated from more rudimentary 

beginnings. 

Preservation of location uncertainty will still be required in the 

post-exchange protracted war period. The elaborate measures and procedures 

Involved in PLU during the prewar period will still be necessary. It will not 

be possible to know that absolutely all potentially compromising surveillance 

has been denied.  Relocation of missiles with corresponding movement of 



decoy/simulation devices will be required. This means that all PLU equipment 

must reside in an adequately survivable configuration, either as part of the 

operational system or as reserve equipment. 

Immediately after a counterforce nuclear exchange and perhaps 

periodically thereafter, major radioactive fallout problems may be 

encountered. Adequate protection measures will be required for operational 

personnel including provision of fallout shelters, protective clothing, limi- 

tation of exposure time, and perhaps construction of shielded compartments in 

the transporters. 

The road or track network provided for the PLU movements may be 

seriously disrupted during the nuclear exchange. Restoration measures analo- 

gous to those discussed in the "Runway Restoration" section can be 

implemented. 

5-2.2.3 fl  Mobile Booster With Hardened and Dispersed Payloads 

The concepts considered here are those in which the missiles, with 

payload removed, are carried 1n vans resembling commercial vehicles, movtng 

on the public network of primary and secondary roads. The payloads for 

security reasons are kept 1n moderately hard dispersed storage until needed, 

at which time the payloads are transported, ptr^eps by truck or helicopter, to 

rendezvous points where the two portions of the missile can be joined. 

Because of highway weight restrictions and the need for the vans to resemble 

common commercial vehicles, the missiles must be relatively small with pay- 

loads of at best perhaps three Nark 12A warheads. 

Determination of the required level of survivabUHy during the 

protracted warfare period Is complicated by the fact that these missiles may 

be both responding weapons and targets* in a counterforce exchange. If 

adequate survivabUHy cannot be achieved with one storage site per payload 

(as Is likely at least for the higher value payloads), then a multiple 

•Presumably the storage sites would be targeted rather than the mobile units, 
although the road network and presurveyed launch positions configuration must 
be extensive enough to discourage direct attack. 
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protective structure arrangement could be adopted. This would increase 

system complexity and cost, although substantially less so than for the 

complete missile MPS concepts discussed in Section 5-2.1.1. The storage 

structures and the transporter vehicles would be smaller and simpler in 

construction. The decoy/simulation arrangements would be easier. 

Under wartime conditions there may be periods during which road 

travel is undesirable for the missile vans. The road networks may not be 

fully usable and greatly reduced civilian/commercial traffic may not ade- 

quately obscure van movements. Means of concealment should be available or 

provided at or near launch positions permitting the vans to stay off the 

highways. 

Immediately after a counterforce nuclear exchange, and perhaps 

periodically thereafter, major radioactive fallout problems may be encoun- 

tered. Fallout shelters will be needed for both the personnel associated with 

the stored payloads and those associated with the mobile missile vans. As 

Indicated earlier, provision should be made permitting the mobile missile 

vans to remain 1n prepared off-highway positions; correspondingly the person- 

nel can remain in prepared shelters as appropriate. 

If an MPS approach has been incorporated for the stored payloads, 

then provisions may be necessary to permit crews to continue PLU procedures In 

fallout environments. A combination of protective clothing, exposure time 

limitation, and shielded compartments 1n the transporters and other vehicles 

will probably suffice. 

To ensure necessary power during the protracted war period, battery 

or fuel conversion means can be provided for the pay load storage units just is 

discussed In connection with MPS systems of Section 5-2.2.1. For the other 

elements of the system requiring fuel, e.g., mobile missile vans, trans- 

porters, etc., an adequately survivable fuel storage and transportation 

arrangement must be Installed or a foundation laid for some multistage process 

to generate the necessary fueling capabilities. 



5-3    (I  DEFENSE OF U.S. HOMELAND, NORTH AMERICA AND CONTIGUOUS 

WATERS 

In addition to retaining the capability to conduct strategic 

strikes during the protracted war, the most important military mission will be 

to defend the U.S. homeland. This means both from invasion of its territories 

and those of its North American allies, and the prevention of aircraft and 

fissile attacks. Only when the capability for both sets of missions, i.e., 

strategic strikes and defense of homeland prev- 's, will the U.S. be in 

position to resolve the postulated conflict in 1: ^avor. 

As was the case in the assessment of ci 'ent U.S. strategic strike 

capability after a nuclear attack on its military installations, similar 

conclusions are drawn about the ability to defend the homeland, i.e., 1t will 

be severely impaired. Several of the major functions are identified here as 

worthy of further Investigation and concept or capability development. The 

issues considered to need particular attention pertain to surveillance and 

attack warning, as well as the ability to prevent air attacks. The major 

effort needed for prevention of Invasion of U.S. territory Is taken to be the 

expeditious restoration of attacked military bases, which 1s aided by the 

proposed provision of protective measures. 

5-3.1  !■ A1r Defense (Future Work Outlined) 

In the earlier discussion of bomber survivabiHty (Section 5-2.1) 

it was pointed out that the Soviet Union appears to have the capability to 

retain a significant portion of Its bomber capability. The U.S. must be 

prepared to protect Itself against attacks by those bombers during the pro- 

tracted war. Those bombers are expected to attack surviving or reconstituted 

strategic forces and C3I components, as well as any U.S. efforts to support 

Its allies. Two major aspects of air defense need to be addressed, I.e., the 

ability to detect such attacks and to Intercept them. This study effort was 

not able to address them in detail, however, an outline of what needs to be 

accomplished 1s presented. 



For the attack detection function a new capability will be needed 

which can detect bombers in flight. A HALO* type sensor could accomplish 

this. It would hand its early detection of an approaching bomber off to a 

local air traffic monitor, e.g. AWACS which in turn can vector interceptors. 

This assumes that any ground based radars like DEW and the Cobras have been 

destroyed in the initial attack. 

The existing capability for intercepting approaching bombers lies 

with the ANG fighter/interceptor squadrons of which considerable capability 

is expected to survive. They will require maintenance support and supplies, 

e.g. POL, parts and ammunitions. But primarily they will need the warning and 

guidance capability described above. 

In order to assess how the air defense mission can be accomplished 

following the initial attack the above mentioned topics need to be addressed 

in some detail. 

5-3.2  ■■ Military Base Protective Measures 

The homeland defense mission requires a rapid restoration of mill- 

tary capability after attack. One of the most effective methods for achieving 

that goal 1s to minimize the losses sustained during the nuclear exchange. 

Under the postulated scenario of the Initial phase of the war, all major U.S. 

military installations will be attacked and suffer extensive destruction and 

casualitles. This 1s primarily because U.S. military bases are concentrated, 

soft targets vulnerable to air bursts of nuclear weapons. In the process of 

assessing the impact of the Initial attack, the idea of some rather simple 

protective measures arose and 1s pursued here in some detail. 

* The current assessment 1s that HALO type sensors require a pay load capa- 
bility which current ICBM boosters cannot provide. 
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Even though relatively low yield SLBM warheads were postulated to 

be employed against most U.S. targets it was shown in Section 3-3 that casual- 

ties would be enormous and that U.S. war fighting capability would be severely 

impaired. In this section cost effective means will be presented which would 

enhance survival of a significant fraction of mission critical personnel and 

equipment. One hundred percent protection of military elements or protection 

of dependents or civilian employees on the base are not envisioned at this 

stage of the study. 

The nuclear effects of most concern are: 

1. Visible light flash which can cause blindness or eye damage, 

2. Thermal pulse and the fires resulting from 1t, 

3. Blast overpressure and accompanying winds, 

4. Prompt radiation (neutrons and gammas produced within about a 

minute of burst time), and 

5. Fallout radiation. 

Blast Shelter Details 

The shelters to be discussed in detail below are shallow buried 

structures with soil providing most of the nuclear effects protection. They 

are inherently Immune to flash and thermal pulse, although sites should be 

chosen away from large quantities of combustible materials. In high explosive 

tests simulating nuclear weapons these shelters demonstrated considerable 

hardness against blast effects. Since soil 1s a rather good radiation shield 

these shelters provide considerable protection against nuclear radiation. 

Shelter requirements vary from one military Installation to 

another. As noted in Section 3-3.1, Army forts tend to be much larger than 

Navy or Air Force installations. Also, any base with stored nuclear weapons 

1s attacked with ICBM as wel' as SLBM RV's In the present scenario. Some 

bases will be subjected to fa;lout from surface burst attacks on other upwind 

targets. After discussing the shelters in more detail, requirements for 

different basing conditions will be addressed. 



First consider casualty ranges for troops not in shelters. Figure 

5-17 taken from Reference 15 gives casualty ranges for yields of interest. 

Note that the dominant effects are thermal pulse and blast. As the degree of 

warning and protection improve: to the point of troops lying prone with 

thermal protection the casualty ranges drop to 7,500 to 20,000 feet depending 

on weapon yield. In targeting military installations, numbers and yields were 

chosen from among the available weapons to destroy most of the equipment and 

buildings at the installation (see Figures 3-6 through 3-8). The resulting 

nuclear environments would be sufficient to produce casualties anywhere on a 

Navy or Air Force installation or in the built-up area of an Army base. If a 

large fraction of unsheltered personnel is to be saved then dispersal away 

from Navy/Air Force installations or from the built-up area of Army bases is 

necessary. 

Now consider the sheltered case. Two types of shelter were con- 

sidered. An "expedient shelter" concept (specifically the pole-covered 

trench shelter) is discussed in Ref. 16. These shelters could be installed 

easily and at low cost. They could be used to shelter both personnel and 

equipment. The log shelter design from Ref. 16 has been redesigned to employ 

standard building materials (plywood, two by fours, tar paper) as shown 1n 

Figure 5-18. The soil depth of 36 in. allows this shelter to survive 15 psi 

blast overpressure while providing radiation shielding. (Two entrances are 

desirable to allow quick occupation of any shelter and to provide an alternate 

exit route in a post attack environment.) The steel shelter shown 1n Figure 

5-19 is the same as that reported 1n Ref. 16 except that a second surface 

entrance has been included Instead of the basement entrance used 1n the field 

test. The soil depth of this shelter provides the Inhabitants with protection 

from prompt and fallout radiation. 

A few other comments regarding these shelters are appropriate. A 

fallout example below illustrates that with proper preplanning, stay times In 

these shelters could be kept down to about a day. Food and water should be 

prestored in each shelter for a few days occupancy. Adequate ventilation can 

be provided by a Kearny air pump described In Ref. 17, or by other high volume 

hand or foot operated pumps. Battery powered lights are needed. Human waste 

can be dumped outside the shelter a few hours after attack without a large 
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increase in total dose. For example, at a time (of at most 7 hr.) when the 

local dose rate has dropped to 360 rads/hr. an exposure of 30 sec will result 

in an additional dose of 3 rads. (This compares with the sickness threshold 

dose of about 200 rads.) Frequent removal of radioactive dust from the 

shelter is necessary. 

One important aspect of shelter construction, i.e., exclusion of 

ground water, has received insufficient attention in the buried shelter lit- 

erature to this time. This is probably partly because the field tests have 

all been in desert areas where ground water has not been a problem. In the 

second world war, ground water made many British Anderson shelters unusable. 

These were semi-buried corrugated steel arch shelters with earth floors. 

Ground water seeped up from below. 

Several approaches can be taken to reduce ground water problems: 

1. Choose well drained sites above the water table, 

2. Waterproof all shelter joints, 

3. Build the shelter above ground and cover with soil, 

4. Provide a sump and sump pump. 

A combination of these approaches could be used. 

Prompt Radiation 

Figure 5-20 gives initial dose vs. slant range for the three yields 

of Interest. This Is the total dose due to source region gammas, fission 

product gammas (for about a minute after burst) and neutrons. Figure 5-21 

gives the dose transmission factor vs. thickness for 100 lb/cu ft soil. This 

1s the ratio of the total dose Inside the shelter to the external dose. For 

the wood shelter (36" of soil cover) this factor 1s 0.034 while for steel 

shelter (48" of soil) It 1s 0.012. The soil above the wood shelter will 

shield to well below the sickness threshold dose of 200 rads for any over- 

pressure up to Its maximum 15 psi overpressure capability. The steel shelter 

Is capable of withstanding 50 ps1 structurally. 

tfft. II* /. d*)±kl 
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be increased to 60". However, as later shown in the discussion of Table 5-11 

these smaller weapons are not effective if shelters are dispersed widely. 

The minimum range for occupant survival for the two shelters and 

three yields is given in Table 5-10. For the wood shelter this is the 15 psi 

range while for the steel shelter it is the range to that external dose which 

will be attenuated to 100 rads internally. The additional doses in the two 

shelters resulting from "streaming" through the entries was computed and was 

found to be negligible compared with 100 rads. 

Table 5-10. Minimum ranges from burst to assure shelter occupant 

Consider the case 1n which the shelter 1s downwind from a surface 

burst on a nearby target. It 1s customary to reference fallout dose rates to 

a time one hour after burst (H+l hr). The highest H+l dose rate seen 1s about 

10,000 rad/hr 1n the crater region. Since total destruction occurs in this 

region U 1s not of Interest here. Downwind the highest fallout dose rate 1s 

about 5000 rad/hr. That footprint for a 1 Mt surface burst 1s about 6 mi. long 

and 1.5 ml. wide. The total fallout dose accumulated 1n this region 1s about 

25,000 rads. Fallout radiation is far less energetic than prompt radiation, 

so 1t 1s also far less penetrating. For example, the 36" of soil above the 

wood shelter would attenuate the 25,000 rad external dose to about 10 rads. 

Next consider the required stay time In the shelter to assure that 

occupants can safely evacuate the shelter to low dose regions. Calculations 

based on Ref. 15 (using a fission fraction of 1 for the warhead) Indicate that 

occupants of a shelter in the middle of the 5000 rad/hr contour could leave 
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the shelter after 20 hours and pick up less than 100 rads of total dose if they 

walked out of the contaminated area in one hour. This should not be difficult 

since only about 15 min. would be needed to reach the nearest point on the 

edge of the fallout region. A wait of just a few more hours would greatly 

reduce the total dose. 

This brings out several significant points: 

1. On a large base only a small fraction of blast shelters would 

be expected to see high fallout dose rates. 

2. Even those in the heavy fallout region can be evacuated in a 

day or so. 

Shelter Number and Timing Considerations 

Military bases, whether large or small in total area, generally 

have a large population in a small built-up area. There should be a shelter 

keepout zone around the built-up area where shelters would not be expected to 

survive an attack on the built-up area. For example, if a one megaton air 

burst is expected, shelters hardened to all weapon effects at the 50 psi range 

should be emplaced no closer than about a mile from the edge of the built-up 

area. The distance to the farthest shelters depends on the available escape 

time. Consider a specific example to Illustrate how such distances can be 

estimated. 

Assume that: 

1. About 6,000 on-base personnel are to be evacuated to pre- 

emplaced shelters, 

2. Standard military vehicles (buses, trucks, or armored 

personnel carriers) are available to evacuate personnel, and 

3. Five roads radiate away from the built-up area. 

If about 30 evacuees can be crowded Into each vehicle for the brief 

ride to the shelter then 200 vehicles are needed, or an average of 40 vehicles 

per departure route. Since the steel shelters also accommodate 30 persons, 

200 of these shelters would be needed. 



If each vehicle is assigned a fixed parking spot near its evacuees 

and a fixed shelter to go to, drills should allow short evacuation times. 

Significant traffic jams should be avoidable because of the small number of 

evacuation vehicles. (If at the other extreme two or three thousand cars were 

used in the evacuation, congestion could be a serious problem). 

If practice in evacuation drills allows traffic jams to be avoided, 

it is likely that a shelter located about 8 miles from the heart of the 

built-up area could be reached in about 15 minutes. If the shelters were 

spread in a ring between 1 and 8 miles from the built-up area, they would 

occupy an area of about 200 mi2 or about one shelter per square mile. Follow- 

ing considerations will show that this area can be sufficient to provide 

adequate survival. Next consider more specific base types and the increase in 

the number of warheads required to cause extensive casualties if the on-base 

personnel are in shelters scattered over the base. Figure 5-22 compares the 

sizes of typical Army, Air Force and Navy installations. Using ground ranges 

from Table 5-10, Table 5-11 gives approximate numbers of warheads needed to 

produce about 70S casualties. 

Because The Air Force and Navy installations are much smaller than 

the Army bases they require far fewer warheads for coverage. However, use of 

shelters, and particularly the steel shelters, would significantly increase 

warhead requirements even for these smaller targets. If steel shelters are 

scattered over the large (170 m1z) Army fort, many warheads would be required. 

In general if personnel can reach steel shelters scattered, on or off base, 

over an area of about 100 mi2, 1t will not represent a profitable target. 

In times of high stress but when attack 1s not Imminent, off duty 

personnel could be sheltered or taken well away from potential aim points. 

Many key personnel could perform their duties from shelters well away from the 

central area of the base. 
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Table 5-11. Number of warheads needed to produce about 705;- casualties. 

The preceding discussion, which showed the dispersal areas required 

to prevent the base from becoming an "attractive target" 1s correct only 

insofar as personnel themselves are concerned. The base likely 1s targeted 

primarily because of the facilities, weapons systems and function it 

contains. To the extent that military personnel are a part of the function 

they are, of course, a target. For these reasons shelters probably should be 

built to provide protection against attacks primarily designed to destroy the 

facilities and functions at the base, not attacks which deliberately try to 

attack with such intensity as to ensure a high level of personnel fatalities. 

Such attacks cannot readily be countered Individually. However, as noted 

earlier, when protection Is provided on a large scale then, the synerglsm of 

multiple systems all demanding extremely high attack levels for high proba- 

bility of kill will collectively negate an attack. Thus, what Is really 

needed are shelters with a moderate level of blast protection and a high level 

of fallout attenuation uniformly distributed and highly proliferated at or 

near all military installttions. 

5-3.3 Air Surveillance of Contiguous Waters (Future Work Outlined) 

The prevention of Invasion of U.S. and neighboring territories will 

be a major military function 1n the defense of the homeland. The potential 

for landing of Soviel Union troops for the occupation of strategic areas or 



landing of paramilitary units for physical or political sabotage must be 

anticipated, and capability to prevent it must exist. Such invasions may 

arrive either by air or sea. The discussion of air defense in Section 5-3.1 

addressed primarily defense against bombers and cruise missiles. That same 

capability could repel air transport. Surveillance of contiguous waters will 

address intrusions by surface vessels as well as submarines. The latter pose 

a multiple threat in that they can put ashore small paramilitary type units, 

interfere with U.S. shipping and launch strikes against U.S. targets inland. 

Patrol aircraft capable of monitoring sea traffic must be retained 

after the initial nuclear attacks on military facilities. Since seaborne 

movements are considerably slower than those of aircraft, it will not be 

necessary to maintain continuous surveillance. It will, however, be required 

to coordinate the surveillance cycles with the response capability of defense 

systems so that effective interception will be possible. 

A major portion of contiguous waters surveillance will be the sub- 

marine patrol which will have to Include thorough searches of contiguous 

waters as well as the capability to penetrate and search remote bodies of 

water (e.g. Hudson Bay or Gulf of St. Lawrence) should that become necessary. 

Specific details of system requirements for air surveillance of contiguous 

waters during the protracted war have not been addressed 1n this Investiga- 

tion. They constitute, however, a significant aspect of military missions 

relating to homeland defense and need to be developed further. 

5-3.4  ■ ■ Enemy Surveillance Denial (Future Work Outlined) 

A major requirement for the successful conduct of a protracted war 

Is to know more about the enemy's situation and actions than he knows about 

ours. This applies, of course, to all military missions during such a con- 

flict but primarily It Is Important to create a sanctuary within the homeland 

where military and economic recovery actions are initiated. The assessment of 

the attack effectiveness (Section 3-3) Indicates the likelihood that both 

nations will have destroyed each others space based surveillance capability. 

This would Include assets In space and also the ground based tracking and data 

receiving and processing facilities. Without space tracking capability it 
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will be impossible to remain aware of replaced satellites and hence prevent 

surveillance. 

This leads to requirements for the capability to prevent surveil- 

lance o* the homeland from sensors in space. The section on Air Defense 

(5-3.1, above) considers the need to prevent reconnaissance overflights. 

Thus two types of capabilities are needed during the protracted conflict, 

i.e., the ability to detect surveillance sensor and data handling system 

activity, and the weapon capability to prevent effective surveillance. Con- 

ceptual ideas for satellite detection and tracking systems usable during 

protracted conflict need to be developed as well as systems to destroy the 

surveillance capability when it is detected, or, failing that, develop tech- 

niques for avoiding surveillance by monitoring its passages. Development of 

these concepts is left for future investigations. 

5-3.5  j| Attack Warning (Future Work Outlined) 

The initial attack 1s expected to destroy all of the existing attack 

warning systems either in the course of the attack or by special action 

Immediately preceding it. This then could leave the U.S. without warning of 

any further attacks by Soviet Union strategic weapons. The above discussion 

of A1r Defense (Section 5-3.1) addressed the need for warning of bomber 

attacks during the protracted war. There are currently no enduring systems 

which could warn of ICBM or SLBM attacks. The discussion In Section 5-3.3 on 

contiguous waters surveillance concerned systems which would be capable of 

tracking Soviet Union submarines. They would, however, be indadequate for 

launch warning. 

In the discussion of replenishable satellites \A Section 5-4.2 the 

needed capability for launching satellites for Information gathering Is 

described. It appears that sensors in Molnlya as well as geostationary orbit 

could detect ICBM launches from known locations in the Soviet Union. A 

capability to monitor the ocean areas fro« which SLBM attacks could be 

expected may be found to be too costly for the value they provide. These 

questions need to be addressed further but are beyond this study. 



5-4   H RETAIN/RESTORE GLOBAL C3I STRUCTURES 

The prime support function of all military missions before and 

after initiation of the war is the gathering of information, the interpreta- 

tion, and dissemination for commands in response to the situation assessment. 

In recognition of the value of this function the assumption was made in the 

analyses of Section 3-0 that both antagonists would exert special efforts to 

destroy the other's capability to gather and make use of critical information. 

Hence, space and ground based sensors will be attacked, as well as data 

processing and command center facilities. Both nations have existing, highly 

redundant civilian communication systems, and the assumption is that an 

attack on military facilities only, will leave much of that Intact making 1t 

possible to restore a minimum capability soon. 

| The more critical components are the parts of the C3I structure used 

for gathering and Interpreting Information. They depend upon very sensitive 

equipment and highly trained personnel. Two Ideas are presented here which 

deal with the retention and restoration of those aspects of C3I. They address 

specifically concepts for protection of C3I system support personnel and for 

the post attack launch of replacement satellites for communications relay, 

attack warning and surveillance of enemy (world wide) activities. 

5-4.1 V ■ Survlvable C3I Support Concepts 

__ This conceptual Idea deals particularly with trans- and post-attack 

protection of critical C3I support personnel. It recognizes that In addition 

to the other constituents of the global C I system structure, the enduring 

survival of highly trained and experienced C I specialists 1s of Importance 

and can be provided for by the suggested techniques. The development of these 

concepts begins by assessing the types of people (by function, experience and 

training) who are supporting the C3I systems. 

|P The C3I personnel can be divided Into two categories: the large 

group of support and logistic personnel who do not function directly In-line 

with weapon system operations but are required for reconsititution, and the 

smaller group who function real time In-line with weapon systems operations 



through attack, and near real time in the protracted war periods. Elements of 

the former category are located on bases throughout CONUS. Concepts for their 

survivability and endurance are discussed in Section 5-3.2, Military Base 

Protective Measures. The latter category is subdivided into three groups. 

First there are the weapons controllers. Their survivability and endurance is 

achieved through weapon system design and operations, e.g., Minuteman 

hardened launch control center and ALCC's, the submerged submarine, the 

cruise missile carrier and bomber mobility. The second group consists of the 

top command authority, e.g., NCA and CINC's. Their survivability is taken to 

be achievable through air mobility using WAABNCP E-4 and EC-135 aircraft. 

Limited functional endurance is projected by employing air-to-air refueling 

and "on-ground" operational capability. However, the present WWABNCP 

aircraft require long runways (6000 to 10,000 ft) which, because they are few 

in number, can be targeted. It has been suggested that Improvement in top 

command survivability and endurance can be achieved through use of medium size 

wide body STOL aircraft, e.g. C-14. Such aircraft could function from 3000 

ft. runways, some 5000 of which are available within CONUS, or from highways, 

unprepared fields and the like. The aircraft and C3I payload would be 

designed for on-ground operations to conserve fuel. Water and food would be 

provided for a crew live-aboard capability. A concept configuration for such 

a CINC command aircraft Is shown in Figure 5-23 and detailed Information 1s 

contained in Boeing document 0180-24755-1; "Survlvable C3I Systems Based on 

AMST Aircraft", Aug. 9, 1978. 

The third group of the latter category 1s Identified as the cadre of 

"key" support personnel required by the NCA to effect positive weapon system 

command and control under the attack and protracted war scenario. Such 

support has become Increasingly necessary because of the complexity and 

diversity of the strategic forces and the shift In war emphasis from single 

all out attack to limited attack and Indefinite protracted operations. The 

group consists of "key" people with special skills and weapons control back- 

grounds. Some of these personnel categories and their supportive tasks are 

listed in Table 5-12. Survivability and functional endurance for this group 

constitutes a special case: the group Is large and dispersed throughout 

CONUS, but not so large and dispersed that the group could not be targeted 

even under "low level attack" scenarios; their supportive functions are 
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required by the NCA on a near real time basis; selective hardware, software, 

data bases and communications must survive along with the personnel. The 

survivability concept which follows addresses the special needs of this "key" 

group of support C I personnel. It is applicable to similar functional groups 

which require high confidence survivability and endurance, e.g., key weapon 

system logistic personnel. 

5-4.1.1 MM   Survivability Concepts 

Two concepts appear suitable for achieving the survivability of the 

groups of support C3I personnel. The first utilizes redundant nearby off-base 

hardened shelters with prepositloned equipment and supplies, and the second 

utilizes road mobile transports which can carry the key personnel/equipment 

away from pre-established, dispersed sites. The rationale which supports 

this contention 1s outlined in Table 5-13. It Is envisioned that some inte- 

grated combination of these two concepts would be Implemented for each par- 

ticular base and specific functional responsibility. 

5-4.1.2 H Hardened Off-Base Shelters 

    The first of the suggested concepts the Hardened Off-Base Shelter, 

is shown in Figure 5-24. Near an operational C3I base a number of shelters 

are constructed of such hardness and dispersion that the base and each shelter 

must be considered as separate aim points. Earth covered concrete and steel 

construction for 40-100 psl protection is envisioned, the shelter door being 

the most critical Item. Individual shelter hardness would be tailored to the 

site requirement, taking Into consideration terrain, distance from the base, 

voll condition, and other factors. 

1 On Initial warning or at high DEFCON levels the key C3I personnel 

would move to one of the shelters using standby road transport (described 

later In this report) and reestablish support operations for as long as 

required. Each shelter would be preprovlsioned with fuel and life support 

elements for a designated period, e.g. 30 days. Nuclear radiation, chemical, 

and bacteriological protection will be provided. The current data base, and 



Table 5-13. Identification of candidate survivability concepts. 

• Approaches for Achieving Survivability 

• Hardening 
• Nobility 
• Redundancy 

> Applicable to Problem Solution 

• Disperse on Warning . 
• Deception - Not Practical for Large 
Groups 

• Survivability Concepts 

• Sea • High Cost 
• Space • Difficult to Translate From 

Peace to War Operations 
• Airborne • Costly for Urge Dispersed 
Groups. Lack of Endurance 

• Deep Underground - Cost and Lack of 
Survive»!e. High Data Rate Coenunlca- 
tion Links 

• Ground Nobility 1 
• Dispersed Sites J 

Applicable to Problem Solution 

• Candidates Concepts 

• Redundant Off«Base Hardened Shelters] 
• Road Mobile Transports        J 

Suggested for Further Development 

• Redundant Soft Shelters 
• Off-Road Mobile Transports 
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high cost support hardware/software items also would be brought to the shelter 

by the the transport vehicles. 

Each shelter would serve as an independent communication node ans 

would be equipped with a landline and hardened antenna set as outlined ir 

Figure 5-25. The communication equipment would be connected to shelter power 

and the landline and antenna terminals on entry. Communication links with 

NCA, weapons control points, or other sheltered support groups could be estab- 

lished, or reconstituted, within minutes. the antenna capability would 

remain survivable due to hardness, redundancy, and exposure only as required. 

It would be possible for an occupied shelter to deploy and utilize antennas of 

unoccupied shelters thereby confounding enemy reconnaissance efforts to 

locate the sheltered key personnel. 

With this concept survivability of key personnel, data base, 

hardware/software, and the supporting function 1s achieved specifically 

through redundant, presuppHed hardened shelters occupied on warning. A 

variation of this shelter concept also can provide protection agains loss due 

to surprise if during peacetime, a random selection of shelters were occupied 

at all times with operations being executed through the normal base opera- 

tions. 

The hardened shelter concept has some specific advantages. Most 

Important Is the fact that few new people would be required since the plan is 

that existing key personnel would support both the base peacetime and the 

wartime shelter operation. This Is based on the fact that the shelters are 

located within minutes of base operations and because the shelter would be 

able to provide a comfortable and efficient off base work space during a high 

DEFCON preattack condition. Further, the operational capability afforded 

through the shelter concept 1s «aIntilnable at high levels over an extended 

period of time. This Is achieved by propositioned supplies and accommodations 

for a 24 hour crew size and the possibility for resupply. The principal 

disadvantage of the shelter concept Is that Its position Is known and can be 

targeted. This can be countered by shelter proliferation and reducing the per 

shelter value. 
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5-4.1.3  jl Road Mobile Transports 

The alternate concept based on the use of road mobile transports is 

shown in Figure 5-26. The central element is the self contained transport 

incuding a number of key personnel, and the data bases, electronics, and 

communication equipment as required to support their assigned function. The 

transport is designed to afford EMP and radiation protection, and limited life 

support for operations and driver crew. 

Survivability is achieved by movement to off-base locations, out- 

side/upwind of potential target areas. The transport would not remain in an 

area long enough to be detected and targeted. Some percentage of the trans- 

ports with key personnel could be deployed on the road during times of high 

stress to preclude loss of all functional capability with surprise attack. 

Theoretically the transport could be parked anywhere alongside the 

roadway and operations could proceed. As a practical matter this may not be 

so, and some number of off base parking sites will have to be provided In some 

CONUS areas to guarantee parking, toilet, water, and rest areas, especially 

for the peacetime operation. 

The principal advantage of this concept 1s that It 1s Inherently 

quite survivable because individual transports would be difficult to detect 

and target. But there are also some negative aspects. Transport surviva- 

bility cannot be dependent on dash-on warning as the public roads, under 

attack conditions, may be jammed with civil and military vehicles. The post 

attack endurance of the mobile units will be limited to a few days if crews 

cannot be rested, and life support and fuel resupply not obtained. Long term 

C3I functional availability through the mobile concept, that is days and 

weeks, would be dependent on reaching prepositloned supplies of food, fuel, 

and water. The concept of operation also results 1n an increased requirement 

for trained key personnel, since some personnel must be on-the-road at all 

times and thus cannot be at-the-base performing a normal peacetime function. 
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5-4.1.4 ^H Transport Concepts 

Two transport concepts are identified on Figure 5-27. One con- 

figuration is based on use of a 40 foot bus and the other on use of a trailer 

and tractor. Each transport is configured as a mobile office with a six 

position console. Radio, data storage, and data processing electronics, and 

associated spares and power supplies are included. The bus approach appears 

well suited to the shelter survivability concept since it could dash with a 

load of 25 or more people and need not be hardened for EMP or radiation 

protection. But either approach could be adapted to the requirements of 

either the hardened shelter or road mobile approach. Table 5-14 provides a 

preliminary understanding of a bus and a trailer-tractor payload as con- 

figured for the shelter or on-road survivability concepts. 

5-4.1.5 ■  From Concept to Practical Application 

A single fixed approach to survivability and operational endurance 

of key personnel/key functions 1s not suggested. The key personnel, data 

bases, and the functional capabilities which must survive the attack and 

endure and support protracted war operations for an Indefinite period are 

located on a number of bases throughout CONUS. The contribution to the total 

survivable C3I function from each base will be unique with respect to func- 

tion, personnel and equipment. Road patterns and geographic perspective will 

be different at each base. 

As a practical matter the more reasonable approach for achieving 

survivability and endurance 1s to employ standardized "building blocks" 

developed from both the Hardened shelter and road mobile concepts previously 

discussed. The "building blocks" would be assembled In quantity and format to 

best suit the survivability and endurance needs of a particular base function, 

location, and key personnel requirement. For example, for those responsible 

for bomber and cruise missile carrier reconstltut 1 on/turn-around, an emphasis 

on mobility and less dependence on real time communications 1s required. The 

capability to communicate with bombers and cruise missile carriers, to direct 

such aircraft to austere bases, set up landing aids, direct/coordinate 

weapons/fuel reload, and report status to NCA would be provided to the key 
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personnel for this facet of survivable C~I. Personnel responsible for 

evaluation of force responsive alternatives or retargeting need little 

mobility. These key people do require near real time communications with NCA 

and weapons controllers and a long term survivable "office" to preserve and 

update large data bases and perform analytical operations. Those responsible 

for naval forces resupply will require a survivable "office" and survivable 

communication to both military and civilian organizations. The key personnel 

would be provided with a capability to build a new data base identifying 

surviving port and transport facilities. Survivable transport would be 

provided to allow travel to a port location to organize and direct both civil 

and military units in the resupply effort. Communication, shelter, life 

support, transport and other "building blocks" from the hardened shelter and 

road mobile concepts would allow definition of cost effective solution of the 

survivability and endurance requirements for diverse groups of key personnel 

located over broad geographic areas. Further, the nonconformity of the result 

would confound an enemy attempt to counter by a "singular approach" attack. 

The practical application of the concepts for the survivability and 

endurance of key personnel is then envisioned as number of transport, shelter, 

and prepositloned equipment and supplies tailored to the particular tasks 

required and the geographic areas of operation. Communications Mould be 

provided to support both civil and military functions. Need for unique and 

complex equipment would be deemphaslzed as this 1s not compatible with long 

term endurance requirements. 

5-4.1.6 H The Next Step 

The next logical step In the process of the development of surviv- 

able and enduring C3I 1s to obtain a quantitative definition of the functions 

which must be performed trans- and post-attack and an Identification of the 

key personnel who will perform or ensure that these functions ere completed In 

a timely manner. Such Information can be developed from attack and protracted 

war scenarios end from tn understanding of NCA end weapon system operations. 

Next 1t Is required to Identify the peacetime organizations containing the key 

personnel. An understanding of peacetime operations 1s required for develop- 

ment of a workable plan for transfer from peacetime to wartime operations. 



The communications capability, and support hardware/communications capabil- 

ity, required by the key personnel must be defined. The local geography must 

be understood. Integration of these data will then allow detailed definition 

of a surviving C I function responsive to the specific needs of specific 

organizations at specific locations. 

When viewed from the total military survivable and enduring C3! 

requirements, this "next step" is wery large, probably too large to "get you" 

arms around." It is suggested that the task begin with one part of the 

overall job, perhaps survivable and enduring C I for the Air Force missile and 

air-breather strategic force. 

5-4.2  || Replenishable Satellites 

The probable initial phases of the countermilitary attack will see 

a nearly complete loss of space based intelligence gathering, and communica- 

tions systems. Platforms placed Into earth orbit subsequent to the destruc- 

tion of the ground based telemetry and tracking capabilities will probably be 

quite safe from attack. However, they must be autonomous since control from 

the ground cannot be assured. The following addresses briefly which critical 

systems will be subject to destruction at the beginning of this war and then 

describes concepts for replacing their capability during the protracted war. 

The major space based systems which are expected to be lost Include: 

1) Global Weather Information, 

2) Communication relay (e.g. SATCOM), 

3) Navigation Aids, 

4) NUOET Detection, 

5) Missile Attack Warning, and 

6) Photo Reconnaissance. 

Some of these capabilities will be lost even If only the ground 

based control facilities are Incapacitated. Without orbit control of space 

platforms and ability to receive wide band high rate data transmissions 

anticipated degradation will be: 



1) Immediate loss of global weather information with local 
weather information degrading over weeks, 

2) Gradual loss of AFSATCOM in 1-2 weeks, 
3) 90X immediate los* of SHF SATCOM because of the loss of large 

antenna terminals with complete loss in 2-4 weeks, 
4) Los: of NWSAT services in a month, 
5) Immediate loss of E/H and W/H NUDET, 
6) Immediate loss of satellite missile warning, 
7) Immediate loss of Photo Reconnaissance. 

It 1s clear that some of these services can be restored by the use 
of replenishment satellites. The utility of several replacement satellites 
will now be described. 

5-4.2.1 Wä  Replacement Satellite Concepts 

The following 1s a description of concepts for replacement satel- 
lites for several critical functions Identified above. 

Global Weather Satellites 

The peacetime weather system consists of space and ground based 
segments. The space element consists of two spacecraft in sun-synchronous, 
450 ran circular orbits that map the earth two times each day at visual and 
Infra-red frequencies. The satellites constantly transmit the Imagery 
Information they gather 1n real time and store up to three orbits of data on 
tape recorders. The resolution is 1800 feet at both visual and infra-red. 

The ground based elements comprise large receiving stations at 
Falrchild and Loring AFB's which receive the tape recorder dumps and about 
fifty terminals on trailers and aircraft carriers which receive only the real 
time data transmitted to them while the satellites are in view of a particular 
ground terminal. 

The satellites and large receiving stations are vulnerable and can 
be destroyed quickly. The number of mobile terminals makes is likely that 



some would survive; these will be available to receive the data from 

replacement weather satellites. 

The concept for a replacement weather satellite is a 600 lb. space- 

craft that uses a scanning radiometer to acquire visual and infra-red data 

which are immediately transmitted to earth. Resolution is 4.0 nm at both 

visual and infra-red. The satellite is autonomous with an on-board space 

navigation system to obtain position and attitude information without depend- 

ence on ground tracking stations. The satellite could be maintained on alert 

on a MM-III booster in a silo; alternatively two satellites could be launched 

by a MX. 

After launch the satellite 1s boosted to a low earth parking orbit 

until an injection motor "kicks" the satellite into a 12 hr. 63° or 8 hr. 

polar orbit. The spacecraft will commence transmitting weather data In 3.6 

hours from the launch. Two such satellites will provide coverage of the 

northern hemisphere tvtry six hours. The operational Unescan radiometer 

uses a six-Inch Cassegraln optical train for both frequencies. 

There are some changes required in the trailer and aircraft carrier 

terminals to receive the global (as opposed to local data). The changes are 

incorporated on two printed circuit boards. 

Launch of the satellites will be commanded by the ICBM command and 

control system with the exception that launch authority need not Involve NCA. 

Communications Relay (SATCOM) 

Several communications satellite systems are In use for military 

missions. Replacements for two of those are described here to Illustrate the 

concept. 

The AFSATCOM system provides communications service between the NCA 

and the SIOP force such as bombers, tankers and ICBM launch centers. The 

system consists of ground and space segments. The ground based elements 

Include Urge fixed terminals, terminals at ICBM launch control centers, and 



terminals on B-52, KC-135, EC-135S, and E-4Bs. The mobile terminals will 

survive if the airplanes survive. The fixed terminals wi',1 be destroyed if 

targeted. 

The space segment consists of 3 satellites in 12 hr. orbits (SOS) 

and 3 satellites in synchronous equatorial orbit (FLTSAT). There are addi- 

tionally Single Channel Transponders (SCT), on DSCS III satellites. The space 

assets are vulnerable as are all resident satellites. Replacement satellites 

will need to be compatible with the existing ground terminals which survive. 

The major difference between the replacement satellites and the resident 

satellites is that the replacements are autonomous and carry only a few (up to 

4) narrowband channels compared to the twelve channels on the resident satel- 

lites. 

The replacement satellites could be stationed In an ICBM basing 

system. One option would be to put a single satellite on MM-III as depicted 

In Figure 5-28. Two such satellites could be launched by M-X. The satellites 

would be launched Into a low earth orbit as depicted In Figure 5-29 and kicked 

into a twelve hour elliptical orbit. This orbit provides coverage for the 

northern hemisphere above 30°N and duplicates the Satellite Oata System (SOS) 

orbit. The time from launch to satellite operation 1s 3.6 hours. Life of the 

satellite is limited only by reliability of the system; there 1s no redun- 

dancy. 

The AFSATCOM mission package will provide up to four narrowband 

(5000 Hz/75 bps) record communication channels at UHF (225-400 MHz). Alter- 

natively the satellite could carry the OSCS III SCT which allows two way UHF 

and a SHF uplink from large (Type 78) OSCS terminals If they are available. 

Launch of the satellites could be accomplished by the existing ICBM launch 

control system. 

The normal wide-band communications system used for CINCNETTIN6 Is 

the Defense Satellite Communications System (OSCS). The system, 1n addition 

to data services, provides secure voice services between CINCEUR, CINCPAC and 

CONUS. The space segment consists of four large wideband satellites In 

synchronous equatorial orbit. The satellites have both earth coverage and 
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spot beam antennas. The ground segment Includes very large (Type 78) 

terminals down to one man transportable terminals, and airborne terminals on 

E-4B aircraft. The transportable and aircraft mounted terminals would have a 

better chance of survival than the large terminals which may be easily 

targeted. Frequently the large terminals are located at sites that are 

targets for other reasons. It 1s necessary to make the replacement satellite 

compatible with the ground terminals which are Hkely to survive, which means 

that frequency modulation data rate, etc., must be matched. 

The coverage required for secure communication between CINCs is 

shown in Figure 5-30. The satellite would operate at 9-11 6Hz and would be 

capable of Unking with a three foot dish such as that used on the E-4B. The 

data rate Is 16 Kbps which can be used any way one wishes; I.e., voice or data 

or combination of the two. Six full duplex voice channels using linear 

predictive coding, LPC, can be had with good voice fidelity; the LPC channel 

requires 2400 bps. Using a multiplexing mode, any number of voice channels up 

to six can be provided with the rest of the capacity used for data. 

Two such satellites can provide continuous coverage of the Northern 

Hemisphere above 30°N, which Is the area of Interest. Satellite and launcher 

configurations would be as de«~ribed above for AFSAT replacement. 

Missile Attack Warning 

Missile strike warning is required for: 

1) Determination of the country of origin of missile launches, 

Z)    Launch of strategic forces response, 
3) Protective reaction. 

TAWSAT (E) 1s a candidate system concept for replacement of missile 

warning sensor. The ICBM sites in the Soviet Union are located in areas where 

&«./*£ is   J<l+-f./. 



they can be seen from Molniya* or synchronous equatorial orbits with a small 

field of view sensor. The sensor is a mechanically scanned line array 

consisting of 1500 lead sulfide detectors. The technology is that of the 

existing system which has been operational for ten years. Risks of 

development are non-existent but the hardware is relatively expensive. The 

onboard processing load is about 100 Kbps to derive a 65 Kbps downlink. 

An alternative payload that uses higher technology would be a 

staring mosaic sensor - also with a narrow field of view. The mosaic has the 

advantage that it reduces the clutter limit over that of a mechanically 

scanned sensor and promises to be lighter. The mosaic has the disadvantage 

that 1t has not been tested 1n a space environment and hence involves some 

technical risk. 

Two narrow field of view satellites could continuously observe the 

Soviet Union ICBM sites and be 1n continuous contact with an AABNCP over the 

CONUS. The downlink power Is designed to be compatible with antenna that 

could be carried by aircraft. One such satellite could be launched by a 

MM-III booster (with upper stages) or two satellites could be launched by an 

MX. Basing could be any mode that will not constrain the length of the 

booster since upper stages are required. The survlvablllty of launcher and 

satellite elements must be assumed so that attack warning can be restored. 

Photo Reconnaissance 

There are many uses of photographic reconnaissance in the pro- 

tracted war situation. If a counterstrlke has been executed against military 

targets, photography can aid In verifying damage to targets. Some of these 

targets can be reconstituted in short time spans. Photography can determine 

the state of reconstitute so the targets could be struck again if necessary. 

Photography can determine the deployment of projection forces by noting the 

aircraft at airfields and vehicle counts at transportation choke points such 

as mountain passes and highway junctions. 

* Molniya: JTRuisian communication satellite launched Into an elliptical 
orbit with a 63 inclination and a 21.000 nm apogee and 200 nm perigee; the 
orbit provides excellent coverage of the northern hemisphere Including the 
polar region. 
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Rapid deployment photo reconnaissance satellites can be launched 

for one or two orbits and then re-enter over the CONUS where the data are 

recovered. The film or magnetic tape requires interpretation, and enduring 

capability for that must be provided since the locations where this is 

routinely done will have been destroyed in the initial attack. A mobile or 

transportable interpretation facility for that purpose would have to include 

light tables, microstereoscopes, vrriscans and spectrum analyzers as well as 

trained personnel. 

Photo I (MM-III Launcher) 

Once around reconnaissance using a booster of the MM-III class can 

be accomplished by using a reentry vehicle to de-orbit the camera and film at 

a predetermined spot. Photo-interpretation would have to be done on the 

ground, which is a separate but vtry real problem. A baseline 24" catadl- 

optric system 1s estimated to give (from low earth orbit) a ground resolution 

of 7* -8'. Figure 5-31 illutrates the level of detail that could be 

expected. One may differentiate between large transport aircraft and small 

transport aircraft but cannot discern a fighter (In this case an F-86 chase 

plane). One can further get a reasonable count of vehicles parked In parking 

lots on or off highways at this resolution. 

This satellite may make many orbits, for which 1t Is necessary to 

carry a space navigation system In order to 1) photograph the proper area, and 

2) to de-orb1t at the proper spot • probably over CONUS. 

The reentry vehicle would be a low beta device, probably made of 

Oblique Tape-Wound RefractiIt (OTWR); a parachute would be deployed at about 

50,000 feet and beacons would be activated to guide the recovery operations. 

Since recovery will be on land It can be made at night which Is an Improvement 

over the existing film satellites whose recovery Is limited to daylight hours. 

The total timeline from launch to reentry could be as low as 100 minutes. 

The vehicle could be carried on a MM-III booster with an already 

designed fourth stage that weighs about 1400 lbs. Weight in orbit Is about 

1200 lbs. An Interesting feature of the system 1s that a MM-III weapon can be 
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converted into a surveillance system in less than 24 hours. This presupposes 

that the upper stage and spacecraft are available. The procedure could be to 

transport the upper stage/spacecraft to the silo in the existing payload 

transporter, open the lid, remove the R/S and RBPS and emplace the 

surveillance assembly. 

Photo II (MX Launcher) 

The increased payload of the MX will allow a satellite substan- 

tially larger than MM-III. Again It requires a fourth stage on top of the 

three stages of MX. The spacecraft would be an autonomous satellite capable 

of ejecting and de-orb1t1ng multiple data cassettes at predetermined loca- 

tions. There would be no requirement to de-orbit the spent spacecraft, saving 

the weight of a retro motor. 

The performance of such a system 1s Illustrated by Figure 5-32. A 

ground resolution of 4-5 feet Is expected. Damage to, and reconstruction of, 

critical targets could easily be monitored with such a system. 

The NX space booster Is necessarily longer than the weapon booster 

because of the fourth stage; this presents problems 1n basing. If mobile 

basing Is used, a longer transport vehicle would be necessary or the kickstage 

and satellite could be mated In the exposed position. 

Fixed basing (silos) would accommodate such a kickstage and satel- 

lite readily. The total length of the Photo II vehicle with satellite, 

kickstage and NX would be approximately eighty feet. The NN silos are eighty- 

seven feet deep. The weapon front end and the surveillance satellite front 

end are Interchangeable. Launch of the system would be accomplished by the 

ICBM command and control system, the NEECN. 

5-4.2.2 mlH Booster Requirements for Satellite Replacement 

A ballistic missile booster with the capability of delivering one 

or more warheads a distance of 6000 nautical miles achieves a peak velocity of 

about 24,000 fps. To place a platform as those described above Into a MolMya 
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orbit requires an injection velocity of about 40,000 fps. This requires the 

addition of two stages to the basic Minuteman or MX booster. A fourth stage, 

achieving 30,000 fps would insert the payload into a parking orbit. From 

there it would be kicked into a specific elliptical orbit by a fifth stage 

achieving the necessary Injection velocity. To place a similar payload Into a 

synchronous equatorial orbit requires a sixth stage to circularize the orbit 

and effect the plane change necessary. The latter maneuver makes this an 

inefficient but possible solution to satellite replacement. The-staging 

sequence to achieve the Molniya orbit 1s shown in Figure 5-29. Adaptation of 

ICBM boosters for launch of replacement satellites requires lengthening the 

booster. Figure 5-33 illustrates this for conversion of a Minuteman III 

booster to satellite configuration. The modest length Increase Is made 

possible by removing of the NS-20 guidance section and Including the necessary 

inertlal Instruments Into the satellite package. 

Figure 5-34 summarizes the results of an Investigation to determine 

the boosters that may be considered. (A totally new booster was considered 

too expensive.) Only a few are really suitable. Militarized boosters are 

hardened against ENP; some boosters are in production or 1n surplus supply; 

some boosters have Insufficient payload to orbit. The choice of booster, to 

some extent, Is dependent upon the basing system and not on the booster 

characteristics. 

The most suitable boosters are: 

1) C-4, which 1s In production, hardened against EMP, radiation 

and X-rays. 

2) MN-III, about 140 MM-III boosters are surplus, hardened 

against EMP, radiation and X-rays. 

3) NX, which 1s hardened and which may be In production for the 

next decade. 

5-4.2.3 ■■- Launcher Requirements for Replacement Satellites 

A major aspect of the replacement of spece platforms for surveil- 

lance and relay functions 1s the timing of their availability. It affects 

requirements on the launcher and launch facilities. For any space platforms 



Flgurt 5-33. Boosttr configuration comparison. 
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required during or immediately after the nuclear exchange suvivable 

launchers would be needed with launch control by ground or airborne control 

facilities. Reconnaissance and surveillance missions during the protracted 

war, as well as communication relays in support of force projection and 

support of allies will be launched days, weeks or even months after the 

initial exchange. Launches for these types of missions can take advantage of 

any suitable facilities which have survived or have been reconstructed. The 

major concern is for survival of boosters, space vehicles, and launch control 

equipment and personnel. 

The results of Investigations Into the timing requirements for 

replacement satellite launches are summarized in Table 5-15. Approximately 

four hours are required for the satellite launch and orbit Insertion phases. 

This factor must be considered In scheduling launches. There are basically 

three time periods during which replacement launches may be required. The 

first two, just before and during the counterforce exchange, require rapid 

deployment capability. If central exchanges can be assumed to take out the 

tracking network (these networks track ballistic missiles as well as satel- 

lites and are extremely fragile) space is a sanctuary. This suggests that 

rapid deployment satellites should be launched before central exchange weapon 

arrival. In this case, surv1vab111ty for the launcher would not be a re 

qulrement. If the assumption 1s made that warning will be available, then 

there 1s no need for special hardening of launch facilities and boosters, 

providing they are readily available and protected from sabotage. However, If 

reliable warning cannot be exptcted then 1t will be necessary to provide 

survlvable launch facilities for those satellites which are to function 

during and Immediately following the nuclear exchange, e.g. NUDET detection, 

attack warning, etc. The use of hardened silos for a substantial number of 

satellite launchers may cause difficulties because of SALT limitations on 

launchers. TRIDENT tubes may be available but It 1s not clear that such 

submarines could launch satellites when they were needed because the launch 

might reveal the position of the boat. A more serious drawback to submarine 

basing 1s the volumetric limit of the launch tube illustrated In Figure 5-35. 

The satellite launcher Involves four stages when five are Ideally needed for a 

twelve hour elliptical orbit. 
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Consideration of the mobile MX basing scheme is subject to the same 

limitation because the transporter erector launcher (TEL) is sized to the 

length of the missile and an increase in length to accept additional stages 

would cause an increase in length of TEL, the mobile surveillance shield and 

the shelters. If MX were to be launched from MM silos, additional length 

could be accommodated. There are test launchers that could be used for rapid 

deployment satellites at AFETR and AFWTR. Figure 5-36 illustrates the WTR 

launcher locations. Note that test launchers are refurbishable whereas 

operational launchers are not. 

Launch of replacement satellites during protracted war (the third 

time period) requires the enduring survival of satellites, boosters, and 

launch control equipment. In addition, of course, launch facilities must be 

available. The deep based MESA concept described In Section 5-2.2 potentially 

offers the capability to protect and launch satellites for a period of up to a 

year. While one would not build MESA just for launching satellites, the MESA 

constructed for FSRF (future secure reserve force of ICBM's) could accom- 

modate space launches. Some modification 1s necessary because the MX space 

booster is eighty feet long, ten feet longer than the weapon. 

NCSA. 

There are at least four ways of Implementing satellite launch from 

1) Full length launchers for assembled boosters and space 

vehicles. This case would extend the launch tube and the 

vehicle by ten feet. There would be no capability to enter the 

launch tube for any purpose. Lengthening the transporter 

would Impact ;«te tunnel system design 1n terms of diameter and 

turning radii. 

* 

2) Full length launcher with adapter collar on the booster. This 

differs from 1) In that It allows the satellite payload to be 

removed and replaced In the tunnels. Thus relatively few 

boosters can support several types of satellites. It requires 

handling equipment (overhead hoist and slings), as well as 

trained technicians, to change payloads. 



3) Full length launcher with long adapter collar. This differs 

from 2) in that the entire spacecraft can be exchanged. 

4) Full length launcher with extra-long adapter collar. This 

differs from 3) in that a space booster and weapon booster can 

be launched from the same vehicle. Interchangeable front ends 

(weapons or satellites) provide a great deal of flexibility. 

This flexibility requires special transportation and handling 

equipment and trained maintenance personnel. 

5) Weapon Size Launcher. This concept features a separate 

transport vehicle that emplaces the upper stages and the 

satellite just prior to launch. (See Figure 5-37). This 

concept 1s the most time consuming and people Intensive of 

all. The total weight of booster stage/satellite 1s on the 

order of 10,000 lb. It does allow weapon/spacecraft Inter- 

changeability and does not require tunnel modifications. 

5-4.2.4 £ Replacement Satellite 

Regardless of the booster or the launch system the spacecraft, for 

use In a protracted nuclear war, must be different than those 1n use today. 

Today's satellites depend upon the AFSCF for control. The AFSCF Is a wy 
fragile system and cannot be depended upon to function throughout a protracted 

situation. An autonomous satellite can guide Itself to orbit, station-keep, 

perform attitude control and doppler correction. The heart of the autonomous 

system Is the self-contained space navigation system; there are several 

alternatives from mechanically pointed telescopes to electrically scanned 

CCOs (Charge Coupled Devices). All potentially will work with different 

degrees of accuracy. No existing satellite has any appreciable degree of 

autonomy but those for use In a protracted war must be completely autonomous. 

In a protracted nuclear war, the large fixed mission data receiving 

stations cannot be depended upon to survive. Authority, wherever it exists, 

will probably have access to a small antenna and processing capability. This 
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might be airplane-operable, air transportable, ground mobile or proliferated. 

The downlink for mission data and communication must have sufficient power to 

close the link with a small aperture antenna, nominally a 3* dish or 

equivalent. This differs considerably from some current systems which use 40 

and 60 foot dish antennas to receive mission data. 

m Although a spinning satellite is not desired because some, if not 

all, of the space navigation sensors will not accommodate spin. It might be 

feasible to use a despin platform for the space navigation system but this 

introduces.more complexity than the stabilized spacecraft. 

A generic autonomous satellite schematic 1s shown in Figure 5-38. 

The orbit Insertion process from first stage Ignition on 1s handled by the 

inertial system (IHU, Computer and Clock). When orbit has been achieved, the 

space navigation package takes fixes to Improve the knowledge of the orbit, 

starting with the nominal orbit In the memory and operating a filter for 

update with each fix. The space navigation system Is required because a pure 

inertial system will continue to drift 1n both position and reference unless 

updated. 

The spacecraft uses the navigation Information to correct the orbit 

with the spacecraft propulsion system and to report the geographical position 

of missile launch and NUDETS and launch azimuths. The spacecraft structure 

must be stable when the satellite Is subjected to sun exposure in various 

positions to prevent misalignment between mission telescopes and the space 

navigation system. The current system uses ground references which are vul- 

nerable. The Boeing Company has built and tested a thermally stable graphite 

structure in the space chamber. The results show a thermal warp much less 

than the accuracy of the various sensor assemblies. 

B Figure 5-39 Illustrates a block diagram of a spacecraft control 

system design for use with a MN-III booster. The objective of this configu- 

ration was to achieve a system that could be rapidly deployed and most of this 

hardware exists. For example: 
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The space navigation unit 1s the Martin Space Sextant which is under 

contract and which will fly soon. 

The IMU is the Singer Small Hardened Inertial Platform (SHIP) which 

has been delivered to ABRES. 

The processor is the CDC 469R2 which is flying on HEAO as an 

attitude control computer. 

The clock is flying on 6PS. 

The altitude control components are from OMSP Block 50 and Boeing S3 

satellites. 

The downstage Interface is an existing MM-III P-92 control and 

discrete unit. 

The only development required for this system 1s the interface box 

and the software. 

5-4.2.5 ^f  Summary 

d Replenishment satellites can be used In a protracted war for a 

variety of functions; they must be autonomous spacecraft without dependence 

on ground control. For some applications, the satellites need to be launched 

before the central exchange so they will be on station to observe missile 

launches, NUOET and perform transattack communications. The basing for 

launchers for these missions does not need to be survlvable as a result. 

"Launch on strategic Indicators" - "launch on warning" requires that launcher 

be on alert and have quick reaction time. 

Survlvable basing seems to be advisable for some missions such as 

reconnaissance and replacement of satellites which fail. The requirement for 

additional stages required for satellite velocities result In longer boosters 

which cannot easily be accommodated In either submarines or In MX shelters. 

These space boosters could be accommodated by a system such as MESA. 



5-5    m SUPPORT OF ALLIES 

In the development of military missions (Section 4) the support of 

allies was considered of definite importance in the conflict resolution. It 

is probable that the primary function will be to resupply the NATO and other 

~aTTisd~-förees with equipment, consumables, and information.—iir-idditton, 

specific military actions may be conducted in support of allies. Of particu- 

lar interest will be attacks by U.S. (strategic) forces on assembled Soviet 

Union combined arms forces which are either mounting direct attacks on allied 

positions or 1n the process of preparing for force projection. 

5-5.1   |[ Long Range Attack on Combined Arms Forces 

A most effective military support mission to be offered to allies 

during the protracted war will be the use of U.S. strategic weapons In attacks 

on Soviet Union combined forces either as they are forming for attacks or 

preparing for movement to theaters. The ability for the U.S. to use Its 

retained strategic forces in this manner requires a significant C3I capa- 

bility. Monitoring of the movements of combined arms forces is absolutely 

essential (see Section 5-4.2 for conceptual Ideas). This requires surveil- 

lance and reconnaissance capabilities, Information exchange with allies, and 

Information evaluation. Furthermore, 1t needs to have available the ability 

to assess the status of the remaining U.S. strategic forces, especially their 

readiness to act, since the combined arms forces targets are probably limited 

1n duration, I.e., they will be in some form of transit, and will be available 

probably for periods of hours at the most. 

In Section 5-2 the subject of enduring strategic strike forces was 

discussed. Two primary concepts appear to be suitable to address the long 

range attack on relatively time-urgent targets. Bombers which have survived 

and have airfield, fuel, crews and weapons available, can perform such attacks 

effectively. The endurance of ICBM's Is assumed to be wy limited for 
currently deployed systems. A new concept of deep based ICBM's as • future 

secure reserve force Is described 1n Section 5-2.2. Such a system can provide 

the capability to attack combined arms forces over v%ry  long ranges.  In 
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addition there may, of course, be submarine based missiles which can be 

employed for this task. 

U The development of specific mission plans has not been carried Out 

in this investigation. It remains to be done. However, if strategic bombers 

or missiles are retained during the protracted war period, they can effec- 

tively attack assemblies of combined arms forces. 



5-6    Jl MILITARY LOGISTICS 

The extreme vulnerability of the major portion of the U.S. military 

logistics systems has been discussed in the section on the protracted war 

environment (Section 3-3). It rises primarily out of the concentration of 

facilities related to logistics functions and to the automation of the logis- 

tics system through centralized computers. The potential loss of the data 

base, software, experienced personnel, and storage and transport facilities 

can be avoided by some changes in operational plans. Two conceptual ideas are 

presented for consideration and further development. 

5-6.1  B Concept of Reserve Unit Base Reconstruction Teams 

In Section 3-3.1, the effectiveness of a Soviet attack limited to 

military objectives was discussed. The points were made that destruction of 

the central buildings at all places attacked was total; that most personnel - 

especially key leadership, administrative, and logistical personnel -were 

casualties; that surprisingly large numbers of people could survive; that 

outlying areas could still be made usable; and that respectable quantities of 

materiel were reusable. 

From the perspective of a protracted war, there are vital things to 

be recovered at each devastated base. The trick Is to have and to manage a 

national effort to get, redistribute, and use It. 

The nation has long had a civil defense structure of sorts under a 

variety of administrations and names. That program has some skills, knowl- 

edge, and capability to perform this base reutlllzatlon task, but the focus 1s 

wrong for it and, 1f much damage 1n civilian communities occurs, the orgnlza- 

tlon will be saturated taking care of that problem. 

We suggest that the Reserve Components of the Armed Forces be tasked 

with the mission to organize and manage the base reutlllzatlon effort. Such 

an effort could be as follows: 
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For each sizeable military installation, a reutilization team 

should be formed in the Reserves or the National Guard. The team 

would be tailored for the functions and size of the base it is 

designed for; it would train for that installation. Teams would 

be equipped organically with gear that could not be obtained 

locally, e.g. special radios, radiation detectors and protective 

gear, or programmable pocket calculators with special programs 

that could be plugged in. Pre-arrangements should be made for 

obtaining support with bulldozers, cranes, bucket loaders, 

forklifts, etc., through the U.S. Army Corps of Engineer 

districts which now obtain that sort of assistance from the 

civilian contractor world to cope with major disasters, e.g. the 

northeast blizzards in '77 and '78 or the aftermath of the Mount 

St. Helens eruption. 

Where clusters of many military Installations exist 1n a small 

area, e.g. Norfolk, San 01ego, San Francisco, there should be a 

local control group for all the teams 1n that area. 

The primary mission of these teams would be to provide 

Immediately reusable facilities and materiel. They should per- 

form damage control just extensive enough to assess what 1s 

usable or can be readily repaired. Having Inventoried what Is 

there (to Include survivors), the tea« should report Its find- 

ings, through surviving communications media or over Its special 

radio, through Its chain of command. 

The team leader Is in command of the Installation and Its 

survivors until such time as directed otherwise. He will use his 

team and those survivors who can work plus the borrowed heavy 

equipment to establish a work camp, organize an equipment/supply 

area, and start collecting usable things to stock It. He will 

repair what he can with emphasis on utilities and parts of the 

base that can be used by activated reserve component units. He 

will continue to report upward on the Installation status at 

regular Intervals. 



- Training for these teams would cross many lines: medical, 

equipment operation and repair, blacksmithing, communications, 

etc. Their normal home station should be in a small community 

that is easily acessible to the base, but is far enough away and 

insignificant enough to not be affected by the prompt effects of a 

nuclear weapon, i.e., a place where their survival is better 

assured. Thus the team could train frequently at the base concen- 

trating on learning all about its facilities -especially under- 

ground utilities, hard storage areas, supply areas, maintenance 

facilities, and ranges. They should be exercised frequently to 

ensure that they know their base thoroughly and can wisely select 

the most remunerative areas in which to concentrate their 

efforts. 

- The size and composition of each team would be tailored to the 

base it would take over. Size being a function of the size of 

expected salvage operation rather than such criteria as the num- 

ber of people normally working at the Installation or the total 

acreage of the base. 

A problem of concern with this proposal 1s that of 

recruitment/retention 1n the Reserve Components. Recruitment never will be 

easy, but manning these teams should be as easy as It ever gets. Assuming 

they are not skimped on equipment or training money, they will become elite 

organizations, appealing to a large number of people. The appeal would derive 

from the variety and practical nature of the training and the every-day-world 

applications of the skills learned; both on the civilian job and 1n response 

to natural disasters. 

5-6.2  m Computer/Data Base Protection 

In addition to destruction of military forces and their operating 

bases, the Soviet attack cut out most of the military logistics systems. 

Buildings are gone and significant amounts of tools and material will have 

been destroyed by Immediate weapon effects and secondary fires. However, the 

material frequently 1s packaged to withstand rough treatment and much of the 



machinery is inherently hard to destroy. The reutilization teams can do much 

to salvage these precious resources. 

The vital asset which is difficult, if not impossible, to replace is 

the logistics management system. The current Military Standard Logistics 

Systems (MSLS) places its prime emphasis on attaining: ..."a greater degree 

of simplification, standardization and automation in logistics functional 

areas" (Ref. 18). Much of that aim addresses economies of the logistics 

system. This is achieved in part by centralizing supply storage and mainte- 

nance facilities, e.g. the Red River Army Depot which supports over 50% of the 

Active Army divisions (Ref. 19), and by computerizing the data system. The 

vulnerability of the storage areas 1s obvious. It can best be overcome by 

dispersal of the assets. First of all, economics has dictated extreme func- 

tional centralization and almost total reliance on computers to do business. 

There is essentially no manual backup capability. Those experts who might be 

able to function without the computers and their data bases (which were 

destroyed) are the most likely ones to be casualties from the attack. 

Th« automation of data systems Is quite effective in peacetime 

operations. During the type of attack described in Section 3*3 most of the 

MSLS computer centers and their data systems will be destroyed. This will 

affect also the trained and experienced personnel. The conceptual Idea pro- 

posed here to overcome the potential loss of access to any surviving supply 

stores Is to assure compatibility of the MSLS computers and software with 

commercial automatic data processing systems. In addition, pertinent logis- 

tics data and programs need to be stored 1n survlvable locations and fre- 

quently updated. In this manner 1t will be possible during protracted con- 

flict, following an attack on military facilities, to reactivate the MSLS 

through use of surviving data processing equipment. If appropriate measures 

are taken to transfer current software and data bases to civilian locations, 

and If they are not destroyed along with the military facilities, restoration 

of logistics management could be accomplished. 

If the Soviets attacked U.S. cities as well as the strictly military 

target system, the difficulty of solving this problem 1s increased magnifi- 

cently. We know that priorities of early post-attack effort would not be 
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directed toward protracted war. However, the U.S. must have a strong defense 

quickly or it will be overtaken by someone. (Mexico?) Thus we must establish 

a means to recoup our military strength quickly, even after a massive nuclear 

strike by the Soviets. Restoral of the logistics system is central to that 

effort and some practical means of coping with the computer/logistics data 

base destruction is essential. The scope of this problem 1s so huge that it 

will require a separate study to produce even general recommendations for a 

solution. 

5-7    flf SUMMARY 

A number of conceptual approaches have been described which, if 

employed, would enhance the U.S. military's protracted war-f1ght1ng capa- 

bility. The concepts presented encompass new systems, e.g. short field 

bombers, deep based strategic reserve forces, and replaceable, autonomous 

satellites, and operational concepts like dispersed shelters for military 

personnel and base reconstltutlon units. 

(I The conclusion to be drawn 1s that there are modifications to cur- 

rent U.S. military operations and facilities which can be implemented with 

minimal costs to support some of the capability needed for protracted war. 

Furthermore, it shows that war fighting concepts will have to be developed 

which respond to the conditions which are expected to prevail during the 

protracted war. And finally, some costly changes to strategic end C3I systems 

will be necessary 1f the concept of protracted war as discussed here 1s 

considered a serious possibility during the coming years. 



INSIGHTS/FURTHER WORK 

6-1     INSIGHTS 

This conceptual study has described a probable start of a nuclear 

war consisting of a massive but Inconclusive countermlHtary nuclear weapon 

exchange between the U.S. and U.S.S.R. It has sought to describe the reasons 

why this war could very probably become protracted and to conceptualize the 
environment that would likely characterize this protracted war. It then 

theorized what the principal military missions for U.S. forces would be and 

examined ways in which the adequacy of present or planned forces for these 

missions in this environment could be Improved. This has led to a number of 

Insights from which we are prompted to draw "conclusions". At the same time 

we recognize that the material studied Is still too conceptual and 1s based on 

estimates and assumptions containing too many uncertainties to be classified 

conclusive. Still, there 1s a sufficiently large number of common insights 

running through a sufficiently broad variety of scenarios and assumptions to, 

permit the formulation of generalized comments. In recognition of these 

uncertainties about an event that has never occurred, we describe our conclud- 

ing comments as "insights". 

6-1.1   Personnel 

Throughout all aspects of this study we have repeatedly encountered 

two commonalities. First, the tremendous need for trained, 1n-place military 

personnel with which to prosecute a protracted war, and second, the extremely 

high level of fatalities and disabling casualties our military personnel are 

expected to sustain. Further, this fatality and casualty level Is relatively 

little changed even If we have strategic warning In time to make postural 

changes. It Is clear that provision tot turrirml of military portonml i« tm 
important «s oquipmmnt «arrival. Yet across the full spectrum of our armed 

forces personnel survival from the consequences of nuclear war has received 

essentially no attention. It probably has the highest cost-effective poten- 

tial of any of the measures studied for increasing U.S. capability to survive 

and prosecute a protracted war. 
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6-1.2   Military Logistics 

6-1.3   Mobilization and Force-Projection Capabilities 

U.S. mobilization and force-projection capabilities are highly 

dependent upon an existing training base and logistical capabilities. As just 

noted, both the in-being military personnel force, particularly those 

involved in training and logistics, as well as the logistic and training 

facilities themselves will probably suffer catastrophic levels of damage. 

These military fatalities will severely degrade U.S. mobilization and force- 

projection capability. Whereas alternate facilities, including conversion of 

civilian facilities, might be accomplished on a reasonably timely basis, 

restoration of the personnel cadres needed for mobilization and training will 

require a much longer time. 

♦Tailored in the sense that the smallest size weapon in inventory which could 
accomplish the military objectives was used in order to minimize collateral 
damage. 
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6-1.4   Nature of Space Warfare 

Both the United States and the Soviet Union have placed heavy depen- 

dence and are placing increasing dependence on the use of space for command, 

control, communications and intelligence collection/dissemination. There is 

also a rapidly expanding commercial use of space. Because of the unique 

military value of space it will certainly not remain a sanctuary should a 

conflict between the two superpowers occur. It 1s itself a potential theater 

where conflict could originate. 

Should conflict occur 1n space Its nature would change markedly 

during protracted warfare. With the onset of central nuclear exchanges the 
nature of space warfare will shift from attacks on assets in space to attacks 

on ground based support equipment. These ground based facilities are abso- 

lutely essential to the continued functioning of space based systems. They 

Include highly complex one-of-a-kind control facilities and very large and 
easy to damage antennas, radars and optical systems. These ground based 

systems are also essential to provide tracking and aiming Information to anti- 

satellite systems. Hence with the almost immediate destruction of ground- 

based space facilities in the first phase of a central nuclear exchange, 

reconstituted space satellites will be relatively free from attack for an 

extended period after this central exchange. 

However, this Invulnerability will not apply to satellites of the 

types both sides are now using. To avail themselves of the use of space after 
central nuclear exchange, new spacod-based systems with requirements and 

characteristics which are significantly different must be used. The Systems 

need to be essentially autonomous. They require autonomous navigation, posi- 

tion keeping and housekeeping, onboard computing and relatively high-powered 

transmitters so that small mobile ground receiving, tracking and control 

stations can be used with them. These characteristics could be built into 

space systems beforehand. If done, It would greatly Increase their endura- 

b111ty and usefulness In protracted war. It would not protect them against 

direct attack so that even if this is done a requirement to be able to 

reconstitute space assets will still exist. There Is a strong suggestion that 

the side capable of reconstituting space assets, particularly for effective 

reconnaissance, will gain a distinct, possibly decisive, advantage. 



6-1.5   Factors Tending to Prolong the War 

The study suggests there are many reasons why such a conflict would 

tend to become protracted, In addition to the central assumption that the 

initial exchange is not decisive there are a number of other considerations. 

Many factors which impact both sides—the loss of C I and the attendant 
capability to assess the effectiveness of the attack} the immobilising fall- 
out environment for the first week or two after the central exchange, the need 
for a deterrent force coupled with the inclination for national leaders to 
hoard their remaining nuclear assets/ and a number of societal and other 
considerations will all tend to slow down and prolong the period of conflict, 

6-1.6   Military Missions 

The military missions required of U.S. forces would not materially 

change under a protracted war scenario. Bower, the degree of difficulty in 
executing them, the emphasis, timing and operational techniques would change, 
perhaps drastically. Systems which can perform missions autonomously, par- 

ticularly with respect to reconnaissance, appear better suited for protracted 

warfare. Hence bomber systems if designed for survivability end endurance 
(including their supporting systems and weapons) appear particularly suited 
to protracted warfare. 



6-2    FURTHER TASKS FOR RESOLUTION 

The preliminary findings of this study are that the U.S. forces as 

currently postured are, for various reasons not prepared to conduct pro- 

tracted warfare with adequate chance for success. Several factors contribute 

to the limited capability for protracted war. All of the U.S. military 

facilities except the missile silos and the ballistic missile submarines are 

highly concentrated and essentially soft to attacks. And the survivable, 

hardened systems are not designed to endure for long periods of time, i.e., 

the duration of a protracted war. These factors are compounded by the lack of 

organized recovery planning. 

A number of tasks are identified here resulting from this initial 

study which warrant further and more 1n-depth investigation. They address 

conceptual Ideas which could contribute to enhanced capability of U.S. forces 

to conduct military operations during a protracted war. 

6-2.1   Strategic Weapon Systems 

Conceptual designs need to be pursued for strategic aircraft which 

will be able to operate wit'out the vtry limited number of large runway 

airfields required by 8-52 aircraft. Operations from short runways or even 

unprepared fields must be considered. Such conceptual designs must Include 

availability of the essential supporting functions« e.g.» crews, fuel» main- 

tenance and repair, and weapon stores (bombs, cruise missiles, etc.). 

Similarly, basing concepts for ballistic missiles must be developed 

further so that the enduring survival of such weapons can be assured. The 

range of concepts to be Investigated should encompass active, autonomous 

weapon systems and dormant, unmanned weapon and support system storage. 

These investigations should utilize the extensive earlier concept 

developments both for retiinable bombers and alternate ICBM basing. The 

Important task will be to Identify the concepts which are compatible with the 

anticipated protracted war requirements and then prevailing conditions. 
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6-2.2   Survival of Conventional Forces 

The ability to conduct military functions during protracted con- 

flicts will be a function of speed and extent of recovery of the military 

forces from an initial nuclear attack. Dispersed storage of critical assets 

like weapons and equipment, and sheltering of soldiers are considered to be 

the simplest and least costly approaches. They warrant further conceptual 

development toward economic and effective solutions. 

Another aspect of enhanced survival 1s the preparedness for enter- 

ing attacked areas for salvage of materiel and assistance to surviving person- 

nel. Similarly, the survival or reestabllshment of logistics systems must be 

planned for. Initial conceptual Ideas for meeting these needs have been 

described in section 5 above. They must be developed further to the point 

where the potential effectiveness can be assessed and eventually tested. 

6-2.3   C3I Capabilities (Including Space Based Systems) 

The anticipated nuclear attack which would initiate the prolonged 

war Is expected to destroy most of the nodes of the military communication 

systems, the command centers, and the ground and space based surveillance and 

warning sensors. Airborne command posts and communication relays are 

expected to survive the attack but are found to be limited In endurance. 

Concepts need to be developed and evaluated for reestabllshment of 

communication nodes, command posts, and sensor systems. Such concepts must 

take Into consideration the environment and conditions expected to exist 

during the protracted war. Three major categories of system concepts will 

need to be developed and evaluated. Some will be ground based, some will be 

airborne using short field type aircraft, and finally, the replacement of 

space based sensors and relays. 

As discussed above, any systems for operation in space must be 

autonomous since ground based tracking and control facilities will be des- 

troyed Initially and their reestabllshment prevented. All of the concepts 
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must address also ideas for the survival of key personnel and critical assets 

through the initial attack and their enduring availability. 

6-2.4   Integrated Studies Approach 

A number of improvements which can be made to enhance existing 

systems effectiveness in a protracted war have been discussed. There are many 

other new systems which could be developed in response to this requirement. 

The subject is so broad and interwoven that it would be useful to undertake an 

effort which makes a first attempt at structuring an integrated approach to 

the postural changes needed for protracted war. Such an effort should con- 

sider all aspects of the problem-personnel, weapon systems, supporting sys- 

tems, logistic base and C3I. It should also define the extent, feasibility, 

priority, cost and timing that are envisioned for these changes. No quick, 

easy or inexpensive solution will be found. But if a steady and Integrated 

approach 1s followed over the next decade, the resultant posture will undoubt- 

edly be one which can create sufficient uncertainty 1n attack outcome that 

Soviet leaders will be deterred not only from undertaking such an attack but 

also from threatening to do so. 
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APPENDIX A 

SCENARIO AND MODEL (FOREM) FOR STRATEGIC COUNTERFORCE 

EXCHANGE CALCULATIONS 

This appendix provides the assumptions and technics used for 

analytical evaluation. Fundamentally, the general rule followed was that 

each side would do what was best for its national interest, and that it would 

interpret its national interest in light of its own political ideology, not 

that of its opponent. Each side's counterforce strike carried out was 

designed for optimal outcome at the end of a two-sided counterforce exchange. 

In the basic counterforce-counterforce scenarios the Soviet first 

strike had the dual objectives of greatly diminishing U.S. strategic forces 

and of maximizing, in the Soviets favor, the post-exchange Equivalent Weapon 

differential between Soviet and U.S. forces. The U.S. response was tailored 

to obtain the most favorable differential from the U.S. point of view. The 

counterforce exchanges were analyzed from two conditions of force generation. 

The no warning or surprise attack scenario assumed the International tensions 

which preceded the Soviet Initial strike were not of a nature that caused an 

Increase 1n U.S. Strategic Alert Forces over the normal, day-to-day alert 

forces. The generated alert scenario assumed that the Soviet nuclear strikes 

were an escalation from a full-scale theater war. Therefore, Strategic Forces 

were already at maximum alert, and theater reinforcement was in progress. The 

Initiator (USSR) was credited with the capability to sortie a high percentage 

of his own mobile strategic forces (LRA bombers and SLBMs In port) for sur- 

vival concurrently with attack Initiation. This sortie for survlvablHty did 

not permit such forces to participate 1n the surprise attack, but did permit 

them to be away from their normal bases by the time a U.S. retaliatory strike 

could occur. 

Soviet and U.S. Forces 

The Soviet forces used are those in being and projected for deploy- 

ment under a "moderate" threat prediction. They are constrained by the limits 
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of the SALT II proposal* as it is presently understood. Backfire bombers 

assigned to Soviet Long Range Aviation (LRA) were included in the Soviet 

forces used. Soviet ICBM launchers operational at test ranges and extra 

missiles for post-exchange reload of launchers were not included in the Soviet 

forces in the calculations. 

U.S. forces include those in being and planned for development and 

deployment under the current FYOP. They also are constrained by the limits of 

the current SALT II proposal. U.S. forces Include FB-111 bombers assigned to 

the Strategic Air Command (SAC) as well as several thousand cruise missiles 

planned for deployment by the late 90's. The MX-MPS system is included (IOC 

1986 and 200 missiles by 1990). 

Readiness Conditions and Performance Factors 

In the "Generated Alert" case 1t was assumed that each side had 

placed all of Its nuclear offensive forces, to the extent possible, on alert. 

Both U.S. and Soviet ballistic missile submarines not 1n extended overhauls 

were presumed to be at sea. All generable bomber forces were presumed to be 

armed and fueled and on strip alert with crews Immediately available. All 

operational ICBM's were assumed to be ready for launch upon receipt of launch 

commands. 

The second case was the "Day-to-Day Alert" posture corresponding to 

a Soviet surprise attack. For this case, U.S. bombers and ballistic missile 

submarines were assumed to be on strip alert or at sea in accordance with 

everyday U.S. practice. Since U.S. ICBM's are all normally maintained on 

alert there was no change from the generated case for the ICBM force. The 

Soviet force available for use In the exchange Included all ICBM's (which are 

either maintained at 1001 alert or could be covertly generated to that level 

without U.S. detection), those ballistic missile submarines normally main- 

talned at sea, and any bombers normally maintained on strip alert. However, 

as discussed earlier, the Soviets, as the initiators, were credited with the 

♦SALT II constraints are exceeded If LRA Backfire 1s counted. 
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capability to sortie their non-alert mobile forces without alerting the U.S. 

shortly before or concurrently with attack initiation so that these forces 

would be away from their normal bases by the time U.S. retaliatory weapons 

could arrive. 

The analysis has accounted for the performance factors of the 

delivery vehicles and weapons (reliability), the yields and accuracies of the 

various weapons, the losses due to initial attack (pre-launch survivabiHty) 

and, where applicable, the penetration of enemy defenses (probability to 

penetrate). This latter factor is extremely Important for bomber/cruise 

missile systems. 

Counterfprce Targets 

Soviet counterforce targets Include U.S. ICBM silos, SLUM bases and 

bomber bases. Attacks on U.S. bomber bases were analyzed using submarine- 

launched ballistic missiles with those present and future characteristics 

portrayed in a moderate SALT II-constrained threat. In the generated case, 

where it would be theoretically possible for large numbers of Soviet sub- 

marines to be located a short distance off U.S. coasts, Soviet use of an area 

barrage attack of U.S. bomber bases was analyzed, but not used, since prudent 

dispersal of U.S. bombers to counter such a threat would make It to the Soviet 

disadvantage to expend the large numbers of weapons reoulred to employ this 

tactic. 

The Soviet counterforce attack was considered to Include a follow- 

on attack on U.S. bomber-capable airfields at the appropriate time to destroy 

any U.S. bombers which had been capable of recovering In the U.S. It was 

further assumed that similar strikes, using "gray-area" weapons not Included 

In the central strategic systems discussed here, against non-U.S. bases con- 

taining recovered U.S. bombers would also be made. 

Two Soviet ICBM warheads were used against each U.S. SLBM base 

facility to destroy SLBM forces not at sea. 
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The Soviet attack on U.S. ICBM's was structured to produce a result 

optimized for the Soviets, recognizing that the U.S. return strike would be 

U.S.-optimized. This two-sided optimization was performed by linear program- 

ming methodology incorporated into an iterative search process. The quantity 

optimized was the Equivalent Weapon difference between Soviet and U.S. ICBM 

forces after the counterforce-counterforce exchange, each side rides out the 

attack, i.e., neither side uses launch-on-warning or launch-under-attack. 

The logic used- in designing the U.S. response strike presumes no knowledge of 

how many Soviet missiles of each type have been used and the U.S. response is 

structured assuming that all Soviet silos contain missiles. 

U.S. counterforce targets include Soviet ICBM's, SLBM bases, bomber 

bases, and appropriate defense suppression targets. 
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APPENDIX B 

MEASURE OF EFFECTIVENESS UNITS 

Equivalent Weapons 

Equivalent Weapons (EW) is an Index of the destruction potential of 

an aggregation of weapons used against a large target complex consisting of 

several different basic target types. It is, In a sense, the number of 

perfect weapons (kill-probability » 1.0, i.e., one weapon kills one target) 

which in aggregate would have the same total destruction potential as the 

weapon aggregation being evaluated. 

Generally, EW Indexes divide the target sets Into three types: soft 

points, soft areas, and hard point targets. While the mathematics of the 

computation do not limit how many types of targets may be used, practical 

Intelligence limitations of target-set knowledge do. 

In addition, EW Indexes consider the kill-probability of each 

weapon In Inventory against the different types of targets in the target set. 

This kill-probability sums up the basic characteristics of each weapon, i.e. 

its accuracy (CEP) and Its yield (megatonnage). Because this index takes all 

of these factors Into consideration (different weapon types In Inventory, 

characteristics of the various types of targets which make up the target set, 

and kill-probability of each weapon type against each target type), 1t is an 

effective Index with which to evaluate nuclear weapon arsenals. 

The EW Index Is, of course, not perfect. For Instance, it treats 

all targets of different types as equal in value and allocates each of the 
* 

various types of weapons 1n Inventory against the representative percentage 

of each of the various types of targets In the target set. Thus It does not 

optimize Individual weapon characteristics to selected portions of the target 

set. Further, since It evaluates target types as a percentage of each target 

set, 1t will not, in Itself, give a relative measure of the fractions of the 

target sets surviving on each side. However, these limitations can be over- 

come through judicious analytical application of the Index. 
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For those interested, a mathematical description of EW follows: 

The concept of EW (Equivalent Weapons) as an index of aggregated 

weaponry strength can be illustrated by the following numerical example. 

Suppose 500 weapons of one particular kind are available for potential use 

against a set of several thousand targets, of which 45% are type A, 30% are 

type B, and 25% are type C targets. Each one of the 500 weapons has a kill- 

probability of 0.5 if used against a type A target, 0.4 if used against a type 

B target, and 0.2 if used against a type C target. 

In a typical set of 100 targets there would be 45 of type A, 30 of 

type B, and 25 of type C. The average number of weapons required to kill the 

45 type A targets is 45/0.5 or 90, to kill the 30 type B targets is 30/0.4 « 

75, and to kill the 25 type C targets is 25/0.2 ■ 125. Thus for each 100 

targets the average number of weapons required will be 

45/0.5 ♦ 30/0.4 + 25/0.2 » 90 + 75 + 125 ■ 290 

Since this is the requirement for 100 targets killed, the average 

requirement per target killed 1s one-hundredth as much or 

^5 (45/0.5 + 30/0.4 + 25/0.2) • 0.45/0.5 ♦ 0.30/0.4 + 0.25/0.2 « 2.9 

Thus, in this illustration, 2.9 weapons are required on the average 

to destroy one target and the total of 500 weapons would therefore be expected 

to destroy 500/2.9 ■ 172 targets. On the other hand, 1f perfect weapons 

(kill-probability 1.0) were available, the destruction of 172 targets would 

require only 172 weapons. The 500 weapons of the example are equivalent to 

172 perfect weapons and, 1n this sense then, have an equivalent weapon (EW) 

value of 172, or 0.345 EW per weapon. 
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This computation in condensed form can be written 

Ew «  ICO . 172 
0.45/0.5 + 0.30/0.4 ♦ 0.25/0.2 

Note that the 0.45, 0.30, and 0.25 appearing in this expression are 

the fractional portions of the target set corresponding to type A, type B, and 

type C targets; 0.5, 0.4, and 0.2 are the corresponding kill-probabilities. 

In more general terms the EW value of N weapons of a particular kind is 

written. 

EU •    - 
V>. * V>b+ 'A 

wherein the fa, fb, fc are the target complex fractional parts corresponding 

to target types A, B, C and the pa, pb, pc are the corresponding kill- 

probabilities. 

If weapons of more than one type are present In the force, the same 

formula is used for each weapon type and the results are summed. Note that 

the fa, fb, and f would remain unchanged but that pa, pb, and pc would vary 

with weapon type. 

Tne Da* pb» and pc c*n b* broadly Interpreted as the probability 
that a designated weapon will result In target destruction. Thus, depending 

on the particular application, the pa, pb, and pc could incorporate such 

factors as reliability, availability, pre-launch survlvablllty, defense 

penetration capability, etc. 

In the preceding discussion of EW an Implicit assumption Is made 

that the target complex consists of discrete point targets (targets small 

relative to the lethal coverage of the weapon) for which "probability of 

destruction" has a well-defined significance. If the target complex under 

consideration Includes "area targets," I.e. targets whose value 
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,._■■» "»WVV^ ii-i, 

is distributed over areas large compared to a single weapon's coverage, then-a ,""1'' 
modification in the EW formula is required. In the implementation adopted 
here, type A targets are taken as soft points, such as radar Installations, 
unprotected communication centers, etc. Type B targets are soft areas, such 
as military bases or staging locations. Type C targets are hard points, such 
as command centers, some Industrial locations, dams, etc. Any current nuclear 
weapon has the yield and delivery accuracy to develop a near unity kill- 
probability for soft point targets (type A). The equivalent megatons (EMT) 
index provides a measure of area target (type B) kills referenced to a 1.0 
megaton weapon (*) Kill probability for hard targets is expressed 
(approximated) by a well-known formula. Thus: 

2/3 
Pa • 1-0. Pb ' 

Y • PC " 
l ' °*5 

CMP/(H/16)2/3 

where:  Y • weapon yield in megatons 
CMP • Y2/3/(CEP)2, 
CEP ■ circle of equal probability    (radius of) 
H • target hardness (taken as 500 psi in calculations 

for this study) 
The calculation of EW for a single weapon now becomes: 

1 
EW" fa * VyZ/3 * VPc 

Returning to the first example with some additional information: 

fa " ,45» fb " *30» fc B ,25 

Assume: Y • .5, CEP - .15, H - S00 

(*) In determining the percentage distribution by target type the areas 
are considered to consist of as many separate targets as the number 
of 1 NT coverage circles required to suitably cover the areas. 
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Then:  Y2/3 ■ .63 \ 

CMP » .63/.15* ■ 28.0 
28/(500/16)2/3 . 

pe • 1 - .! 

EW • 1 

.45 ♦ .3/.63 ♦ .257.86 

.86 

-■ .82 

Five hundred of these weapons are equivalent to 500(.82) ■ 410 
perfect weapons. 

•t 
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